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Chapter I
"Papa always loved this place," Flindra said quietly as she watched her brother dig the grave.
Leudh was a tall man and his strength was easily seen in his broad shoulders and muscular arms. He'd
taken off his tunic to work and his chest glistened with sweat.
"He did," Leudh answered as he worked. "I think he would be pleased to know we chose this place for
his grave. This is one of the best spots overlooking Lake Eghero and I know he loved coming here to enjoy
the view."
"I bet Papa was proud to have been named after the lake," she remarked.
"He wasn't named after the lake," Leudh corrected gently, but with the authority of an older sibling.
"There was once a king named Eghero and it is told that he was a wise and just man. Grandpa chose a
strong name from our history to name his son. In fact, the lake was named after King Eghero."
"I never knew that."
"Papa told me the story once."
Flindra had just celebrated her nineteenth birthday this past summer. She was five years younger than
her brother and was tall like him. That was where the similarities ended. Leudh had inherited their mother's
blue eyes and blond hair, while Flindra was crowned with strikingly beautiful auburn tresses. She had
expressive brown eyes, which seemed to mirror her emotions.
It was autumn and the breeze blowing from the northwest felt cool on Flindra's face. Raindrops from an
earlier shower still clung to the grasses and leaves of the trees along the crown of the hill. The sunlight
shining though the droplets gave the impression of jeweled beads adorning the landscape. The breeze
toyed with the droplets, blowing them from the leaves and onto the ground.
The breeze rippled the surface of the lake, which softened the reflection of the surrounding landscape.
Great flocks of geese and ducks were resting along the shoreline as they paused on their migration south.
The air was filled with their raucous voices and the lake was busy with their presence.
"I remember Papa and I came up here one afternoon before he fell ill," Flindra reminisced with a tender
smile. "He was so filled with the beauty of the day and this place. He seemed to make the whole world so
alive that I felt blessed to share the moment with him. He told me that the beauty of the world is a mirror
reflecting the grandeur and glory of the Spirit and that every day of life is a blessing from Him. He said that
to notice the beauty abounding in the world is to appreciate and do homage to our Beloved Spirit."
Leudh smiled as he wiped the sweat from his brow with the back of his hand. His blond hair was dark
with sweat and his mustache tasted salty as he licked his lips. "Papa was a wise man."
Flindra handed her brother a waterskin for she knew he was tired from his labors. Digging was always
difficult work and this task was made harder with the knowledge of the purpose of this effort.
Leudh put down his shovel and drank his fill. "Thank you." He returned the water to her.
"You're welcome."
"I think this is deep enough," he remarked sadly. "I'll widen it a little at the bottom and then it'll be ready."
Flindra nodded in understanding and her eyes suddenly flooded with tears. She looked away to hide her
sorrow for she had promised her father she wouldn't cry. In spite of her efforts to force back her tears, she
sobbed audibly.
Leudh dug out one last shovelful of dirt, threw the spade into the heap of dirt piled to the side of the
grave, and climbed out of the hole.
Flindra felt strong arms surrounded her as Leudh embraced her. "Don't be ashamed to cry, little sister.
Death is always hard." His voice was husky with emotion.
"I told him I wouldn't cry, though," she protested. "I know he's finally free of pain and has returned to the
Spirit, but I miss him so very much."

"We'll always miss him, but I'd like to hope he is somewhere in the Beyond and is looking back at us with
a kind smile."
Flindra smiled through her tears, "Thanks, Leudh. That helps."
"Let's go home and get Momma, Brehwan and the boys. It's time to send Papa home."
"All right."
They stood. Leudh retrieved his tunic and slipped it on for the breeze blowing on his sweat-dampened
body felt cold. They turned and started down the wooded slope towards home.
A mile walk took them to a broad clearing hidden amidst the trees. A woodsman and his family lived off
the bounty of the forest, essentially harvesting the animals and plants that nature provided. They weren't
farmers so they needed no large piece of ground. This quiet, little clearing was enough space for their
needs. What the forest couldn't provide, they obtained through trade. Eghero had been a skilled hunter so
the family always had what they needed.
There was a cozy, two-story cabin on the west side of the clearing with a smaller cottage on the opposite
end of the space. When Leudh had married, he and his father had built this smaller home to provide some
privacy for Leudh and his new bride. They had planned to add a second story when the needs of a growing
family demanded the extra space.
There was a shared barn on the north side of the clearing and a large vegetable garden filled the space
between the two homes. All shared in the work of the garden, but this was really Dakra's space. She and
Eghero had planted this garden when they first started their home in this clearing and she loved spending
most of her time growing food for her loved ones.
Most of the vegetables in the garden had already been harvested but some of the leafy plants and herbs
had survived the first frosts of the season. It was a homey sight and Flindra's eyes filled with tears when it
came into view. Her Papa would not be with them to enjoy the bounty of the harvest this year.
There was smoke rising from the chimney of the big house and both Flindra and Leudh knew the rest of
the family was awaiting their return in there.
"I'll get the horse and cart ready," Leudh said. He headed for the barn while Flindra continued towards
the house.
As she approached the house, Flindra could hear a sob coming from her mother's room for the window
was slightly ajar. She recognized her mother's voice and felt tears of sympathy well up in her own.
Flindra walked inside and followed the sound of the sobs to the bedroom her parents had shared. There
she found her mother, Leudh's wife, Brehwan, and the twin boys, Alek and Arek. They were kneeling
around the coffin, which was set up on two benches next to the bed. All their faces were stained with tears.
"Leudh's hitching up the cart," Flindra said in a low voice. She was relieved the lid to the coffin was
already closed. She wanted to remember her father as he was in life and not as he looked embraced by
death. She joined her mother on the floor and waited in tearful silence.
***
"Good-bye, Papa," Flindra whispered as Leudh finished the job of burying him. "May the Spirit always be
with you."
"Eghero is Home," Dakra said quietly as she slipped her arm around Flindra's shoulder and pulled her
close. "He is safe and surrounded by peace and love."
"Yes," Flindra agreed. She buried her face against her mother's cloak.
Dakra was a strong woman and could take much pain, but there was now gray mixed with the blond in
her hair and her blue eyes were swollen and rimmed with red from her ready tears. Eghero's illness and

death had been hard on her and she had aged in the last few weeks. Even so, she put aside her own pain
to give support to the family. That's what mothers do.
She looked over to Leudh to see how he fared. He had gathered his family close and was comforting
them. The twins could be miniatures of their father, which reminded Dakra that no matter how sad or hard
things became, life continued. She was proud of her son as she watched him spread comfort to his children.
Leudh looked down at his wife. The summer sun had left Brehwan's face tanned, but he knew during the
course of the winter her complexion would fade to a beautiful cameo ivory. Leudh loved the way her green
eyes would subtly change shades with a shift of her emotions. He looked at her now and smiled at the
motherly concern in her eyes as she comforted their sons. He stroked her brown hair tenderly. She leaned
against his chest and drew comfort from his nearness.
"I think it is time to go home," Dakra finally announced. "I'm sure Eghero wouldn't want us moping
around his grave."
"Let's go home and remember all the happy times we shared with him," Leudh agreed. "He would want
us to do that."
"He would. I think I want to walk home," Dakra continued. "Flindra would you join me while Leudh and
Brehwan take the boys home in the cart?"
Flindra brushed away her tears. "Of course, Momma."
"I'll get supper started," Brehwan offered.
"Thank you," Dakra answered.
Leudh looked pointedly at his mother and she gave him a brief nod. He knew his mother wanted to talk
with Flindra alone and guessed they might be late in returning home. Flindra missed the exchange, but
Brehwan's observant eyes caught the silent communication.
"What was that all about?" she asked in a whisper, while Leudh helped her in the cart. "What secrets are
you sharing with your mother?"
"Tonight when the twins are asleep I'll tell you," he whispered briefly.
Brehwan nodded in understanding and helped settle the boys in the cart.
"Flindra, let's take the lake path home," Dakra said after the others had gone. "There's something I need
to tell you and the long walk will make it easier."
"What troubles your heart so?"
Dakra sighed. "Eghero and I wanted to delay this time but we both knew we couldn't keep our secret
much longer." She shrugged her shoulders. "I guess we were just being selfish for we hoped to keep you
with us for as long as we could."
"What do you mean, keep me? I'll never leave my home. Why would I ever go?" Flindra asked in a
puzzled voice.
"I want you to know this, Flindra, my child, I love you and I always will." She looked away to hide her
tears. "You've brought so much joy into my life, into our lives. I'd always hoped for a daughter but I knew
that I could never have another child after I gave birth to Leudh." Her voice dropped in volume. "There were
complications after he was born, an infection that left me barren."
"Momma what are you saying?" Flindra asked with obvious confusion.
"I love you, Flindra, but you are not the daughter of my body, but the child of my heart."
Flindra reached for Dakra and touched her on the sleeve. "Momma, are you saying that I'm adopted?"
she questioned in a whisper. She was shocked to hear her mother's words. "Why have you never told me
before?"
"Flindra, if it were as simple as you being our adopted child, my heart wouldn't be crying out in pain.
Once you discover your true identity, your fate will take you from here." Dakra sobbed audibly. "That's why
we delayed telling you, little one."

"Momma, I'll always be your daughter, adopted or not. I love you." Flindra was crying again and it wasn't
from the memory of her father's death.
Dakra took a deep breath to help fortify herself. "If you were merely our adopted child, things wouldn't be
so hard now. It's perhaps more correct to say that we're your foster family, my dear one. Now it's time for
you to return to your proper place in the world.
"Years ago, an ancient woman crossed our threshold and brought you to us. She told us that the
Blessed Spirit had chosen us to care for you. She also told us that you're the last of the line of King Meldh.
You are a princess!"
Flindra looked stunned. "Me a princess! That's ridiculous! I'm so ordinary it's absurd to think of me as
being of royal blood. I'm a peasant, Momma."
"No, my little one, don't underestimate yourself. You're far more than you realize. We've all recognized
your greatness."
Flindra shook her head. "I'm not all that special," she argued in a whisper.
"Just after Eghero fell ill, we both began to have dreams telling us it was time to share our long hidden
secret with you but we delayed sharing the knowledge of your birth. We knew that you would have to leave
us as soon as you heard the truth and Eghero didn't want to part with you before he left life." Dakra sighed
sadly. "Unfortunately, the dream comes to me every night and the message is becoming more forceful, so I
know I can't wait any longer. I had to tell you today."
Flindra frowned. "Does Leudh know?"
"He's always known the truth. He was old enough to remember everything when you were brought to
us."
"Oh."
Dakra smiled through her tears. "I remember everything as if it were yesterday. You brought me joy,
such a deep happiness to my heart that I can't describe it. My cheeks grew sore during those first few
weeks for there was always a smile on my face. At last, I had the daughter I'd always longed for. You were
such a sweet little baby and you took to us so quickly. The joy of having you has lasted all these years.
You've always been so kind, helpful and loving."
She laughed softly in celebration of her memories. "At first Eghero and I were a little afraid of the
responsibility we'd been given. Kewero told us that you will take your place among the great."
"Kewero?"
"That's the name of the old woman who left you here. She made several visits to see how you fared
during the first few years you were with us."
"I don't remember her."
"I think that's why she stopped coming. I think she wanted to remain unknown to you. At least until the
time you had to begin your destiny."
"Oh."
Dakra reached over and took her daughter's hand in her own. "We tried to teach you things that would
help you fulfill your fate. We decided to teach you the wisdom of nature, so you could always survive within
her bounty. You should always remember that nature provides not only subsistence, but is a vast source of
wisdom and knowledge as well. Nature is one way to gaze upon the face of the Spirit. The Spirit is
reflected in our mortal realm in the world around us."
"Papa always was pointing that out to me. He said that knowledge would always bring me peace and
strength."
"It will, dear Flindra. Hold that wisdom close to your heart. Remember, too, as you search out your
destiny, that there is always purpose behind the surface of things. Search for the hidden meanings in what
you see and hear for they are the hidden and sturdy warp threads that support the weft, which fills out the

tapestry of our lives. Listen and look for the rhythms and patterns of life in the world and know that you will
be right if you are balanced within them. This wisdom will guide you if you let it. It's just following the warp
of Spirit's weavings."
Flindra sighed sadly. "I will try my best."
"Kewero never really explained why you were destined to live with us. Maybe the closeness that a
woodsman and his family have with nature is one of the reasons. Many people in our world have forgotten
the old ways of honoring the Spirit, but we live too close to nature to forget." Dakra smiled to herself. "I
think the wisdom of holding the Presence of the Spirit close to your heart will be the greatest gift we have
bestowed upon you."
Flindra nodded in silence.
"We were also able to teach you something else that most simple folk are ignorant of."
"What's that, Momma?"
"Your letters and numbers. Haven't you ever wondered how all of us can write and figure?"
"I guess I never really thought about it," Flindra admitted.
"Eghero's uncle was injured as a child in an accident. Ayer was left lame for life. The man responsible
for the accident felt badly about things and arranged for him to receive a clerk's training. Ayer eventually
became a clerk for a merchant in Deodar. He shared his knowledge with the rest of the family when he
would come visit."
"I see."
"It was a fortuitous accident which benefited the entire family. Once you were placed with us I began to
believe that the Will of the Spirit was behind it."
The two women were now at the shore of Lake Eghero. There was a large flat boulder half buried in the
sand of the shoreline where the two now seated themselves. The breeze they had felt earlier had died away
and the surface of the lake was now still. The mirror surface of the lake was disrupted only by the activities
of the numerous waterfowl.
Dakra looked across the still water as she resumed her tale. "Whatever Kewero's reason for leaving you
with us, I do know one thing. Our lives have been fuller because of you. Thank you for being my daughter."
Tears suddenly started to flow down her cheeks and her voice cracked with emotion. "I only hope we have
given you what you'll need to succeed in your new life. I don't even know if I will ever see you after you
leave. Oh Flindra, promise me you won't forget us!"
"I promise, Momma." She threw her arms around her mother and buried her own tear-stained face
against her shoulder. "I can't leave," Flindra finally said in a sob-choked voice. "This is my home."
"You must go. You're a princess, Flindra. Your fate is not just yours - you have duties and
responsibilities that go with your rank. You no longer have the luxury of living for just yourself. Take
courage and do what you must. Don't try and escape your responsibilities to your people."
Flindra sobbed in answer.
"Little one, I don't want you to leave but I know in my heart that you must. Fighting your fate is only going
to make things harder. We must also remember we are alive to carry out the Will of the Spirit."
"How will I know what to do, where to go?"
Dakra drew back from Flindra's embrace and reached within an inner pocket of her cloak. She took out a
small bundle and handed it to her.
"Kewero left this for you. I think it's time for you to see what is yours and perhaps it will help answer
some of your questions. I'll go home. When you are through, return to me and we'll talk some more."
Dakra rose and started to walk away but something made her stop. She turned and said with a voice
hoarse with emotion, to the child who had been hers, and yet not, "I love you, Flindra. I love you no matter
what the future holds. Always remember that."

"I love you too, Momma."
Dakra then walked away, leaving her to search for any clues to be found within the package.
Flindra looked at the bundle through tear-fogged eyes. It was a crudely made leather bag. The seams
were stitched with a heavy leather lace and the leather itself was stiff and cracked with age. She opened the
bag and dropped its contents in her lap. There were three leather pouches of different sizes, all with
drawstrings around the tops.
She opened the smaller of these bags and discovered an unusual silver ring. The silver had oxidized
with age to such an extent that it was nearly black. The outstretched wings of a great bird, possibly an
eagle, formed the circle of the ring. An oddly shaped amethyst was held in place by the beak and talons of
the eagle. Flindra looked into the depths of the gem and saw that it wasn't entirely clear. At the center of
the stone, there was an opaque shape that suggested something to her deepest memories. She struggled
to remember the meaning of the shape, but the thought faded before she could grasp it. Flindra placed the
ring on her finger. It fit on her finger as if it had been made for her. It was odd for the band had appeared
larger when she first looked at it. She shook her head in wonder.
The second pouch contained a golden hair comb. The back of the comb was carved into the shape of
the spread wings of a swan with the bird's head gracefully folded over the right wing. The fine teeth of the
comb were closely spaced so it would stay securely in a woman's hair. The only part of the comb that would
be visible in her hair would be the swan. It would make a pretty ornament.
There were fine strands of auburn hair in the comb, which she pulled free and fingered gently. Could
these delicate strands possibly have belonged to her mother? She tried to imagine what her birth mother
must have been like.
She couldn't help but wonder why she had been given away as a baby. It was hard enough to accept the
fact that she wasn't the daughter of the kind and loving couple who had raised her, but why had her parents,
her mother, given her to Kewero to be given away again?
She felt isolated and a little frightened. Things were too confused. She retreated from the confusion by
closing her eyes and drawing forth a memory of pleasant times.
It was the summer before Leudh's marriage and things couldn't have been happier. As always, there
had been much work to do, but work was pleasure when it assured the health and security of her family. It
hadn't been all work, there had been plenty of time for play, too. Leudh took her on hunting trips and taught
her even more about the ways of the animals and of the forest itself.
The pleasant memories touched her heart with love and hope. She knew her family would want her to
face her fate with courage. She would try to be brave and face her future without hesitation to live up to that
expectation. She knew it was going to be a challenging effort for she simply couldn't imagine living
anywhere else and being someone else. This was the only home she knew. Eghero, Dakra, and Leudh the
only family she could imagine. The idea of her being a princess seemed so unreal. She was a woodsman's
daughter - at home in the trees and with the animals. How could she possibly feel at home in some palace?
She would probably only embarrass herself with some clumsy comment or inappropriate action.
With a sigh of resignation, she went back to the task of examining the objects on her lap. The last bag
was both the largest and the heaviest. Flindra opened it and found a crystal sphere, which fit neatly in the
palm of her hand. The surface of the crystal was perfectly smooth and pleasurable to touch. As Flindra
moved the sphere about, she saw colored light reflecting throughout the crystal.
The spectrum of colors was hypnotic and she lost herself within the sight. It seemed that all sensations
were concentrated in the orb. She felt as if she was being pulled into and through a vortex of color. The
colors intensified and surrounded her consciousness. She was lost in the colors until they blended to form a
blinding white light. Her consciousness was pulled through the light and into the beyond.

An image of the face of an ancient woman then appeared to Flindra in the crystal. She heard a voice,
but the sound didn't come from the crystal. Strangely, the voice echoed within her mind.
The old woman said, "I am Kewero, named for the Northwind. Seek me and learn the answers to the
questions in your heart!"
The vision of the face faded and was replaced by a view of a lonely landscape. The land was empty
save for a few bent and twisted trees. As she looked, Flindra could almost feel the touch of an icy wind, a
wind that would smell of snow and winter. This place could only be the Northern Reaches, the desolate
plains far beyond the Greyfell Mountains. She instinctively knew she would find the mysterious Kewero
somewhere in the Northern Reaches.
The desolate landscape in turn faded from view. Now Flindra saw a battlefield with two great armies
facing off. She could almost hear the shouts of men and the blasts trumpets and the staccato of hoof beats
as the armies raced together to meet in combat. The scene shifted to show a closely tended garden. She
caught a brief sight of roses and lilacs before the scene changed again.
The pull from the orb grew stronger. Flindra's mind was surrounded with a constantly shifting
kaleidoscope of faces and places. She was overwhelmed by an all-consuming sense of vertigo as the vision
slipped beyond control. The scenes were accelerating beyond her consciousness - she was losing her
identity in the crystal's vision.
Flindra needed some reference point to anchor her mind and she instinctively thought about her Papa.
Eghero had always made her feel so safe and protected. As a child, she would always reach for his hand
when she was afraid. His hands were large-boned and strong, working hands. Flindra knew that despite
their strength, his hands could touch with unsurpassed gentleness. Almost as if Eghero reached for her
across the barrier placed between them by his death, the visions stopped and her thoughts were no longer
trapped within the crystal.
Although she was free of the crystal, her body was consumed with dizziness. It was as if the pace and
shape of her vision still controlled her reality. Wisely, she didn't fight the vertigo but let it pass through her.
She slowly became aware of the position of her body as she sat on her boulder chair. The roughness of
the rock was starting to penetrate the thickness of her cloak and skirt. She heard the calls of the great
migratory birds as they rested on the lake. The rising breeze blew a lock of her hair across her face and she
pushed the strand behind her ear. All the mundane details of her surroundings anchored her mind back to
reality.
Flindra knew that she had brushed against a power, which she couldn't comprehend, must less
command. Whatever the power of this crystal, she knew that she wasn't ready for it yet. She also stored in
her heart the knowledge of how much help and comfort could be derived from her love for her family.
Bowing her head in reverence she whispered, "Thank you, Spirit, for giving me to my family. I have
known so much love and comfort with them. Thank you for sharing that with me. Thank you."
She put the crystal orb back in the pouch and pulled the drawstring closed. She put this and the others
back in the larger bag. Standing, she brushed the dirt from her cloak and started back home. There was
much to tell her mother. She hoped there would be a hot cup of tea waiting for her.

Chapter II
Dakra walked outside with a basket of freshly washed laundry clasped in both hands. She glanced
around the clearing to see if she could spot her daughter. Flindra had gone for a walk shortly after breakfast
and hadn't returned. She frowned as she glanced at the afternoon sun and started hanging the clothes out
to dry on the lines stretched between a post and the south side of the cottage.
"Be with her, Spirit," she prayed.

Dakra's relationship with the Divine was simple and direct. She'd often have prayerful conversations with
Him as she worked.
"Flindra's troubled," she continued in a low voice. "She won't say anything, but I know her too well to be
deceived. Please guide my words so that I might comfort her. I really want to find some way to help ease
her troubled heart. Help me to help her."
Leudh's voice interrupted her prayers. He was calling the twins into his house. Dakra smiled at the
sound and was touched by an insightful idea to send him to speak with Flindra. They'd always been close
and he might be able to soothe her troubled heart.
"Thank you, Spirit," she murmured. "It's a good idea to send Leudh. Thank you for helping me to see
that."
Her own heart felt peaceful as she hung the rest of the laundry. She basked in the comforting knowledge
that the Spirit was with her and her family. He would never leave them without hope.
***
Leudh followed Flindra's tracks into the forest. He was a skilled hunter so it was easy for him to see
where she'd traveled. Her path rambled about aimlessly. He knew in his heart that she was troubled and
wasn't paying much attention to where she was going. After several miles of meandering, her tracks finally
led him to a quiet grove of aspen.
The aspen leaves had long since turned gold and were falling to the ground to form a soft carpet. The
afternoon sun filtered through the branches, giving the forest floor a patchwork appearance. It was a
charming scene and he knew his sister would enjoy it. It came as no surprise to him when he caught of
glimpse of her sitting on a fallen log.
Flindra smiled when she heard him and rose to greet him. "Looking for me, Leudh," she called before he
came into view.
He chuckled in a pleased manner. "How did you know it was me?"
"I know you and know your step," she explained with a small smile. "You're my brother." She looked at
him and tears welled up in her eyes. She quickly turned away to hide her feelings.
Leudh closed the distance to her and touched her gently on the shoulder. "I'll always be your brother.
No one can take that away from us." His tone was gentle and sympathetic. He pulled her into an embrace.
"Your fate and your duty may separate us but we're family."
She sobbed in answer but could say nothing more for several minutes. Tears ran down her cheeks as
she pressed her face against his chest.
"Momma asked me to find you," he continued in a low voice. "She's worried about you, little sister.
You've been in the forest most of the day. Please, don't turn away from us. We're here to help and listen.
Will you share your feelings with me? I think you'll find it'll help just by sharing your pain with a sympathetic
ear."
Flindra gave a small snort of impatience. "At this point, I don't even know what to think!"
"Well, why don't you just start by emptying your heart. I can listen for as long as it takes and talking
might help you focus your thoughts."
"All right," she agreed hesitantly.
Leudh kept an arm about her shoulders and guided her to a seat on a fallen tree. He selected the spot
so they rested under a patch of the afternoon sun. He kept one of her hands between both of his after they
sat. He wanted to give as much comfort as possible.
"So tell me now, what do you feel?"
She took a deep breath. "I feel like a stranger to myself. I feel like a tree with no roots."

"Flindra, let me ask you a question," Leudh interrupted.
"Of course."
"Do you feel any less loved today than you did before you were told about your true heritage?"
She shook her head. "No, I feel very loved."
"Then don't feel rootless. Your destiny may take you away from us, but you're not alone for the Spirit will
always be with you. And this can always be your home if you want it to be."
"Thanks Leudh." She squeezed his hand in appreciation. His words had given her some measure of
comfort.
He smiled and laughed softly. "Anytime, little sister," he replied in a pleased tone. "Now go on. Open
your heart. What do you feel?"
"There's so much pain. There's pain from Papa's death and there is pain from having to leave my family
and my home. My whole world has been changed in such a short time."
"That's understandable."
"I'm glad I was given the chance to know him," Flindra remarked in a low voice. There were tears
glistening in her eyes. "I feel the Spirit really blessed me by giving me the opportunity to call him Papa. My
birth father could not have been a better man. A piece of my heart feels cheated by the knowledge that he
wasn't my real father."
"Can you honestly say you feel no joy in finding out you are of royal blood?" he asked pointedly. "You're
going to eventually take your place among the rich and powerful. As a princess you will lack nothing."
She was stunned. "I've never lacked anything," she was quick to respond. "Papa and Momma have
always provided for my needs and beyond."
"I didn't mean it that way, Flindra. I was just pointing out that there are advantages, which go with your
true position in life. Change is hard, but there're blessings mixed with the pain."
"I suppose." She looked down. "I guess I never really thought about it. I guess, if I had a choice, I'd
willingly trade rank and wealth for the quiet simplicity of what I know." She sighed. "But, I know that cannot
be and I must do what the Spirit is asking me to do. I just feel a little lost and more than a little scared," she
finished in a whisper.
"Why scared?" Leudh was quick to ask. "Is there something wrong?"
She nodded her head slowly. "I'm beginning to sense a great evil and it's..." Flindra dug the toe of her
boot into the fallen leaves. "It's looking for me. That's why I'm afraid, Leudh. In truth, I'm more afraid than
I've ever been in my life."
A frown of concern crossed Leudh's features as he gazed at his sister. "How do you know this?"
"It started in my dream last night. I kept having the same nightmare over and over. It got so bad, I left
my bed to keep from returning to the dream."
Leudh's frown deepened.
"For some reason, I felt compelled to gaze into the crystal to see if I could discover anything from it."
"The crystal Kewero gave you?"
Flindra nodded and had a distant look in her eyes. "When I gaze into the crystal I see things. My mind is
pulled into a realm of colored lights and visions of people and places. I see things that I should have no way
of knowing. The first time I looked into the crystal I discovered that I need to search for Kewero somewhere
in the Northern Reaches."
"That seems harmless enough."
She shook her head. "That's only the beginning. I also see people and places and I feel in my heart that
I'm seeing glimpses of my future. It changes sometimes; my fate must not be completely foretold, but it
seems that I'm the focus of a terrible conflict somewhere in our future." She swallowed hard. "There is evil,

a terrible, monstrous evil aiming to destroy us all. I know, somehow, I'm going to be involved fighting this
evil and that's why it's looking for me."
"Looking for you?"
"It's like a terrible hunter seeking out my presence. It hasn't found me yet, but it's searching for me."
"Are you certain?" A look of doubt crossed his features. "Do you truly believe what you see in this
crystal?"
Flindra took note of the look. "I do believe it, Leudh. I've asked the Spirit to be with me and to guide me
and I really believe this is the truth." She swallowed hard. "My awareness of the monstrous evil was even
more acute in the crystal's vision than in my dreams." Flindra shuddered and closed her eyes.
Leudh slipped his arm around her shoulders to give her support. "Is there more?"
"The crystal kept showing visions of a terrible darkness descending over the world as if it was showing
me what will happen if we lose our fight with this evil. What if I don't do the right thing? What if I'm not equal
to my fate? What if I fail in this fight and condemn the world to disaster?" She looked at him and tears
touched her eyes. "What if I don't do the right thing?" she reiterated.
"Flin, I think you'll make the right move when the time comes if indeed you must face this trial at all. Ask
yourself something, though, did you ever know Papa or Momma to make a wrong decision when they
arrived at some important question in their lives? Did you ever see them too afraid to do what they had to
do?"
"No, they both had an uncanny way of knowing the right thing to do. Momma always said that what is
correct and true is never in conflict with Spirit, that what is right is always in balance with the deeper
harmony of life. She always said the Spirit would guide us if we seek His wisdom and that He would always
give us the courage to carry out His Will."
"I think she's right. She always taught me to pray and to ask for guidance when I was facing some
decision in my life."
"And to be still and wait for an answer." Flindra added with a small smile. She was familiar with this
piece of frequent motherly advice.
"I remember when Kewero brought you here. She said that the Spirit had chosen us to care for you.
Maybe He wanted you to learn nature and through that, His Wisdom. If that's the case, there's no better
place to learn than at the feet of a woodsman. There has to be some reason - princesses aren't given to the
care of rustic peasants for no reason."
"It could be part of why I am here, but I don't think that's the whole answer."
"You may also have some need for protection that you aren't aware of. Your safety may be one of the
reasons you were given to us. Someone, your people, may have wanted to hide you to keep you both
hidden and safe."
"Perhaps." She frowned. "I just hope I have enough wisdom to successfully face the challenges ahead
of me."
He slid his arm from her shoulders and grasped her hand in loving support. "I've faith in my little sister. I
know you'll do what needs to be done. Remember what Papa used to say, something about when the need
is great, the power to solve the need is also great."
"Thank you for your faith in me, Leudh. That alone helps more than you can know."
"Have you told Momma any of this?"
"No, I didn't want to worry her. She's had enough to deal with."
"Flin, you should tell her. She's more durable than you think especially when her children are in any
trouble or danger. We're your family. That hasn't changed. You don't need to face this alone. Besides,
Momma might know something, something the old woman might have told her when you were left with us."

"You could be right, Leudh. Maybe she knows something of my past and why I was placed here." She
removed her hand from his, stood, and started to pace in agitation. "If I'm hunted by some dark evil, I'm
putting all of you in danger. The longer I stay the greater the risk for all of you. This is a fine reward for all
your care."
"If there really is any danger - and I'm not certain there truly is - it'll follow you when you go." He stood
and stopped Flindra's restless pacing by placing his hands protectively on her shoulders. "I wish I could give
you some guidance, Flin. I don't know what to tell you except that I suspect your nightmares and fear are
the result of being tired and sad. You've been through a lot of emotional turmoil the last day."
"Maybe."
"At any rate, it does no good to keep silent about your troubles. Let's talk of this again, when the twins
are asleep. I'll leave Brehwan to look after them and come over so we can talk together with Momma."
"Does Brehwan know?"
"I told her last night."
"How did she take the news?"
Leudh smiled. "She really wasn't all that surprised. She's always thought there was something special
about you."
"Oh." Flindra blushed uncomfortably.
He noted the blush and smiled to see her embarrassment. The knowledge of her royal birth hadn't
changed her humble modesty.
"What do I tell the boys?" she asked. "Should I tell them the truth?"
"I think they should know. After all, I was younger than they are now when Kewero brought you to us.
I've kept your secret all these years. If they know the truth, then they'll understand the need to keep quiet."
She suddenly sobbed. "I want them to still think of me as their Auntie. I don't want to lose that joy."
Leudh pulled her into an embrace. "Don't worry about that, Flin. You're very much a part of this family.
The truth can't change that."
She hugged him tightly and they were quiet for a time. Flindra noticed a chickadee sitting on a branch in
a nearby tree. She loved the chickadees since they stayed through the winter, lending their cheerful songs
to the emptiness of the snowy world. Looking at the chirping bird gave her a sense of peace and balance.
The wild forest and its creatures always made her feel that way. Her heartache started to ease.
"Thank you for listening to me with so much patience and not laughing at my fears," she finally said.
"That's what big brothers are for," he answered with a smile. "Now let's go home. Momma's worried
about you."
"Of course." She tucked the crystal under her tunic.
He then took her by the hand, smiled into her eyes, and led her back to the cottage.
***
Dakra invited Leudh and his family over for dinner that night. Laughter echoed, repeatedly, from the
walls of the little cottage for Arek and Alek entertained the adults with their youthful antics. Alek had always
been fond of Flindra's cat, Icy. Icy kept attacking the string Alek dangled in front of her nose. Not to be
outdone, Arek put his hand beneath the rug by the hearth and pretended he was a tasty mouse. Icy didn't
know which attraction was better to attack, so very cat-like, she sat down between them and started to wash
her paw. Once Icy removed herself from the play, the boys turned to each other for fun and began wrestling
on the floor.
While the boys played, Flindra and her mother filled the table to overflowing with their culinary delights.
A lavish dinner consisting of roast venison swimming in a pool of gravy, butter-soaked vegetables, fresh

bread which had been baked with herbs and cheese, oat and berry spoon bread smothered with sweetened
cream, and a delicious apple spice cordial drew the attention of all.
The family gathered at the table, sat on the benches, and grew quiet as they held hands. "Dear Spirit,"
Leudh said reverently as the group lowered their heads. "Bless this food so that we may use it and all of
your blessings in accordance with your will."
"Let it be so," Dakra answered. With a smile, she passed a knife to Leudh so he could carve the roast.
Flindra knew in her heart that her days with her loved ones were going to end soon, so she tried to relish
every moment of the meal. She noticed the food, the loving conversations and the joyful oneness that came
from being family.
***
It wasn't until the next day that Flindra and Leudh had a chance to speak with Dakra without the twins
listening. The boys were outside tending to the barn chores. The task would keep them busy for at least an
hour so the adults were reasonably safe from interruption. Brehwan wasn't needed to watch over the twins
so she joined the gathering.
The four adults sat in front of Dakra's hearth and sipped some freshly brewed rosehip tea, which was
sweetened with a touch of honey.
Leudh looked out the door to make sure his sons were out of earshot. He glanced at his mother with a
concerned look. "Were you told anything when Flindra was left here? Any reasons why she was taken from
her family?"
Dakra leaned her back against the warm stones of the massive fireplace and rested her cup of tea on her
knee. "Kewero told us that Flindra needed to begin her life here. She said little more even when Eghero
questioned her. All she would say was that the Spirit had chosen us to care for the Heir of King Meldh."
Flindra and Leudh looked at each other. Thus prompted, she told Dakra and Brehwan of the evil
presence she felt in the crystal and in her dreams. No one spoke when she was finished with her story. A
worried glance passed between Leudh and Brehwan while Dakra simply closed her eyes.
"It would make sense to hide you with us if there was any evil hunting you," Dakra finally said. "Maybe
that's why Kewero brought you here and why she was so vague with her explanations. I think it's time for
you to try to find her. She, alone, can tell you about your past and what you need to do for your future. We
can't provide you with any more help, my little one. It's up to others to take our place."
Flindra dropped her head in mute agreement with her mother. When she raised her eyes, she looked at
her brother - silently seeking his advice.
Leudh understood her silent entreaty. "It's not clear to me that you're actually in danger. I'd be willing to
guess that the evil you sense is only some strange effect of the crystal. Even so, it's time for you to go. You
need to consider that winter comes swiftly in the Northern Reaches. You have a race with winter in trying to
reach the old woman."
Dakra shook her head in disagreement. There was a look of genuine worry on her face. "No Leudh, I
feel in my heart that the evil searching the world for Flindra is quite real. A mother can sense such things."
Brehwan looked at Flindra. "It's not only time for you to go, but I think we should be prepared to deny
any knowledge of your whereabouts, should anyone ask. We'll have to tell the twins and swear them into
secrecy."
"I feel as if I'm leaving all of you in great danger," moaned Flindra.
Brehwan shook her head and said, "I'm afraid, Flindra, that any danger will follow you. We're not at risk."
Flindra took a swallow of her tea and looked into the fire. "Will you help me get ready to leave tomorrow
morning? I don't want to risk your safety any longer than I have to."

"I have almost everything ready," Dakra said as she took Flindra's hand in her own. "It gave me
something to do while you wandered in the forest."
"You should stay in the house and we can get the rest done today," Leudh added. "If any unfriendly eyes
watch this clearing, we can hide the fact that you are leaving."
Flindra sighed. "It's decided then. I'll leave before dawn tomorrow."
"That would be wise," her brother agreed.
He stood and Brehwan joined him. "We'll go outside and see to things," he said.
"All right," Flindra said with a nod. "Thank you for the help."
Leudh smiled. "Anytime, little sister." He and Brehwan walked outside.
Dakra turned to look at the dough warming on the hearth. She pulled back the towel covering the dough
to see how far it had risen. "It's doubled," she announced. "I'll punch it down and get it ready for the second
rise."
"Need any help?"
"No, my child. Why don't you go through your things and see if there's anything you want to take?"
Flindra sighed as she stood. "Call me if you need any help."
"I will, Flindra."
The cottage consisted of two rooms on the main floor with a loft across half the space above. The main
room was the living area of the family and included the kitchen space. A small room off to the side of the
kitchen had been Eghero and Dakra's bedroom. Flindra's sleeping space was above, in the loft.
The first room in the loft had originally been Leudh's. Now Dakra used this space to dry her herbs and
Flindra always enjoyed smelling the aromatic herbs on her way to her room. She walked through the
crowded coziness of the drying racks and smiled at her mother's handiwork. Pushing aside the curtain,
which hung in the doorway, she entered the room she had always thought of as being her own. It saddened
her to know that tonight would be the last night she would spend here.
The bed was situated so she could look out the small, unglazed window and watch the stars until she fell
asleep. The bed was covered with a cozy and colorful quilt, which she and Dakra had made together so
many years before. With her quilt pulled up under her chin, she could curl up in comfort in her bed and still
feel connected to the magic of the outdoors beyond the window.
Her clothes were hung along pegs lining the inside wall, which kept them in tidy order. She ignored her
clothes; most of them she would leave behind for she would be traveling light and only taking the necessary.
For the moment, she had some personal things to draw her attention.
Kneeling beside the bed, she pulled out a small wooden box from beneath it. Carefully opening the lid,
she looked at the small treasures she had collected through her life. Here were her first samples of weaving
and needlework, her favorite childhood toys, pressed leaves and flowers, and other small and simple
mementos of happy times.
She lifted out a rag doll, which Dakra had given her for her sixth birthday. She smoothed out her dress
and pressed back the auburn colored yarn hair. Her body was made from simple homespun and her dress
and apron were made from pieces of scrap fabric. The apron had red gingham apples and blue bows sewn
along the bottom. The face had only been painted on and was now starting to fade with age, but the smile
was still cheerful and the blush of rose hiding beneath the freckles on her cheeks always gave the doll the
look of a dear friend.
Suddenly, Flindra was overcome with tears and she held the doll closely as she wept. She'd always
figured that she would only be leaving this house to marry and start a family of her own - the natural course
of events. Her beloved doll would then become her daughter's.
Now she was going and leaving her past behind. Ahead of her was nothing but a gray and lonely
unknown. It would be impossible to take the mementos of the past with her. Her only choice was to leave

everything behind in the care of her family and hope there would come a time when she could reclaim her
past.
Flindra heard someone coming up the stairs. She quickly tried to hide her tears for she'd vowed not to
let her sorrow be seen.
"Flindra," her mother said as she brushed aside the curtain. Her hands were still dusted with flour and
she wiped them on her apron. "Little one, I heard you crying."
"I'm all right, Momma," she answered from the floor. She still clutched the rag doll to her breast. The
rebellious tears returned.
Dakra walked to the bed and sank to the floor beside her daughter. "Oh, little one," she whispered as
she gathered Flindra into an embrace. "I'm so sorry, my little one. I'm so sorry." She slowly rocked her
back and forth as if she were a tiny babe.
Flindra said nothing for a while as she relaxed in the loving embrace. "Will you take care of her?" she
asked in a whisper, referring to the doll.
"Of course, dear one. I'll see to everything."
"Thank you, Momma." She closed her eyes and allowed herself to be comforted.
Dakra began to hum a lullaby she had sung to both her children when they were young. It was soft and
soothing and awoke worlds of comfort in its notes.
"I love you, Momma."
"I love you, too, Flindra."
Both of them drew comfort from the closeness and lingered in the embrace. They were stealing a
moment from the future when they would be apart.

Chapter III
As usual, Dakra was the first one in the house to awaken. She had always liked to greet her family in the
morning with a hot breakfast. Today it was even more important to her for this would be the last hot meal
Flindra would have for many days. It was also the last meal the family would share together for Leudh and
his family would be coming over for breakfast to see Flindra on her way.
The little cottage soon was filled with the rich aromas of fried ham and eggs, bread warming by the fire,
and hot spiced cider. Dakra wanted Flindra to have a filling meal so she cooked half again as much as she
usually did. It would be much easier for her to spend a long day in the saddle if she started off with a full
belly.
Flindra awoke with the delicious aromas seeping up from below. She got up and splashed cold water on
her face to finish the process of waking up. After drying off, she started the mundane job of getting dressed.
Her movements were slow and unenthusiastic for she wanted to delay the moment of her departure for as
long as she could.
After she was dressed, she sat on her bed for a while and watched the morning stars slowly fade as the
sun neared the horizon. It would be a cool day but the chill would help her stay alert. Her journeys into the
crystal made her feel uneasy and she knew that there was danger approaching her. She would have to
keep her wits intact if she wanted to reach Kewero safely. That meant she couldn't allow herself to dull her
focus with grief. She would have to watch herself closely.
She left the bed when she heard Brehwan arrive downstairs and looked once more around the room.
The things she was taking were packed and ready to be stowed behind her saddle. There was nothing to
bring her back here once she went below. She turned around slowly and tried to memorize every feature of
the room so she would never forget her life here. It was important to her to remember. Her memories were
her anchors, which would always stabilize her in the storms of her future.

When she was finished, she walked through her brother's old room and down the narrow staircase.
"Good morning," she said in greeting, trying to keep as much cheerfulness in her tone as she could
manage.
"Morning Flindra," Brehwan answered with a forced smile of her own. "Leudh and the boys are in the
barn."
Flindra nodded in understanding as she went to give her mother a hand with the cooking. "Morning,
Momma."
"Morning, dear. Did you sleep well?"
She smiled, this time with genuine feeling. Her mother's question spoke volumes of concern and love. "I
did. The sprig of lavender you put next to my pillow made me sleep well and brought me pleasant dreams."
Dakra looked pleased. She'd been hoping the lavender would help. "Would you mind giving the
porridge a stir? There's nothing worse than scorched porridge."
Flindra's answer was to reach for a spoon and start on the task. Oatmeal had always been one of her
favorite breakfast foods and she looked forward to having a bowl. Looking around the hearth, she realized
that most of her favorite foods were being cooked this morning. It was going to be a farewell feast.
The door swung opened and the twins rushed to the fire to warm themselves. It had been a cold walk
from the barn.
"Looks like it's going to be a clear day," Leudh announced as he closed the door. "There's no smell of
rain in the wind."
"That's good," Flindra remarked as she looked up from her stirring. "It will be a chilly enough camp
without it being wet too."
"I fed Deru so he will be ready to leave when you are."
"Thanks, Leudh."
"Aunty," Alek said as he turned and looked at Flindra. "Why do you have to go?"
The question had been asked before but neither one of the boys had been satisfied by her answers.
They had been told of her true identity but they didn't understand why she had to go.
"It's time for me to find some answers to my many questions," she said kindly. "I can't get those answers
here."
"I suppose," Alek agreed reluctantly.
"I won't be gone forever," she continued, privately hoping her words were true. "Change is always
painful, Alek. I wish I didn't have to go, but I can't pretend I'm a child and stay. It's just like the little birds
when they leave the nest. They have to leave home before they can really learn how to fly. I need to do the
same."
Alek sighed. "I'm going to miss you."
"I'm going to miss you, too, little one."
Leudh rubbed his fingers through his son's hair and then gave him an affectionate pat on the shoulder.
"Everything will work out for the best. Flindra will find her answers and begin her journey through life."
"You are part of my life," Flindra continued. "I will continue to be part of yours."
"I hope so."
"All this talking has made me hungry," Leudh said in a light tone to change the subject. "I think it's time
to enjoy your Grandma's cooking."
"May I have two pieces of ham?" Arek asked.
"I think so," Dakra said with a smile, "but only after you've finished the first."
"Let's eat by the fire," Flindra suggested. "It's nice and warm here."
"All right," Dakra agreed.
Brehwan and Flindra helped Dakra serve the food and then all grew quiet.

Dakra bowed her head in reverence. "Beloved Spirit," she said softly. "Bless this food and all those
gathered here today."
"Let it be so," Leudh responded.
Dakra pressed several helpings on Flindra's plate to ensure she would be leaving well fed. A hot meal
under the ribs did much to stave off the cold.
When Flindra could eat no more she put her plate aside. Icy immediately made herself at home on her
lap. She patted the kitty as she sipped her cider. "That was wonderful, Momma. Thank you."
"I'm glad you enjoyed it."
"You're cooking has always been wonderful," Leudh said as he stacked his plate on top of the one
Flindra had set on the hearth. "Your cooking is wonderful, too, Brehwan," he quickly added as he looked at
his wife.
She smiled at him with a hint of mischief in her eyes. "Who do you think taught me to cook your
favorites?"
Leudh glanced at his mother and laughed.
Flindra finished the last of her cider and glanced out the window. "The sun's almost up. I guess it's time
for me to be on my way," she said in a tiny voice.
Instead of just putting Icy on the floor, she lifted her and handed her to Alek. "Would you boys take care
of Icy and the dogs?"
He nodded as tears touched his eyes. "Gladly."
She stood. The others immediately were on their feet.
"I'll go saddle Deru," Leudh offered. "Boys, why don't you come help me." The twins followed their father
from the cottage without a word.
Dakra was weeping as she handed a pair of saddlebags filled with food to Flindra. "This is nothing fancy,
but it will keep you fed on your journey."
"Thank you, Momma." She took the bags and draped them over her arm.
Brehwan touched her on her sleeve, which made her turn. "I know you have to travel light, but I figured
this wouldn't be much in the way." She held out a neatly folded cloth.
Flindra took it and unfolded it. It was a tiny blanket with embroidery around the edges. Brehwan had
stitched a beautiful wreath of leaves and woody vines around the border.
"It's beautiful," she said in admiration.
"It's for your baby's crib. I know it's a bit early for such gifts, but I don't know if we'll see each other again
so I want you to have it. The leaves will always remind you of your home."
The embroidery faded from Flindra's sight for her eyes were suddenly clouded with tears. "Thank you,
Brehwan," she sobbed as she embraced her.
The two women clung to each other and wept. Dakra moved close and put a supportive hand on
Flindra's shoulder. Soon she was pulled into the hug.
Flindra finally sighed and pushed away. She brushed off her tears with the back of her hand. "Leudh's
probably saddled Deru."
Brehwan nodded in agreement while Dakra wiped her tears on her apron. "Probably so."
They turned and started for the door. Just as she had done upstairs, Flindra circled around and looked
at the cozy cottage, trying to brand the vision on her memory.
"There has been much love in this home," she remarked. "That's why it is such a wonderful place."
"A house isn't a home unless there's love," Dakra said. She slipped Flindra's cloak over her shoulders
and fastened it.
"Thank you."
Dakra brushed a lock of hair from Flindra's brow. "I'm afraid it's time, dear one."

"I know." She continued out the door.
Leudh and the boys were waiting in the yard. It was a somber scene for the twins were crying and Leudh
looked as if he had been punched in the stomach for his face was taut with pain. The three women walked
slowly to join them.
Dakra deftly took the crib blanket and the saddlebags from Flindra's hands. "I'll pack these."
"Thank you, Momma."
Flindra chose to say her first farewells to the twins. She went to the boys and hugged them both. "I'm
going to miss you," she whispered. "Please take care of all the animals and help your Grandma. I'm not
going to be here to help her anymore. It's up to you two."
"We will," Arek sobbed. He hugged her even harder.
"We love you," Alek said.
"I love you, too," she replied. "Our love will continue. I may be leaving, but I will always love you." She
sniffed as she smiled. "Icy loves to sleep under the blankets. She'll be happy if you let her come to your
house to sleep with you."
Both smiled through their tears.
She kissed both boys and stood. "Take care."
Brehwan intercepted her with a hug. "Be careful, Flindra." She wouldn't give a more specific warning
while the boys were here.
"I will." She bit her lip. "Take care of the family, Brehwan."
"I will, sister."
They hugged again and then Flindra turned to her brother. Unable to give voice to the feelings of her
heart, she only hugged him.
"Take care, Flin," he said in a low voice. "Keep to the forest as long as possible and avoid well used
trails. It's best that no one sees you."
"All right."
"Trust your instincts and remember the lessons of our childhood. There aren't many who can match your
woodcraft." There was pride in his tone.
She smiled at him. "You make it sound easy."
"It will be easy, once you start on the trail. It's saying farewell that's so hard."
"Then don't say it."
He looked at her with a puzzled expression.
"Say something else."
Leudh smiled. "Good journey, little sister."
"That was nice." She kissed him on his cheek.
"We love you, Flin," he murmured as he hugged her fiercely.
She smiled through her tears as they separated. "I love you, too."
Saying good-bye to Dakra was going to be the hardest of all. Flindra knew it and kept this for the last.
She left Leudh's arms and turned to face her.
"Momma," she said with tears running down her cheeks.
Dakra held open her arms and Flindra rushed into the embrace. For a moment longer she could be a
child in her mother's loving arms.
"Oh Flindra, I love you," Dakra sobbed. She trembled in agony as she tried to suppress her tears.
"I love you too, Momma." She dropped her voice to a whisper. "If there is any possible way, I promise to
stay in touch. There has to be some way which won't endanger you."
"Don't worry about us, my child. No one pays attention to simple people like us. We'll be safe."
"I pray so."

"Please be careful, Flindra. It is your destiny to accomplish great things. You will always be with us in
our thoughts and prayers. Always remember that we love you."
"I'll remember, Momma."
Dakra held on to her daughter a little longer before she stepped back. "It's time, my child. The sun is
nearly up and you need to be on your way."
She nodded. "Be well, Momma. I love you."
"Good journey, Flindra, and may the Spirit watch over you and protect you."
Flindra patted the trio of dogs, which were waiting by her horse. They had been her companions on
many an adventure, but they needed to stay behind this day.
She took the reins from Leudh and mounted the waiting horse. "I love all of you," she said once she was
settled into the saddle. She looked once more into the faces of her family.
"We love you, too," Leudh said in a choked voice. He had finally succumbed to his tears.
She held up her hand in parting. "Until we meet again, be well and may the Spirit bless you."
"Good luck, Flindra," Dakra answered.
She reined the horse around and headed out of the clearing. She turned in the saddle so she could
wave as she went.
"I love you," Flindra whispered when the gelding carried her from the view of the cottage. She wept in
loss and grief and merely allowed the horse to travel down the familiar trail to the lake while she sank into
her sorrow.
"Stop it," she scolded herself when she got to the lake. "Use your head, Flindra. Enough of these tears."
She pulled Deru to a halt and bowed her head. "Beloved Spirit, be with me and guide my steps. Help me to
keep from feeling sorry for myself and drowning in my own tears." She took a deep breath. "Let it be so."
Deru was anxious to get moving so he turned around and nibbled at her boot. He commonly did that as
a way of saying it was time to move. Flindra actually smiled as she let him walk on. She rode quietly
through the towering pines of the forest bordering the lake. She could smell the pungent odor of the thick
mat of fallen needles on the forest floor. With every muffled step of her horse's hooves, she drew farther
away from her home. Every step beat out a steady rhythm of a mournful song that spoke the sorrow of her
heart.
The loss of her home and her family opened a vast vault of loneliness and despair within her heart.
Never had Flindra experienced such intensity of emotion. She used this intensity, this pain, to keep her
mind focused on her task. It was a knife blade that cut through the numbness of grief.
If an enemy knew her whereabouts, it would be probable that they would attack close to her home. She
remained vigilant and wary. Her tension was translated through her body to the horse and he also scanned
the countryside with alert ears.
By mid-afternoon, Flindra began to focus on her task of finding Kewero. Leudh had given her some
basic instructions on how to find the Northern Reaches. She needed to travel along the western flanks of
the Greyfell Mountains to a great boulder field and then make her way over an unnamed pass and thus
through the mountains. To the east of the great range was the barren area known as the Northern Reaches.
Flindra was well equipped for her journey. She wore a dark green tunic that was lined with soft woolen
fleece. Her brown trousers were made of thick wool cloth that had been boiled before the garment was
made. Stout leather boots protected her feet and lower legs. A fur-lined cloak in the same dark green as
her tunic added more warmth. In addition, the dark green blended well with the background of the forest.
Leudh had given her a fine yew bow and a quiver of arrows as a parting gift. Both her father and Leudh
had spent a great deal of time instructing her in the art of archery. Over the years, she had developed an
unerring accuracy with the weapon and was quite capable of defending herself with it.

They had taught her to use a knife effectively as well, both in a fight and as a throwing weapon. Flindra
had several daggers hidden in her clothing - one in her boot, another in a sheath suspended by a cord and
hanging between her shoulder blades, and a third tucked into her belt.
Flindra stopped her gelding for a brief rest. She still had about an hour of daylight left and she needed to
find a place to camp. Dismounting, she stroked the horse's neck as they both rested.
"Well old friend, I'm afraid you won't see any more warm and dry barns for a while. Your rations might be
a little short, too. I'm sorry to bring you with me, but I need you."
The horse turned his ears toward her as she talked. He was a mountain horse, somewhat small as
horses go but incredibly sure-footed. He used to be all black, but now there was a sprinkling of gray in his
coat.
Eghero had given him to her as a girl. Flindra still remembered the day when he gave the gelding to her.
His familiar tones echoed in her mind as she recalled his words.
"Take care of this horse and he will always serve you well. He is not the swiftest but he will never tire
and his feet will always be sure."
She had named him Deru, which in the Old Tongue meant steadfast.
Deru enjoyed being patted beneath his forelock and she started to massage this favorite spot. His head
started to lower as he relaxed under her familiar touch. Once she had discovered how much he loved being
rubbed here, she had always tried to indulge him. Deru liked being patted under his forelock almost as
much as he liked carrots. Almost.
Flindra gathered the reins and mounted. Once in the saddle she pulled her cloak tighter around her body
to afford protection from the wind. It would be a chilly camp tonight.
Riding parallel to a small creek, Flindra found a suitable camp. A large fallen tree wedged between two
giant boulders would give good protection from the wind. The ground was fairly level and soft with needles it would provide a good bed. Beyond the boulders was a grassy area where she could let Deru graze.
Flindra tended to Deru first. She had always been taught to take care of her animal before she thought
of herself. After all, her life may depend on the horse. She unsaddled him and then brushed him
thoroughly. She felt his back and the girth area to make sure he had no sore spots from being ridden all
day. She then picketed him in the grassy area.
During the course of the day, Flindra had been gathering dry sticks and pine needles. Her Papa had told
her many times that it was not always easy to find dry kindling when setting up a camp. It was better to
gather dry tinder when she found it, making it a certainty that she could start a fire when she needed it. She
dug in her pockets and pulled out her store of kindling. Placing them on the ground before her, she soon
had a small, smokeless fire burning. The fire was really too small to provide a great deal of warmth. Its
main purpose was to add a little comfort to her lonely camp.
Flindra ate a simple meal of bread and cheese. She washed the food down with the cold water of the
creek. Once her supply of bread was gone, she would exist on berries and dried, smoked meat. Dakra had
given her a good supply of dried foods since she would not have time to do much foraging.
Before going to bed, she packed everything back in her saddlebags just in case she needed to break
camp in a hurry. She raked some pine needles into a pile with her foot and spread out her sleeping furs on
top. Her saddle would be her pillow until she found Kewero and she placed it on the uphill end of her bed.
Finally, she strung her bow, took several arrows out of the quiver, and left the bow within a quick reach of
her bed.
She slipped off her boots and crawled into her rustic bed. As she rested in her furs, Flindra looked up
into the starry sky and wondered if she would ever know happiness and the comforts of home again. She
knew the best way to overcome her sorrow was to focus on the goodness of the Spirit and to thank Him for
her safe journey.

"Thank you, Beloved Spirit, for keeping me safe today and guiding my footsteps. Look after my family,
dear Lord, and keep them from harm. Thank you for all the many blessings of my life."
Her attention was drawn to the night noises. A squirrel had been disturbed from his slumber and was
barking his outrage to the world. The darting movements in the underbrush indicated the source of the
squirrel's alarm - a fox was hunting on the ground. The squirrel's warning barks would alert all the other
potential prey. The fox needed to move on before tonight's hunt would be successful. Flindra continued to
listen to the drama of the forest as she closed her eyes and slowly drifted to sleep.
***
The days passed with everyday a repetition of the last. Under different circumstances she would have
relished seeing the beauty of the great forest as she traveled north. Instead, Flindra was concentrating on
avoiding people and leaving as little evidence of her passage as possible in case there was an enemy
following.
There weren't many travelers abroad in this part of the land. Flindra was north of the great trade routes
between the two Kingdoms. However, she had seen several troops of the King's Rangers patrolling the
roads. They were riding in the distance and she had been able to avoid them easily. All the same, she
wondered why the Rangers were out patrolling this far north. She hoped there weren't bandit gangs hiding
in the area. She could have trouble avoiding large groups of Rangers or those they were hunting.
Worry visited Flindra nightly as she sat gazing into her fire. She had been increasingly disturbed by bad
dreams. Most of the time she couldn't even recall her dreams - they just left her uneasy. Flindra
desperately wanted someone to talk to, someone to confide in. She longed for her mother and Leudh for
the two had the ability to always give her comfort when she was worried.
Her only comfort came from her nightly prayers for she remembered the familiar words her parents used
when they had prayed together as a family. The routine made her feel deeply loved and she cherished her
memories. Praying regularly also brought its own comforts so she never skipped the practice.
***
Days later, Flindra looked across a vast, rock strewn plain. As far as she could see, there were rocks,
boulders, and massive monoliths. She couldn't imagine what force of nature could produce such a collection
of rock debris. It was if some gigantic force had hurled the rocks together. There was no order to the
placement of the rocks. It was a jumbled mess, which would make crossing difficult.
It was late afternoon and the shadows were long and blue against the ground. The long shadows made
the ground look as if there were gaping holes in the earth. Flindra suppressed a shudder as she looked
across the boulder field. On an instinctive level, she felt uneasy.
"Guide my steps, Spirit," she prayed briefly. "Keep me safe," she added in a whisper.
Flindra loosened the reins and let Deru pick his own way. It wasn't long before he discovered a game
trail winding through the rocks. The path was in the general direction of the pass so she let him continue on
his chosen way.
The deepening shadows turned the massive stones into bizarre shapes and forms. Flindra was
overcome by a nagging sense of danger. "Well Deru, I'm being a silly, little girl letting a bunch of rocks
make me afraid. Leudh would laugh at me." Talking to the horse made her feel better but the fear didn't go
away.

She made camp by a spring that bubbled from beneath a boulder. The water from the spring trickled into
a depression in the underlying rock forming a natural basin. It was clean and clear and tasted refreshing.
She had a long drink before she did anything else.
There was little grazing for Deru so Flindra slipped a feedbag over his nose. "Short rations for you
tonight, Deru. Tomorrow should see us out of this and into the mountains. Hopefully, the snow will be
shallow enough that you can dig your way to grass." She had enough grain to make it across the pass but
she knew the horse preferred to graze.
After her austere dinner was eaten and the fire was only embers, Flindra spread her furs on the hard
ground. She stretched out on her bed and wiggled, trying to find a spot where a rock wasn't digging into her
back. She finally had to put her saddle blankets beneath her sleeping furs before the rocks no longer dug
into her side.
Because her bed was so uncomfortable, she couldn't sleep right away. With her head pillowed on her
saddle she looked up and gazed into the night sky. Tonight there was a new moon so the sky was bright
with stars. She looked at the stars and picked out the familiar constellations. The Bear was still trying to
catch the Horse as they raced through the stars. The Traveler always looked so burdened with his huge
sack thrown over his shoulder. Flindra felt a certain degree of empathy for this stellar figure tonight. Her
burden was more emotional but it still weighed her down.
She laughed aloud as she realized how silly it was to compare her situation to an imaginary figure in the
sky. The laugh lightened her mood so she surrendered to her blankets and closed her eyes.
"Beloved Spirit," she whispered, "thank you for another day. Bless my sleep tonight and guide my steps
tomorrow. Thank you."
She was drifting off to sleep when suddenly she became acutely aware of the crystal orb. It was in the
bags that were still laced across the saddle. Flindra hadn't thought of the crystal since she had left home.
Without thinking, she reached into her saddlebag and found the sphere. She immediately felt an intense
vibration as she clutched the crystal in her hand. It was as if the orb was suddenly pulsating with life.
The night was dark, but the sphere reflected enough starlight to glow. Flindra felt the familiar pull of the
orb and found herself looking into its depths. The vortex of colors radiated through her mind until it was
nearly painful. The face of Kewero appeared after a flash of blinding white light.
"Make haste and leave your camp. There is great danger! Use the crystal to guide your way through the
darkness." A sense of urgency accompanied the words into her mind.
Within the span of a few moments, Flindra had saddled Deru, tied her belongings behind the cantle and
was on her way. She moved the crystal from side to side and noticed that it glowed faintly when pointed due
north. The orb was glowing with an internal light and not, as before, with reflected starlight. Despite the
darkness, Flindra galloped Deru in the direction indicated by the orb.
She had traveled for about a league when the entire ground trembled and groaned. Flindra was nearly
unseated as Deru stumbled. The horse regained his footing and continued on at a dead run. He was just
as frightened as his rider was.
Turning in her saddle, she looked back and saw that the entire area surrounding her camp was ablaze.
The fire reflected in the sky creating the illusion of a second sunset. She muffled a scream in the back of
her throat for an overwhelming horror overtook her as she fled. She wondered what power existed that
could turn night into day. Flindra now looked at the crystal in her hand. It had turned blood red - she could
sense feelings of outrage and anger emanating from the sphere.
The smoke from the fire finally overtook her and she gagged in its choking coils of dense vapors. The
fumes possessed an odor that she couldn't immediately recognize. It almost smelled like scorched dirt but it
was far more intense. Then she figured it out. The smoke carried the scent of life burning. It was a smell of
burning hair and flesh and green things and damp soil. The body of the world had been assaulted.

A league farther on, the smoke finally dissipated and Flindra felt it was safe to pause and get her
bearings. She slowed Deru to a trot and then to a stop. He strained at the bit and was eager to get away.
"Easy old friend," she cautioned in a soothing tone. "We need to find out where we are supposed to go.
It won't do us much good if we run right into another trap."
First, she closed her eyes and bowed her head in reverence. "Thank You, Spirit, for keeping me safe.
Somehow, I sense Kewero is Your agent tonight and You warned me through her. Thank You."
She opened her eyes and noticed the orb no longer glowed when directed north. Flindra guessed it
would shine when pointed to the east since that was the direction to the pass over the Greyfell Mountains.
Instead, it glowed when she rotated it to the west. She reined Deru in a westerly direction and urged him
into a trot for he could keep up this gait for hours. She wanted to go faster but she couldn't run him into
exhaustion. As frightened as she was she couldn't abandon good judgment in her hurry to escape.
As the night progressed, Flindra continued to follow the directions of the crystal sphere. It guided her
west and then north so by dawn she was at the northwestern perimeter of the great boulder field. Ahead of
her was the place where the Greyfell Mountains met and were absorbed by the larger range named the
Great Barrier Mountains.
The Great Barrier Mountains ran roughly north south for the length of the continent and provided a
geographic barrier between Ostar and Wesperos. Flindra had never heard of a pass through the mountains
here and wondered how she would complete her quest to find her way to the Northern Reaches. The crystal
indicated that she should continue due north so she accepted the crystal's advice on faith. The orb seemed
to be a tool of the Spirit so she trusted its directions.
Flindra was aware that Deru needed to rest before they could continue. At the same time, she felt it was
unwise to wait. She compromised. Dismounting, Flindra loosened the girth on the saddle. Then she
gathered the reins in her hand and started to walk, leading Deru. To keep up her own strength she nibbled
on a piece of jerky.
She placed the crystal sphere in the breast pocket of her tunic. Flindra had noticed it got a little warm
when it glowed. She could feel the warmth through the pocket and could stay on the correct path without
always looking at the orb, which freed a hand for other things.
At the foot of the mountains, Flindra found a fast moving creek. She let Deru take a long drink of the
clear water. She moved upstream of him and refilled her water bags. It was a little surprising to find the
creek here since she hadn't seen evidence of it out in the boulder field. The water must seep underground
once it intercepted the rock-strewn valley. That could also explain the existence of the numerous springs
she had encountered.
When she was ready to continue her march, she pressed her hand against her tunic so she could feel
the warmth of the orb more distinctly. The crystal indicated that she should proceed in a direction parallel to
the creek and directly up the mountain. After walking a few yards, she discovered a faint trail alongside the
creek. She could pick out numerous deer hoof prints as she walked. There was no sign of people having
ever used this trail. There were no blazes on the trees, which usually marked pathways, even hunting trails.
Instead of warming up with the rising sun, the day was getting increasingly colder and the wind was
blowing stronger. Flindra looked up to check the sky for hints of any bad weather blowing in. The sky was
blue with distant clouds beyond the peaks. Even at this distance, she could see that the clouds were
moving south at a rapid clip. There might be a storm moving in, but it was too early to tell.
The cold began to wear on her and she wished the sun could reach her through the tree cast shade.
Even a cold day felt warm if the radiant heat of the sun could shine on one's clothes. Flindra stopped and
took a pair of gloves out of her saddlebags and gave a silent thanks to her mother for the gloves and her
warm cloak.

Flindra finally decided to ride again for she was just too tired to walk anymore. The night of horror and
no sleep was adding to her fatigue. After tightening the saddle girth strap, she mounted Deru and continued
up the trail. She pulled the hood of her cloak over her face and angled her head down to help shield herself
from the icy fingers of the wind.
She continued this way for several more hours, glancing occasionally at the sky. It was no longer blue
and the clouds were getting darker and more threatening in appearance. The wind also carried the smell of
snow.
Flindra knew that she had to find shelter and had to find it quickly. She took out the crystal sphere and
checked it for direction. It still showed that she should continue north - straight up the mountain.
"All right, we will keep following this trail, but if I see anything more promising I'll go that way," she
muttered to herself. She still didn't trust the orb entirely.
The wind was growing stronger and there were now a few snowflakes being blown in from the north.
The temperature was dropping precipitously.
Flindra knew she was in trouble. She looked at the orb again and saw that it was directing her in an
easterly direction. Quickly reining Deru to the right, they started to the east. At least the wind was coming
from the side and not straight into her face.
There was no trail here and Flindra had to guide Deru around fallen trees and boulders. Snow was
starting to collect on the ground, hiding fallen branches and exposed roots. She had to go slowly to avoid a
fall, which could injure Deru or herself. The only positive thing about the snow is that it would hide her
passage from anyone who might be following.
She continued in this fashion for another hour. Deru's steps were lagging and his head was starting to
hang. Ice was forming in the whiskers around his nostrils. Flindra was huddled in the saddle, staring at the
crystal orb. Without warning, the crystal stopped glowing. She moved it from side to side without a change.
"There must some meaning to this," she muttered to herself.
Shielding her eyes from the blowing wind with her hands, Flindra looked around. At first, she saw
nothing. Then she noticed that there was a dark area beyond the trees near a rock outcrop. It was too dark
to be a shadow, besides the snow was masking the sun so there were no distinct shadows. She
dismounted and led Deru over to the dark spot.
It was the entrance to a cave! The opening was narrow, but if she unsaddled Deru, she could get him in.
She quickly hauled the saddle from his back and pulled him into the cave. Flindra immediately bent down to
start a fire. As usual, she had some dry kindling in her pockets. She put some pine needles before her on
the ground. Striking a piece of flint with her knife, she sent a few tiny sparks into the pile of needles. The
needles smoldered for a moment and then they burst into flames. She was careful to add the rest of her
kindling slowly so as not to smother her awakening fire. Patience was necessary when coaxing a fire to life.
The light from her small fire illuminated the cave. In the back was a sizable pile of twigs and branches collected by generations of pack rats. She gathered some of the twigs and placed them slowly on the fire.
Soon she had the warmth of a pleasant fire before her.
Flindra then tended Deru. She covered his back with the saddle blankets to help him stay warm. He
was wet from the damp snow and it wouldn't do to have him get too cold and get sick. Then, she slipped a
feedbag over his nose. He stood at the back of the cave and slowly chewed his grain. He relaxed with one
of his hips slacked so his hoof was tipped against the ground. In the manner of horses, he rested.
She then stockpiled some of the pack rat nesting material next to the fire. There was enough fuel in the
cave to last her several days, which was a great relief. If the bitter cold continued, she would have to keep
feeding the fire to keep from freezing. She spread out her sleeping furs by the fire, knowing that the cold
would wake her and remind her to add wood to the flames.

As exhausted as she was, she knew she must spare a moment for a prayer of thanksgiving. She had
made it safely to this cave and knew it was the hand of the Spirit, which had pointed the way.
Flindra kneeled on the blankets. "Spirit," she whispered. "Thank You for all your help on this journey for
I know You've been with me. Grant me the wisdom and strength I need to even claim my identity. I'm so
ignorant of what I must do. Help me and guide me, Beloved One. Make me an instrument of Your Will."
She bowed her head. "Thank you."
She then sat and pulled off her boots so she could rest more comfortably. Finally she snuggled into her
furs and knew the sleep of utter exhaustion.

Chapter IV
"Greetings, my child."
Flindra was sleeping and knew this voice was coming into her dreams. She tried to awaken, but slipped
deeper into her dream. With a strange sense of detachment, she found herself looking at her fire and the
cave she had taken refuge in. She was aware of her sleeping self, but she was looking beyond the fire.
A man, a tall and powerfully built warrior sat beyond the flickering flames. He rested his hand casually
on the hilt of a broadsword. There was a large ruby on the pommel of the weapon and the jewel sparkled in
the firelight. He wore chain mail and a red surcoat emblazoned with the image of a galloping white horse.
He was clean-shaven with shoulder length blond hair. His noble features were touched with an air of
resolute firmness and unquenchable courage. He seemed to be waiting for her and his green eyes snapped
with intensity as he looked at her.
Flindra struggled to come awake.
"No child," he said in a baritone voice. "Stay asleep or my image will flee. I am here to give you
guidance."
"Who are you?" she heard her voice asking him although she hadn't spoken. Then she realized she was
listening to her own thoughts.
"I am King Meldh and you, Flindra, are my heir and the world's champion. I am visiting your dream by
the grace of the Spirit."
She gazed at her distant grandfather and was overcome with awe and profound respect.
He gave her a quick smile as if he could read her thoughts.
"How can you be here?"
"I am coming to you through your memories, my beloved child."
"My memories? How can that be? You have been gone from our world for a thousand years. How
could I remember you?"
"You carry memories of all those in our line. These memories will come to you when needed which will
allow you to draw upon the knowledge of those who have passed before you."
"I don't understand."
He smiled in tender amusement. "Open your mind and heart, Flindra. You need to take me on faith so
accept this mystery and listen carefully for I must give you some information."
"What do I need to know?" Flindra asked with an air of patient discipline.
"You are being hunted by a mystical and terrifying enemy named the Ansu."
"The Ansu? I've never heard of them."
"The Ansu are the embodiment of an ageless and endless evil and are bent on destroying life and thus
the goodness of the Spirit. You have knowledge of them buried deep within your memories for you carry my
blood and know of them through me. My army and I fought them so I know them well." King Meldh shifted
his gaze to focus on the fire and his face was touched with sorrow. "We weren't able to defeat these

monsters." He paused for just a moment as if his memories were hurtful. Then he looked up and drilled her
with an intense stare. "It is now up to you, Flindra, to rally the defenses of the world and bring about their
end. We need to end the suffering they have cursed us with."
His eyes became softer and were touched with fatherly worry. "They are moving their agents into
position to hunt you down, Flindra. There are things you must learn to protect yourself against them."
"Why do they want to kill me?"
"It is your destiny to lead the resistance against our ancient enemy."
"Me?" Flindra queried with a surprised frown.
"The Spirit chose you for this role a millennium ago."
"Why? I'm just a woman and no great and powerful warrior. Not like you," she added with a sense of
awe.
"Champions come to us in many guises," he answered solemnly. "There are times you need to accept
the wisdom of the Spirit without question and He clearly chose you and had reasons for His choice.
However, I have a few ideas why you are the chosen champion. When I was defeated, my line passed into
obscurity and others rose to power. Now it is time for you to stand forward to command the forces against
the coming storm. If you were a man, you would have to challenge the existing order of the world to gain the
leadership role. Power is rarely relinquished without a struggle and your ascendancy would result in
inevitable bloodshed, which would weaken all. As a woman you can join with the existing power and
strengthen all."
"I guess that makes sense."
"I think you will also find that few things inspire a man more than a noble and courageous woman can.
No man will admit defeat when he watches a brave woman stand fast. You must fill your heart with courage
and inspire others to do the same."
"I will do my best."
"I know you will. You will bring great honor to my name." King Meldh smiled proudly.
"Why didn't the Ansu destroy us all after they defeated you?" she asked in a puzzled voice. "Wouldn't
that have been easier than hunting me down a millennium after they attacked?"
King Meldh shrugged his powerful shoulders. "I don't really know, Flindra. I suspect that it was just an
economy of effort on their part. Many of my people, including my daughter Melenth, were hidden in caves,
in deep stands of forest or in remote mountain valleys. It would have taken much time and effort to track
them all down. After the Ansu defeated my army, they commenced a campaign of destruction and
systematically obliterated all my cities and outposts. All the croplands were destroyed and in truth, much of
the land was reduced to ashes. I presume the Ansu assumed they had destroyed enough that any survivors
would simply starve."
He smiled. "But in an act of obstinate defiance, our world survived the devastation with an endurance
and persistence that was fostered by the Spirit. Unfortunately, after a space of years, the Ansu discovered
that we didn't die off as a world and they began to send agents to hunt down our family to prevent the birth
of our prophesied champion. Your father and mother died at the hands of their agents, but not until they had
given you life and knew that you were safe in the refuge of your foster family. They had at least that
success to give them peace before they passed into the Beyond."
"Are the Ansu still in our world?"
"At present, they have not returned to our world in body but they can use their powers to control others
and make them do their bidding. There are also traps for you to stumble upon. It was such a trap that
nearly took your life last night."
"How would they know that I would ever be in that place?"

"They didn't. They have left many traps. In fact, all were in place before my final battle. The traps were
keyed to my essence and in truth, I barely escaped several such ambushes. You carry my blood and set off
the trap with your very presence. Certainly, the Ansu felt the trap being sprung and are now aware my heir
is moving through the world. You are in danger."
Flindra sighed. "If the power of the Ansu is so immense, do I really have any hope of making it to
Kewero much less defeating them?"
"There is always hope, Flindra," King Meldh answered firmly. "The Spirit is with us so there is always
hope. Never give up. Never."
"I won't," she pledged.
"There are pathways free of their traps. I will tell you how to find these safe trails so you can reach
Kewero. She resides in a place the Ansu cannot reach or threaten. In fact, they have no notion she exists
because she is so protected by the Presence of the Spirit. Once you reach her, you will be safe for the time
you are with her. You will learn things from her that will give you the power to oppose them.
"But first, I need to teach you how to reach her safely. Let's start with my gift to you." The King pointed
to Flindra's hand. "Look at the eagle ring on your finger - look deeply into the amethyst," he commanded.
Flindra obediently complied. Although her body didn't actually move, in the vision of her dream she
clearly examined the ring.
"I gave you this ring to grant you some safety until you come into your full power. This ring has a name;
it is called Rigga and it is a ring of power. The power comes from you but it is focused and concentrated by
Rigga. With practice, you will be able to use Rigga to protect yourself from all but a direct attack of the
Ansu. By the time they are ready to attack you in person you will have other powers at your disposal.
"The power of the ring is activated by your thoughts. The reality of the shield is based on the reality that
you give it in your mind. The strength of the protecting field is directly related to the clarity of your imagery.
You need to imagine yourself within the gem - surrounded by the purple. Once you are enclosed in purple,
you will be protected.
"Now, empty your mind of all things save the thought of the purple shield. Think of nothing but the purple
which is the power."
Flindra quieted her mind as best she could. This was not easy since random thoughts kept leaping
through her consciousness. She tried to think of the purple by closing her eyes and pretending she was at
the center of the gem looking out. The darkness behind her closed eyes gradually turned from black to
purple. When she opened her eyes the purple fled from her vision.
"You are trying too hard," King Meldh whispered. "Close your eyes and listened to your breathing.
Breathe slowly and relax."
Flindra closed her eyes and willed herself to relax. She felt each breath - in and out, in and out. Tension
melted from her body. The purple returned to the backside of her eyelids. The color deepened as she
relaxed further. Finally, she opened her eyes and the color remained.
All around her was purple. She was viewing the world through a veil of violet. Flindra smiled at the King.
She was privately pleased at her success.
"Well done, Flindra!" he announced with a smile and a nod of acknowledgement. "Let the vision end.
The shield will be easier to invoke and will be stronger as you practice. Rigga will be your shield but the
crystal orb Kewero left for you will be your guide. If you heed it's prompting it will bring you safely to her."
"What is the orb?" she ventured to ask.
"The orb is one of Kewero's greatest discoveries. It is an intimate part of the mysteries of life and is a gift
of the Beloved Spirit to us; it comes from the time beyond time when the Spirit created our world. It does not
have a name since it dates from a time before names or language. Its existence is tied to the defeat of the
ancient terror and thus to your fate. It is for you; it is part of your destiny. With enough knowledge, it will

become your chief weapon against the Ansu. You have already used the sphere, but you have only touched
the surface of its potential. Do not be afraid of what you might see."
"I felt a monstrous evil when I looked into the sphere, that's why I felt afraid," Flindra explained.
"The orb was just telling you that the Ansu felt your presence in the world and were starting to seek you.
The crystal is free of their evil. Kewero will teach you to control it, but for the moment, you know enough to
reach her. Just remember to trust it and not be afraid. Follow the direction it shows you and you will be able
to reach Kewero.
"Practice what I have told you, little one, and know that all of us who preceded you will help you in your
task. Learn to use Rigga before you leave the cave."
"I will."
"Trust our Beloved Spirit to guide you." He held up his hand in formal parting. "Good journey, Flindra,
and know that the Spirit guides your steps."
"Will I ever see you again?" Now that she'd seen her ancestor, she didn't want to lose him.
His eyes grew soft and gentle. "If the Spirit wills it I might be able to appear to your dreams again, but
know that my blessing is always with you."
With these words, the image of the long dead king vanished from her vision and she returned to
dreamless slumber.

Chapter V
Flindra slowly became aware of the cold. She woke up a little more and remembered where she was,
and more importantly, she realized her fire was nearly out. She reached for some small twigs from her
stockpile and placed them on the glowing embers. Hungry flames sprang up and started to devoir the twigs.
Flindra added more sticks to the fire and forced herself to relax in the growing warmth for her muscles had
gotten stiff in the icy cold of the cave.
Outside of the cave, the wind howled like some crazed beast as it whipped the snow in constantly
changing directions. Flindra could tell by the diffused light that it was day outside, but it was impossible to
determine what time of day it was. Not that it mattered for she couldn't leave the cave until the storm ended.
She got up and walked over to Deru. He was sleeping peacefully and appeared to be just fine. The
empty feedbag was still over his nose. He awoke and his ears pricked up as she removed the feedbag. He
nuzzled her hand to see if she had any edible morsels in her palm.
"That tickled," Flindra protested as she scratched beneath his forelock.
He pushed against her chest and was obviously trying to communicate.
"I bet you're thirsty," she answered. "I really should have thought of that before."
The rock in the back of the cave had several depressions, one of which would make a suitable basin.
She poured some water into the depression. He immediately started to slurp up the water and emptied the
basin several times, as Flindra refilled it. When he was finished, she gave him a pat and returned to her fire.
Flindra sat cross-legged on the ground before the fire and wrapped her sleeping furs about herself. She
continued to feed the hungry flames while she remembered her dream. The crisp intensity of the memory of
her night vision filled her with awe. She knew there wouldn't be anything there, but she couldn't keep her
eyes from drifting to the spot across her fire where King Meldh had been seated in her dream. The ground
was bare of all but her footprints, but she couldn't help but feeling as if she had truly been visited.
When the fire had warmed her sufficiently, she took off her gloves and looked down at her hand and the
eagle ring she had dreamt was named Rigga.
"Could it be true?" she thought to herself. The ring was a beautiful piece of jewelry but it didn't appear to
be anything more than that. She shook her head at her reaction. All that had happened to her in the last

few days told her she needed to hold fast to her faith. Why should she doubt her dream and the power of
the ring?
Just as she had practiced in her dream, she closed her eyes and imagined herself suspended in purple.
Slowly, the blackness behind her closed lids turned to a deep amethyst. She opened her eyes and
continued to concentrate on holding the vision of the color. The power shield was clearly discernible, but
unlike in her dream, the aura about herself was invisible.
She closed her eyes and continued to practice with the power shield. She wove the imaginary purple
nimbus around herself into a tight, impenetrable shield. The shield would be stronger than the most durable
steel and as unyielding as solid rock. Flindra knew the reality of her vision and felt the tangible power when
she opened her eyes. A glance to the ring showed that Rigga glowed in violet intensity. The tarnish on the
silver had disappeared, revealing the brightness of the metal.
Flindra relaxed her concentration and the protective shield vanished. Rigga, however, remained
untarnished and the amethyst shone with greater clarity. The opaque shape at the center of the stone,
which she'd noticed the first time she'd looked at the gem, had changed. The shape had coalesced into the
image of a majestic eagle in flight. She smiled in pleasure knowing this great gift had come from King Meldh
and that he had thought of her all those years ago. The ring was a visual reminder that she was never
alone.
The smile stayed on her lips while she closed her eyes to exercise her concentration. Summoning the
purple nimbus in her mind repeatedly made Flindra feel confident that she could call upon the protective
shield when needed.
The confidence made her bold. She reached her hand into the flames to test the adequacy of the shield.
Flindra laughed in joy as her hand was untouched by the searing kiss of the flames. She pulled her hand
from the flame and was content in the knowledge that Rigga really was a ring of power.
Since her dream had been correct about Rigga, it also meant the rest was true as well. She wondered
about her ability to draw from her memories - the memories of all her line. It would be helpful if she could
recall the stored information at will. Even if the information came to her only in times of need it would be
extremely valuable.
Reaching into one of her saddlebags, Flindra took out a piece of dried fruit and some jerky and began to
eat. As she chewed, she reflected on the events of the last day. The attack on her life had left her afraid
and she fully understood that she faced tremendous dangers and would have to be careful as she traveled
to Kewero. Even so, she felt a certain comfort in finally hearing of the Ansu for an unknown terror is harder
to deal with than the known.
Flindra also didn't feel as alone now. Dreaming of King Meldh had helped, as did the knowledge she had
gained of Rigga and the crystal sphere. She would have help in fulfilling her destiny and that gave her a
large measure of comfort.
"Thank you, Beloved Spirit," she said in a whisper. "Thank you for showing me that I'm not alone. I
know you are always with me, but it is comforting to know more about who and why I am. Thank you."
***
The storm continued for two more days. When the sky finally cleared after the storm, the temperature
dropped precipitously. Flindra was experienced enough with the weather to know the skies would remain
cloudless for days after the passage of such a violent storm. She also knew the extreme cold would
continue as long as the sky remained clear. The remainder of her journey to the Northern Reaches was
going to be miserably difficult because of the frigid weather.

Flindra led Deru from the cave and began to put on the saddle. Her gloved fingers slowed her work and
soon the snow creaked with the cold as Deru shifted his feet impatiently. The steam of his breath was
freezing into frost on his muzzle. The white beard made him appear somewhat comical when he turned his
head to nibble at her sleeve.
"I know, I know," she responded with a laugh. "I'll hurry it up."
Flindra was still chuckling at Deru, when she mounted. Once comfortable in the saddle, she invoked
Rigga's shield. It was becoming much easier to focus her thoughts on the nimbus of the power shield. She
then took the crystal sphere from her breast pocket. The orb glowed when pointed in an easterly direction.
She slipped it back into her pocket and could feel its friendly warmth against her skin.
The going was difficult in the new snow. The wind had blown some areas clear of snow and had piled up
massive drifts in others. Progress through the drifts was difficult. The drifted snow had a crust on the
surface that was just firm enough to support Deru's weight for a moment and then his hard hooves would
break through. Deru ended up moving in hops - almost like a rabbit. Flindra tried to avoid the drifts by going
around them when possible, which made for a slow traverse across the slope.
They finally intercepted a game trail within a mile of the cave. The crystal directed Flindra to turn north
along this pathway. This way was more or less sheltered by a rock ridge so the snow was less drifted here.
The surface of the snow was also softer and thus made it a little easier to traverse for Deru was spared the
work of breaking through the hard crust of the drifted snow.
As they worked their way up the slope, the trees around them thinned in number as they climbed in
elevation. The few trees, which managed to hang on to existence were gnarled and twisted into fantastic
shapes. Only the hardiest plants and animals could survive here.
Flindra looked up the mountain and couldn't imagine where the path led. The way up and over the
mountain appeared to be blocked by a continuous cliff, which loomed above her. However, she could feel
the warmth of the orb in her pocket, which meant she was moving in the correct direction. She remembered
King Meldh's words in her dream and trusted the crystal orb to lead her safely to Kewero.
After several hours of struggling up the trail, they reached the base of the cliff. Now she could see the
path led to an entrance of a narrow pass. A massive boulder nearly the size of a house stood in front of the
entrance, which obscured the view of the pass from the trail below.
This defile sliced through the ridge and led to the top of the mountain. The slopes on either side of the
trail rose steeply from the path and soon merged into rocky cliffs above. The steep cliffs rained rocks down
the slope nearly blocking the trail in several places.
Flindra slackened her hold on the reins to make it easier for Deru to carefully pick his way along the
talus-choked path. The rocks protruding above the drifted snow were coated with an ice crust for this pass
lay within the perpetual shadows cast by the towering cliffs. The horse struggled with the uneven and
slippery footing and stumbled several times.
"This isn't working," Flindra whispered and reined him to a stop. She glided from the saddle and
gathered the reins in her hand. She slipped around him and began leading him up the treacherous trail to
spare herself a potentially bone crushing fall. She was able to step around or over the worst of the icy spots
and Deru was able to keep to his feet without her weight on his back.
While she walked, she concentrated on intensifying Rigga's power shield. There was something gloomy
or somehow sinister about the shadowed pathway and she struggled to keep fear from edging into her
thoughts.
"Guide my steps, dear Lord," she whispered and kept the knowledge of His presence close to her heart
to leave no room for fear.
She was relieved when they finally reached the crest and emerged from the pass. The blast of the north
wind peppered her face with blowing ice, but she could see the landscape around her location and felt more

comfortable. The topography was vastly different on the north side of the mountain range. Here there were
no steep slopes or rocky cliffs. Instead, there was a gradual decline in elevation until the slope intercepted
the vast plain of the Northern Reaches. No enemy could remain hidden in this barren landscape.
This was the domain of the wind. The snow from the storm had blown away - had blown up the slope
and had been deposited in tremendous snow cornices on the south side of the ridge. Lonely trees dotted
the landscape on the northern slope. They did not grow straight but rather bent toward the ground seeking
shelter from the wind. Branches only grew on the south half of the trees to minimize the effect of the
prevailing north wind. Their roots clung fiercely to the ground to keep from being uprooted.
Flindra took out the crystal orb once more and checked the direction she needed to continue. The
crystal glowed when pointed in a northeast direction, roughly perpendicular to the axis of the Greyfell
Mountains. She mounted and continued onward.
The descent from the mountains was easy and Flindra soon found herself looking across the barren
landscape of the Northern Reaches. This was a desolate land and there was very little vegetation. There
were patchy grasses growing low to the ground with an occasional bent and tortured pine punctuating the
horizon.
The crystal orb still prompted her to continue in a northeasterly direction through this bleak landscape.
The wind still howled from the north so she had to keep her face turned down and to the side to escape the
worst of the icy blast. Deru also carried his head to the side and she had to use the pressure of her legs to
keep him going in the proper direction.
By late afternoon, Flindra had seen no signs of a dwelling. She had hoped she could have reached
Kewero before nightfall. She wasn't looking forward to sleeping out in the open tonight. It was dangerous to
stay out too long in this kind of cold and wind.
The numbing cold had gotten worse as the afternoon had progressed. Flindra wiggled her toes in her
boots in an effort to keep them warm. Her bones ached from the daylong exposure to the frigid wind. She
was aware that Deru also suffered in the cold. His steps were growing stiffer by the hour.
"If we don't stumble across the old woman soon we're going to have to seek shelter from this wind,"
Flindra said as she reached forward and stroked Deru's neck.
Darkness approached and it became very apparent they would not reach Kewero this day. Flindra
needed to find wood for a fire and preferably some shelter from the wind. She finally found a tree that had
been blown over. This would provide wood for her fire and a little protection from the wind.
Flindra loosened the girth of the saddle but left it on to give Deru some protection from the wind. The
saddle would also keep the blankets from blowing off. She put the last of her grain in the feed bag, put it
over his nose, and let him seek what shelter he could find from the north wind.
She took a small hatchet she'd kept tied behind the cantle and started chopping branches from the
downed tree. When Flindra had enough to last her through the night she started to pick up the small pieces
which had fallen to the ground for tinder to start the fire. She then carried the wood towards the bottom of
the tree.
When the tree had been blown over, it had pulled up a chunk of ground with its tangled root system.
This shallow berm was the only shelter Flindra had from the wind and thus it was the best place to make her
fire.
The wind teased her as it blew out the tiny sparks from her flint before they could start the tinder on fire.
Flindra wrapped her body around the tinder to provide some protection from the wind. After many tries, she
finally got a spark to ignite the small chips of wood. She nursed the flickering flame along - slowly adding
more fuel until it burned with an intensity that the wind could not extinguish.

Flindra usually made small fires to minimize the notice of unfriendly eyes. Tonight she ignored that
precaution. She needed all the warmth she could get from the fire to survive a night with the frozen north
wind as a companion. She would have to trust the power of Rigga to protect her from danger tonight.
Dawn was long in coming as Flindra hovered near the fire. She dozed occasionally as the night passed
but she had to stay awake most of the time to keep the fire going. She remembered happy times from her
childhood to warm her heart even as her body ached from the cold. She knew the value of diverting her
thoughts to better endure unpleasant situations.
Normally, Flindra would pack up her camp and be on her way by daybreak. This morning, she lingered
by her fire until the sun eased the worst of the bitter cold of the pre-dawn hours. She finally tied her
belongings to Deru's saddle and continued on her way.
Flindra rode hour after hour across the desolate plain. Her mind became numb after hours of the dreary
sameness. There weren't even trees anymore to break the monotony of the landscape. Moreover, it was
cold, so very cold. She huddled in the saddle to keep her cloak as close to her body as possible. Her toes
ached as she wiggled them to keep them from freezing. The pain eventually spread from her feet into her
legs. She pulled her feet from the stirrups so she could move her legs too. She wondered at times if she
would ever be warm again.
By mid-afternoon, Flindra noticed a change in the landscape. This part of the Northern Reaches was not
as flat as it appeared from a distance. The plain was intersected by a number of narrow and deep gullies
and small valleys. The crystal sphere suddenly started to vibrate and Flindra reached into her tunic and
withdrew the orb. It was clear the crystal was directing her towards the entrance to one of these small
valleys.
"Let's hope we are getting close, Deru," she said as she slipped the orb back into her tunic. "I'm tired,"
she confessed to the horse, "and I know you are, too."
She reined Deru into the valley. She rode for several miles and suddenly felt the orb grow still and cold.
Before she could reach into her tunic, she heard a voice call, "Welcome to my home Princess Flindra."

Chapter VI
Flindra turned at the sound of the voice and saw an amazing looking woman smiling at her. She
immediately recognized the woman as being Kewero - the face from the crystal sphere. Her face appeared
softer and friendlier than it had in the crystal. She exhibited all the evidence of advanced age, but she also
had an air of timelessness about her that was more noticeable than her age. She gave the impression that
she was part of and as ageless as the world.
Kewero was a small women, at least a head shorter than Flindra. Her features were delicate and Flindra
could still see evidence that she'd been beautiful in her youth. Age had added a thickening around her
middle so she seemed very grandmotherly in appearance.
Her clothes were simple and devoid of decoration. Cloak, dress, and boots were all the color of freshly
tilled soil. The hood of her cloak hid most of her hair. What did show was silvery-gray. There was
amusement in her blue eyes and she seemed pleased to see Flindra studying her so carefully.
Flindra realized that she had been staring and blushed in embarrassment. "I am honored, Venerable
One," she said as she bowed her head.
"Oh my, that is much too formal," she replied through a smile. "Please call me Kewero. My name holds
all the respect I need."
"As you wish, Kewero."
"That's much better."

Kewero squinted as she looked at Flindra. "I see you are shielded. How did you discover how to use
Rigga?"
"The image of King Meldh came to me in a dream after I was attacked by the An..."
"Do not speak that name out loud," she commanded emphatically as she interrupted Flindra with a raised
hand. "They are capable of homing in on the speaker and causing great mischief. Names have great power
so never speak the name of our enemy."
"Forgive me, Kewero," Flindra replied shyly. "I didn't know."
The stern aspect of the teacher yielded and the old woman smiled. "Forgive me for sounding so stern,
child, but you were endangering yourself. You have much to learn but you must rest first. Come with me."
As Kewero spoke she moved next to Deru and took hold of the reins below the bit.
She led them deeper into the valley. The walls of the valley became higher as they continued. Flindra
finally had a break from the wind.
"Is it always windy here?" she ventured to ask.
"Most of the time. Around midsummer, things can be pleasant. The growing season is short in this
region so everything has to blossom in the few short weeks it is possible. It is beautiful while it lasts."
"How long have you lived here?"
Kewero laughed. "Too long, yet not long enough," she answered enigmatically. "Don't worry, little one,"
she added in response to Flindra's obvious confusion. "You'll have an answer to all your questions in time.
Now is not the best time nor place to get too specific about things."
Flindra nodded her head in understanding. "I will hold my questions."
"Commit them to memory, little one, and ask them later. My sole purpose in this life is to be your
teacher."
"I'll remember."
Beyond a turn in the valley, they came to a small, circular, tent-like dwelling. It was made of heavy hides
supported by an interior frame. Flindra knew a moment of disappointment. She had hoped that Kewero
would reside in a more substantial dwelling - one the wind couldn't blow through.
"This is a yurt," Kewero explained. "It is a typical dwelling of the nomads in these parts."
"I never realized people lived here in the Northern Reaches."
"The Ainaz have existed here since before the time of the Ancient Ones. They are hunters. They subsist
on the herds of reindeer and the bounty of the sea. Most of the time they are concentrated along the coast
or in sheltered valleys."
Flindra shook her head. "I've never heard of them."
"The Ainaz are a withdrawn people and have little contact with outsiders except for the few traders who
venture this far north. One generally doesn't see them unless they want to be seen. They have finally come
to accept me. I trade with them sometimes. Most recently, I acquired food for your horse from them."
They had reached the yurt and Flindra started to dismount.
"Stay in your saddle, Flindra," Kewero ordered softly. "We aren't through with our journey yet."
Her brow wrinkled with a question but she kept quiet.
Kewero tossed back the flap to the yurt and pulled the little, black horse inside. She closed the entrance
and laced the hide in place. Finished, she once more took hold of the reins. "Drop your shield Flindra. You
don't need it now and it makes it harder for me to open the door."
She immediately complied and willed Rigga's power nimbus to fade. She asked in a puzzled voice,
"what door?"
"Metaphorically speaking, my dear. Now hush."

Kewero closed her eyes and became perfectly still. Her face lost all expression as she concentrated.
Suddenly, a shimmering zone appeared before them in the center of the tent. She led Deru through the
tremulous light.
Flindra experienced a momentary jolt as they passed through the shimmer. It was as if she had briefly
touched the consciousness of life - everything that was alive, had lived, or would live. Then they were
through and the sensation was only a memory.
They were in a vast chamber of an immense cave. There were numerous openings radiating out from
this central chamber. A sourceless light radiating about them lent a hue of soft gold to the cave. Colors
were warm and inviting.
Flindra dismounted and turned around to see where they had come from but saw nothing except the
continuation of the cave. "How? Where are we?" she stammered as she looked back at Kewero.
The old woman laughed. "The short answer is that we passed through a gap in the fabric of life to arrive
here. We are now in one of the places inhabited by the Spirit when He created our world. Words cannot
accurately portray this place, but an analogy might help you understand. This is the seed pod where our
world began within the consciousness of the Spirit."
Flindra looked terribly confused.
Kewero smiled. "There will be time enough for you to understand and to master the knowledge you need
to fight your enemies. There is no point in rushing your lessons."
"As you wish, Kewero." She smiled and realized her face was chapped from the cold and was slightly
windburn.
"You may put your horse in there," Kewero said as she pointed toward an opening of a smaller cave.
"When you are through, come back here and then I will see to your needs."
Flindra led Deru into the smaller cave. Her nose gave her evidence that this small cave had sheltered
horses before. It was spotlessly clean, but there was a lingering scent of horses. It was a pleasant odor and
reminded her of the barn back home. Fresh hay had already been placed in a recess in the wall. There was
fresh water pooling around a spring in a natural basin towards the back of the cave. The overflow from the
spring trickled down a crack and disappeared behind the cave wall. This kept the floor from becoming wet.
She slipped the bridle off so Deru could start eating the hay. Then she removed the saddle and placed
the tack on a wooden rack several feet above the floor. She left her bow, quiver of arrows, hatchet, and
bedroll under the rack. While the horse stood contentedly and ate, she brushed him to remove the sweat
and dirt lingering in his coat. When she was through, she sighed and leaned against him.
"We made it, Deru," she whispered while she slipped her hand beneath his mane and patted his neck. "I
feel like I've been traveling for an eternity. It seems so long ago that I left home."
Deru turned and looked at her. His mouth was full of hay, which he rubbed against her face as he tried
to nuzzle her. Flindra couldn't help but laugh. He smelled her face and hair and then returned to his hay.
She gave him a parting pat and stood back. With another sigh - this one more tired than the first - she
picked up her saddlebags and went out to Kewero.
"Are you warming up, my dear?" Kewero asked when she saw Flindra approach.
"My toes are still a bit cold, but I'll be fine."
"I suspect that you're being too stoic and aren't quite telling me the truth, Flindra. You still look cold, but
I'll fix that. Follow me."
Kewero led her through a winding passage in the cave complex. As they walked, Flindra could sense
the air around her was getting warmer. They finally stood before a pool of water. Steam was rising from the
surface. She grinned happily for nothing could be better than a hot bath after being cold for so long.
"Take off your clothes and bathe. I will find you something clean to wear," Kewero said and left Flindra
alone.

Flindra removed her clothes and folded them neatly on top of her saddlebags, which were near the edge
of the pool. She placed her daggers on top of the pile so they would be within easy reach. She did this out
of habit and not because of any current threat.
She eased her chilled and tired body into the water. Her toes tingled as the steaming water eased out
the lingering cold. In the warmth, she could almost forget her frozen journey here. It was quiet and she
relished the absence of the incessant howl of the wind, which had been her constant companion for the last
two days. The water soothed her soul as well as her muscles. She relaxed in the warmth and became
more than a little sleepy.
To wake up, she got out of the water and reached in one of her saddlebags to retrieve a stiff hairbrush
and a bar of Dakra's homemade soap. She returned to the water and unbraided her hair. The loose curls
floated on the water and coiled about her. It took her a while to brush the tangles out for she didn't want to
pull too hard on her damp hair. When Flindra could slip the brush effortlessly through her hair, she rubbed
the soap in until she had a rich lather. She then worked the lather next to her scalp and rubbed vigorously.
The scent of the soap brought back vivid memories of her mother and her home. Her Momma had
scented the soap with juniper berries and sage. This combination had always been Flindra's favorite. Tears
welled up in her eyes as she thought of the love and kindness she had always known.
"I hope you don't miss me too much," Flindra said aloud. She had become used to talking to herself
during the long journey north.
"What did you say, my dear?" Kewero asked as she returned to the pool with a stack of clothes in her
arms.
Flindra blushed with embarrassment. "I was only talking to myself," she explained sheepishly.
"Don't be embarrassed, Flindra. I've been alone for so many years that the only ears I've had to talk to
have been my own. Now tell me what concerns you enough to talk to yourself about it."
"I'm worried about my family, especially Momma."
"Dakra is a good woman, strong and capable. The Spirit chose well when He selected her to be your
mother. She will miss you and will worry about you - mothers always do, you know. We can help her
though. I will teach you how to use your crystal to give a message to her dreams."
"I can do that?" she asked in surprise.
"That and much more. It takes a great deal of energy to establish the contact, so perhaps it would be
better for you to wait until after you've rested."
"I would like to do it now, if I may. I would like to tell her that I've made it to you safely. Perhaps that will
ease her worries."
Kewero smiled in understanding. "I'll show you how when you are finished with your bath. Do you mind
if I keep you company? It's nice to hear your voice."
"I don't mind at all, Kewero."
The old woman smiled as she sat on a rock at the side of the pool.
Flindra could tell that Kewero was lonely and she took pity on her. She had learned since leaving home
that loneliness was a hard burden to bear. It made her feel a little better about imposing on Kewero's
hospitality to know that she had some need for her. Friendship would be a nice exchange for the old
woman's knowledge.
"You look much like your mother," Kewero noted. "You have your father's height and there is a little of
him in your chin."
"Did you know my parents well?"
She nodded sadly. "Yes, I looked after your mother in the same way I've seen to your care. She was a
fosterling just as you were."
Flindra looked sad. "Why?"

"To hide you both from your enemies."
"Who were they? I don't even know their names," she confessed with a catch in her voice.
"Bherek and Andha were the Baron and Baroness of Surwel."
Flindra dropped her eyes to hide her sorrow. "I'd hoped that I'd be able to find them someday and learn
to know them."
"I didn't mean to make you so sad, child. Understand that your parents loved you very deeply and that
they wouldn't have given you away if your safety hadn't required it."
"That helps."
The soap against her scalp was starting to itch. "I guess I need to rinse," she explained as she took a
deep breath and sank beneath the surface of the pool.
"Take your time, little one. I've waited a millennium for you. A few more minutes will not make a
difference," Kewero said to herself while Flindra was under the water.
Flindra's hair was in her eyes when she reemerged. She wiped it away with the back of her hand.
"This bath is so wonderful, Kewero. Thank you for suggesting it."
"My pleasure, child."
"I won't be too much longer."
"Take your time."
She continued with her bath, giving special attention to her hands and fingernails as she washed. When
she was finished she rinsed herself and stood up. Kewero handed her a towel, which she had brought along
with the clothing. Flindra took it, dried herself, and then wrapped the towel around her hair.
Kewero stood and held out a dress for inspection. "Is this to your liking?"
"It's beautiful," she announced and reached out to touch the beautiful green gown. The dress was made
from a material that was both soft and smooth. The undergarments were made of similar material as the
dress but were snow white. There was a pair of matching slippers on the stack of underthings.
"What are they made of?"
"Silk."
"I've never touched silk before. It's wonderful."
Kewero helped Flindra dress and she relished the softness of the cloth against her skin. The green
gown was the finest she had ever worn. It made her feel pampered.
"I don't have a belt for you so you'll have to use your old one."
"That's fine."
Flindra used her own leather belt to gather the dress in around her waist. The knife hanging from the
belt was the sole ornament for the dress, which was somehow fitting for the circumstances. She left her
other daggers on top of her clothes.
She then brushed her hair to remove any lingering tangles. She fished the golden hair comb from her
saddlebag and held it out for Kewero to see.
"Was this my mother's?"
"The comb is a gift from Queen Kwenth."
"Queen Kwenth was King Meldh's wife, wasn't she?"
"Yes. Queen Kwenth knew about the struggles you are destined to face. The comb is a small gift to
warm your heart in times of trouble. It is a mother's gift to her distant offspring."
Flindra looked at it tenderly before she used it to hold her hair back from her face.
Kewero smiled. "Turn around, Flindra, I want to see you."
With a blush, she turned around slowly.

"Well, you look much more like a princess now. You have a regal bearing, which suits you well. While
you are here, you will dress like a princess. You need to practice being one so you won't feel so lost when
you do take your destined place."
"Thank you for letting me wear this gown - it is very beautiful."
"My dear, I'm not letting you wear anything. The dress is yours. Your mother left it for you. Let me show
you your bedchamber and then I will teach you how to contact Dakra. Come."
They returned to the main part of the cave and then walked down another of the many outlets radiating
from this chamber. They passed several small openings before Kewero halted before one. "This will be
your room while you are here. You will need the crystal sphere, leave everything else."
Flindra hurriedly left her belongings just beyond the entrance to her room. They continued down the path
and entered a series of switchbacks and so they dropped rapidly in elevation. They followed the track until it
widened to the entrance of a large cavern. Kewero pulled her to a stop just within the entrance.
Flindra drew a surprised and awed breath at the astounding view. She was standing in a large cave that
was covered with crystals. The gems glowed with an internal light, which pulsated in a slow, regular rhythm.
Looking closer, she realized her first assessment was wrong - the cave was not covered with crystals. It
was made of the crystalline material! Even the floor of the cavern consisted of the translucent and glowing
crystals.
Kewero spoke in a soft and reverent voice. "This is the womb of the cavern and of our world. This is
where the Spirit envisioned our world and created its reality. Here, we are surrounded by the Spirit. We are
in the seed around which Spirit began to order the primordial chaos. Our world is the reality He lent to this
portion of the chaos.
"I don't really understand."
Kewero released a spontaneous laugh. "Don't worry about that too much, little one. The Spirit is far
beyond our level of understanding. One can only really understand the Spirit with the faith of the heart. It is
a wisdom of faith and not a knowing or comprehension."
"Oh."
"The power we see and feel here lingers from the Presence. Your crystal orb is a small piece of this
place and is attuned to the lingering power of the Spirit. It is safe to speak of all things here for the Ansu
cannot see or hear into this sacred place. We will hold our discussions here.
"But back to our task of contacting Dakra. This chamber is the nexus of life in our world. It is a simple
matter for life to contact life here. Dakra will receive your message when her mind has relaxed and is
sleeping. In time, you will be able to use your crystal orb to accomplish this task. For now, the crystals
around you will amplify the directions of your mind.
"Concentrate on the sphere. Concentrate and think through the orb to your home. Try to remember the
details of the cottage, the smells, and the sounds. The crystal will accommodate your desire - your life force
will touch with that of Dakra's. Give her knowledge of your safe arrival here. That should give her solace.
You need not mention the attack on your life. That would cause her to worry overmuch."
"You're right about that."
Flindra held the orb and noticed it was glowing with the same pulsating light as the rest of the cave. She
stared into its depths and recognized the familiar pull on her mind. There was tremendous power here and
she guessed this must be the addition of the power from the cave. Once again, she passed through the
dizzying vortex of color and through the flash of white light.
She found herself standing at the foot of Dakra's bed and saw her mother resting soundly. Flindra
greeted her knowing that her words could only be heard in the context of a dream.

"Hello Momma! I love you and I miss you terribly. I wanted to let you know that I have made it safely to
Kewero. Thank you for all the warm clothing. It made my journey much easier." She paused to look around
the room. It was the same as she remembered and that gave her comfort.
Flindra started to feel weak and the task of maintaining this contact had turned into a struggle. She
guessed that her energies would retreat to the crystal cavern in moments. "I love you, Momma," she said
hurriedly. "Tell Leudh, Brehwan and the boys that I love them, too."
Before she could continue, her mind was sucked through the colored lights and she was back in the
cavern. The vertigo that usually disappeared when she broke contact with the crystal still gripped both her
mind and body. Flindra sank to her knees and felt a wrenching feeling inside her body. Cold beads of
sweat formed on her brow.
Kewero immediately kneeled beside her and embraced her to lend support. "You poor child. I should
have warned you that this happens when you contact another through the crystal. Part of your life force
leaves your body to establish the contact. Try to relax and slow your breathing. Everything will be all right in
a bit." She could feel tremors passing through Flindra's body as she held her to anchor her to reality.
Flindra closed her eyes and forced herself to be calm for she had felt a moment of panic. The
experience had left her feeling like a drowning victim who is called back to life. The pain was worth it,
however, if she had given a moment of solace to her mother. She had earned it.
Kewero felt Flindra relax in her embrace and knew that the vertigo had passed. She cupped her chin in
her hand and looked into her eyes. "Are you all right?"
She nodded. "I'm just tired all of a sudden."
"Are you steady enough to walk yet?"
"I think so. Let me stand up and try." Flindra stood up slowly least the dizzy feeling return. "I'm fine; let's
go."
By the time they reached Flindra's bedchamber she was close to normal, although still tired. Before she
sought her bed, she had one question for Kewero.
"I arrived here in early afternoon. How could it be night for Momma? It didn't take me that long to bathe."
"Time here does not pass at the same rate as it does out in the world. It is irrelevant to compare the two
systems."
"Is that how you seem to have lived so long? I heard you say that you've waited a millennium for me
while I was rinsing my hair."
Kewero smiled. "I didn't realize I had been that loud. I didn't intend to hint of a mystery and not explain
it."
"That's all right."
"The explanation is rather lengthy and I'd prefer to wait until you've had a chance to rest. I can see
you're almost asleep on your feet. May I delay my explanation?"
"Of course."
"I promise I'll explain everything in detail later. I want you to sleep until you feel completely refreshed so
tarry in bed as long as you wish. Don't worry about anything."
"You'll get no arguments from me. I feel as if I haven't slept in weeks."
"Sleep well, my Princess." Kewero gave a parting smile and walked away leaving her by the door.
When Flindra had dropped her things in this room on her way to the crystal cavern, she hadn't had time
to look around. Now she observed the chamber in wonder. The room didn't look much like a cave. Heavy
tapestries hung on the walls concealing the rock behind. The floor was covered with a thick carpet that
muffled her steps. There were several pieces of heavy furniture in the chamber in addition to the bed. They
were all carved with intricate designs of animals. The furnishings spoke of wealth and comfort - a room fit
for a princess.

She opened the armoire and was surprised to see a number of gowns and undergarments. She took off
the green gown she was wearing and hung it next to the others. In a drawer, she discovered a number of
sleeping gowns. She slipped on one, which was embroidered with tiny pink and yellow roses. The fabric
was soft against her skin and she smiled in pleasure.
Flindra sat on the bed while she brushed her hair. She braided it and thought how wonderful it was
going to be to sleep in a warm, soft bed again, but there was one more thing she had to do before she could
sleep.
She slipped off the bed and kneeled on the floor. "Beloved Spirit," she whispered. "Thank you so very
much for bringing me here safely. Grant me the wisdom to learn what Kewero has to teach me." She
lowered her head. "I feel very unworthy of the task I have been born to. Help me to be equal to it. Thank
you." She then relaxed her thoughts in a moment of stillness.
Flindra climbed under the covers and smiled in comfort at the warmth and softness. "Thank you,
Beloved Spirit," she said again. In the time it took her to close her eyes, she was asleep.

Chapter VII
"The Spirit is benevolent," Flindra noted during one of her lessons. "How then can the Ansu exist? They
embody Evil and Darkness. How can they exist within the universe that Good created?"
Kewero sighed. "This is a question I've pondered for many years and I confess I don't have an easy
answer. I think it all comes down to a discussion of free will. The Spirit gave us free will. We have the
option to live within the direction and goodness of Spirit or to reject Him entirely. We can live in the Light or
turn our backs, so to speak, and see into the shadows of Darkness and be corrupted by the Darkness. It's
all within our choice. We can submit our wills to the Spirit and thus become instruments of the Spirit's
Goodness or we can reject the Spirit and become instruments of the Darkness."
"What if we choose not to choose?" Flindra asked. "What then?"
"The Spirit offers," Kewero answered. "Our Beloved Spirit desires voluntary submission and a
willingness to serve. Darkness, however, commands, enslaves, seduces and corrupts. That is why
Darkness seems to spread so easily. If we don't choose to become part of Spirit - and that choice is not
always easy - we will become a target of Darkness."
"So a null decision becomes the same as a decision to reject."
"Not always, but frequently that is the end result."
"I see."
Flindra's eyes grew distant as she thought and Kewero gave her this moment to ponder their discussion.
It was a difficult subject and needed a great deal of reflection to understand.
"So we can choose to be instruments of the Spirit's Will or by choice or default become tools of the
Ansu," Flindra finally summarized.
Kewero nodded. "It's my belief that is the case."
"Who or what exactly are the Ansu?"
"I don't truly know, Flindra, but I suspect that they are beings or entities that chose Darkness over Spirit
at or near the beginning of time. They've had unfathomable ages to grow in their evil powers. For this I do
know, ours is not the only world the Beloved Spirit has created. Perhaps the Ansu were some of the first
children of our Spirit. I don't really know."
"I see." She frowned. "The Spirit made us all, even the Ansu. He has the power to destroy the Ansu
and weaken Evil and Darkness. Why does He tolerate all the pain the Ansu bring to His creation? Why
doesn't He destroy them? It's clearly within His power to do so."

Kewero took a deep breath. "I don't really know the answer to that question for the ways of the Spirit are
far beyond our comprehension. Would you accept my personal opinion?"
"Of course."
"The Spirit loves all His creation and He is always willing to forgive us when we have erred. He always
wants to bring us Home. We need to seek forgiveness in honesty and turn back from our wrongs, but He
will always grant us pardon and welcome us back into His heart."
"Papa always stressed the Spirit's profound sense of forgiveness," Flindra agreed.
"So think about it - the Ansu are the Spirit's children, too. I'm certain their evil actions cause Him the
deepest of all possible sorrows, but they are still His children."
Flindra was clearly stunned and her hand touched her lips as she breathed in swiftly in surprise. "Oh,"
she finally whispered. "I never thought about that."
"The Spirit aids us in standing fast against the Ansu menace, but He won't destroy them."
"So they always have a chance for redemption," Flindra finished.
"It does explain things," Kewero noted. "I may be totally wrong in my belief in this matter, but I am
certain of the Spirit's love and the hope of His forgiveness."
"There's a lot to think about."
"There is, but today I think you need to learn about the Ansu so we can stand fast against them. Are you
ready to continue?"
Flindra nodded.
"I've learned in my years of study that there is a hierarchy within the ranks of the Ansu. The chief
authority is centered with the Kwetwer, which means the Four. Each one of the Kwetwer has different
powers and spheres of influence. They are in constant contact with the reality of Darkness. They are
extremely dangerous individually. They are nearly unbeatable when their powers are combined.
"There was only one of the Kwetwer present with the forces of the Ansu when they swept through our
world a millennium ago. Only one was sufficient to destroy our greatest champion, King Meldh. After the
Kwetwer defeated our champion, the Ansu commenced a campaign of destruction. They destroyed so
much they apparently assumed our world would collapse and disappear into chaos. Then they departed to
other places."
Flindra shook her head. "Why destroy us? Wouldn't the strength of Darkness increase if they corrupted
us instead?"
"Darkness seems to enjoy destruction for its own sake and I think that it is also easier to accomplish."
Kewero sighed and she shook her head. "I'm afraid that this fight will be different. The Ansu are greatly put
out that they have to return and finish a job they thought was completed a millennium ago. They are angry
and they mean to punish us."
"How?"
"I think they mean to enslave us. Of course, they will destroy many, but those who are not killed will be
enslaved."
"Enslaved and not corrupted?" Flindra looked puzzled. "I'm afraid I don't really understand the
distinction."
"Think of corruption as a voluntary act," Kewero explained. "There may well be some coercion in the
process but there is also some willingness as well. Enslavement is an act of force. The Ansu will be in
command, but they will leave enough of the soul intact to torment their victims. Humanity would be forced to
become soldiers in the cause of Darkness, but they would remain human enough to weep for the Good they
would be destroying."
Flindra felt a hard knot in her belly. "Monstrous," she finally hissed in disgust.
"It is."

"Is there really hope, Kewero? Are we just deceiving ourselves? Can we defeat such evil?"
"It is not hopeless," Kewero corrected sternly. "We can win because the Spirit wants us to win and will
give us assistance when necessary." She smiled to soften her rebuke. "I am here, in this place as a tool of
the Spirit. I have been allowed to learn much about our Enemy so don't think the Spirit is distant in this fight.
Our Beloved Spirit will help us, but it is our battle. It won't be easy, that I do know. We will be marching
through the shadow of death, but that will make our victory so much more rewarding. Never give up hope,
child. The Spirit is with us."
Flindra sighed. "It is a big responsibility."
"It is," Kewero responded with compassion in her voice. "We must prepare for the coming battle. That's
why I am here and why you are here."
"Why me?" Flindra asked. "I don't mean to sound like I'm avoiding my responsibilities, but why me?
Why didn't the Spirit choose some great and stalwart warrior to lead this fight? I'm nothing special and I
don't know the first thing about war. Surely, the Spirit could find someone better than me." She frowned.
"When I dreamt of King Meldh, I asked him that same question. He answered that there are advantages to
the fact that I'm a woman and can join with the existing power structure, but that seems like a hollow answer.
I can't imagine I really have that much to bring to the fight."
"Don't underestimate yourself, Princess Flindra. You have strengths and talents not even you are aware
of. Yet. I accept the Spirit's Wisdom. You will be equal to your destiny."
Flindra looked troubled and very unsure.
Kewero reached over and took her hand. "You will be the catalyst who will coalesce our resistance. I
understand you had no choice in this, but you are not alone. There are other men and women whose
talents and experience will aid your fight. You will draw many to you. Others you will have to seek. You
also have been given some valuable tools to use in your fight. The memories of all your ancestors are with
you. When there is need, their knowledge, their experience will become yours. And everything I have
learned through the years is yours."
"How many years, Kewero?" Flindra finally grew bold enough to ask. "You serve the Spirit, but how do
you know all this? How does the Spirit speak to you?"
"I guess I never did explain my comment about how long I've been waiting for you. Forgive me. I guess
I should tell you a little more of my history so you can understand me better.
"I was a counselor at the court of King Meldh. I was one of a group of five who advised the King. It
became apparent early in the conflict with the Ansu that we were hopelessly outmatched. One day, the King
summoned us and revealed a dream he'd had the night before. He'd been told in his dream that one of his
counselors needed to seek out the wisdom and guidance of the Spirit to learn what we needed to do. King
Meldh gave us a choice as to which one of us would go on this quest. In fairness, the five of us drew lots. It
fell upon me to search for the information we needed.
"Once the selection had been made, the King and Queen called me to them for a private conference.
The King now confessed the rest of his dream. He knew that he would die in the conflict, as would the
Queen and most of his nobles. The knowledge I would discover was needed to aid his descendant in a
future conflict and would give him no assistance in the present fight. My whole purpose was to provide
protection and guidance for the future champion of his line. Only the Queen knew the full story of his dream.
He had no wish to demoralize his people so he had kept his dream a secret. He asked me to do the same.
"The Queen then spoke to me. I still remember her words for they were spoken with such intense
sorrow." The tone of Kewero's voice changed. There was boundless respect and tremendous sorrow in her
accent as she recalled the words of the long-dead Queen. "She told me that it had been foretold at her birth
that she would live to see her world destroyed, her child taken from her and that she would know the

suffering of all the children of her line - the suffering only a mother can understand and endure. She was
named for the suffering she would know for Kwenth in the Old Tongue means suffering."
Kewero paused and lowered her eyes. It was obvious her memories brought pain into her heart.
Flindra reached over and grasped her arm in a gentle and supportive touch. "You loved her, didn't you?"
"Very much." With a sigh, she looked at her pupil. "I told you once that you looked like your mother.
You also look a great deal like Queen Kwenth. You could be her daughter."
She smiled. "You take after her in many ways, Flindra. Her auburn hair has marked all the children born
of her line. It is a stamp of royalty. You share some personality traits with her, too. My Lady Queen was
much loved by my people for she was so kind and good. I think you will match her kindness when you
become Queen."
"Thank you," she answered with a shy smile.
"Having you here has done much to ease my sorrow. You remind me of her and it makes it seem that it
wasn't so long ago when I shared deep discussions with my Queen."
Kewero patted Flindra's hand, which was still resting on her arm. "The Spirit has extended my days so I
can be the connection between you and the King and Queen."
"Are you immortal?" Flindra asked in an awed tone.
"No, not at all. I have aged over the years, just more slowly and I'm sure I will know death when my
purpose here is ended." The old woman sighed. "I have no wish to be immortal, Flindra. It is the natural
order of things to die and rejoin the Spirit."
Kewero's eyes became distant when she returned to her memories and her story. "My Lady Queen told
me she had a dream just before she gave birth to her daughter and only child. In her dream, the Spirit
warned her that she needed to hide her baby to keep the child safe from the Ansu. King Meldh made plans
to hide her as soon as the Queen told him of this warning.
"The King and Queen used a contraction of their names to name the new princess. Her name would
always honor her parents for she would never know them and the name would become a reminder of her
heritage." Tears appeared in Kewero's eyes. "Princess Melenth was a beautiful babe and had her mother's
auburn hair. I didn't get to see much of her, no one did. The King and Queen didn't want to risk her life by
keeping her too long. Melenth needed to be hidden where she could survive and where she would be safe
to continue the dynasty. They grieved at her loss but they understood it was the only way to keep her alive.
"They decided to hide her among the simple people of the forest. This was the safest place they could
think of for they believed that the Ansu wouldn't bother to hunt down the scattered woodsmen." Kewero
smiled through her tears. "When the Spirit chose Dakra and Eghero to be your family it brought the line of
King Meldh full circle. The first and last children to be hidden from the Ansu grew up in the homes of
woodsmen."
"I, for one, am very glad of that. I could not have had a happier home."
"Which pleases me. I have served you well and by doing so have served my beloved Queen and the
Spirit. She asked me to become the hidden guardian of Princess Melenth and to find safe places for all the
children who would follow. We both knew that eventually the Ansu would discover our survival and would
hunt down the children of her line to prevent the birth of our prophesied champion. The Spirit has guided me
in my selections of homes to hide your ancestors in. I have placed them with many different types of people
so no one group would be singled out in the Enemy's hunt. The Spirit's strategy was most wise for the line
continued to you. You were born and have reached me. It is time for you to begin your destiny."
"I'm overwhelmed," she admitted in a tiny voice. "I have to confess that I feel unequal to the
responsibility fate has allotted to me. I feel very ordinary and I definitely don't feel like the hero I will need to
become to defeat the Ansu."

"You will come into your power, Flindra. Don't worry about that. You might be surprised to feel the
energy you already exude. You will have come into your full inheritance before you leave the cavern and
return to the world. You will be equal to your fate."
Flindra breathed in deeply. "I hope so."
"Trust me, my child, I know you will be ready. The Spirit will see to that."
"I hope so," she repeated.
Kewero smiled briefly before she returned to her story. "Before I left on my quest, the King and Queen
both selected a gift which I was supposed to give to you when you came of age. Look at the golden comb
you are wearing."
Flindra slipped the golden swan from her hair and looked first at it and then at Kewero.
"The Queen wished for you to remember her and all the women who came before her. Queen Kwenth's
mother gave her this comb, and her mother, in turn, received it from hers. It is her gift to the child of her line.
She reaches across time to give a mother's gift to a daughter."
Tears welled up in Flindra's eyes and she fingered the comb gently, almost caressing the graceful swan.
"I am honored to have it and I will remember her always."
"That will please her memory."
"I'm honored that she thought of me."
"The King also gave you a gift which had been in his family's possession for generations, in truth from
the beginning of his dynasty. His gift was Rigga."
Flindra looked down at the amethyst ring on her finger. "He told me in my dream that Rigga was his gift.
How old is it?"
"Rigga is actually older than the line of King Meldh and dates from the time of the Ancients. It has been
infused with their magic and powers."
"Oh."
"His Majesty also gave me the hereditary symbols of the King: the crown; the scepter; and a neck chain
made from interlocking links of white and yellow gold. He told me I was responsible for their safe keeping
for I needed to keep them for the future king of our world. I will give them to you, Flindra, when you leave.
You will have to give them to your King when he claims you. He will have need of them."
"I will see that he gets them."
"Upon the conclusion of my meeting with the King and Queen, I immediately set out to search for the
knowledge which would help our world in some distant time, but would not aid my beloved King and Queen
in the present I shared with them. I was led here, to these caverns, and it has been here that the Spirit has
shared much of the knowledge we need to defeat the Kwetwer and the Ansu armies."
"Did you ever see King Meldh or Queen Kwenth again?"
"No." Kewero shook her head sadly. "I spent several years in this cave complex, all the time absorbing
the knowledge our world needs to survive."
Kewero's face grew deeply troubled and there was unmistakable pain in her eyes.
"When I finally returned to the world I knelt and wept, for all around me was destruction. The lush green
of life had been supplanted by the dismal brown of naked soil and barren rock. I traveled for days through
this wasteland until I came to the place, which had once been the proud estates and castle of King Meldh.
"The devastation was indescribable. Before me stretched a burned area which was roughly circular in
shape and many leagues in diameter. Whatever it was that had caused the area to ignite had incinerated
the soil, leaving only the bare rock beneath. The rock itself had been baked in the intense heat to the point
that metamorphism of the minerals had begun. As I looked around in shock, I knew that what I looked upon
was evidence of the power of one Kwetwer and I knew I still had much to learn before I could direct my
future champion to stand fast against all of them.

"I then searched for Princess Melenth. She was alive with her foster family in an area of forest ignored
by the Ansu. It was an island of life in a world laid waste.
"Since that time I have carried out Queen Kwenth's instructions to protect her line. For some reason, in
any generation only one child has been born. I was thankful that this was the case, for I could then focus my
attention on this lone child. I have hidden your forebears among simple people, noble families, merchants,
and artisans. This left a tangled skein for the Ansu to unravel. Sometimes I had to separate parents and
child as I did with you. I did this to minimize the risk from the Ansu when their agents had discovered the
family. More often, I just arranged marriages to different and distant people.
"When I haven't been seeing to the safety of your ancestors, I have been trying to learn as much as
possible in hopes of giving you the necessary knowledge to defeat the Ansu. The purpose of my existence
is to be your teacher and mentor. Does that answer some of your questions as to who I am?"
"It does."
Flindra looked down and stared at the floor of the cavern for a moment. When she looked up there was
unmistakable anger on her features. "Why couldn't the Spirit have helped King Meldh?" she demanded.
"Why couldn't he have destroyed the Ansu then? History says he was a great and good king. Why did he
have to die?"
Kewero sighed quietly and suddenly looked very old and very, very tired. "Flindra, I wouldn't be honest
with you if I didn't confess that question has haunted me from time to time. History records the greatness of
King Meldh, but the words cannot match the man. The King was one of the best human beings this race
has ever produced. Queen Kwenth was very much his equal in goodness and wisdom. I loved these two
people with all my heart and soul. Gladly, I would have died for them. I, too, have felt moments of burning
anger at the loss of this pair."
She closed her eyes for a moment. When she finally continued her voice was low. "With the passage of
time I've come to understand things a little better. Although King Meldh was a great and good king, his
presence in our world wasn't enough. The allies he needed to fight the Ansu abandoned him and betrayed
him to the Enemy. As creatures of free will these men and women had a choice and they acted against the
King and against the Spirit."
"Oh. Will it be different this time?"
"The Spirit has worked relentlessly since then to assemble a force of willing helpers for you, Princess
Flindra. I want you to also recognize that King Meldh lives through you. He is with you through your
memories. I think you will also find that King Meldh is present in a more real way."
"How so?" Flindra asked.
Kewero shook her head. "I don't really understand it, but I think the Spirit has allowed him to maintain a
presence in the world. I feel his essence, his spirit, on all the relics he has left for you."
Flindra's eyes were wide with wonder. "Oh," she murmured quietly.
"Any more questions?"
"When King Meldh came to me in my dream and showed me how to use Rigga, he said my mother and
father were murdered by the agents of the Ansu. Could you tell me their story?"
"I'm sorry they had to die," Kewero said with feeling and understanding. "I wish you could have known
them."
There was a film of tears in Flindra's eyes. "I wish I could have, too."
"They were fine people, Flindra. You can be honestly proud of them. The two generations immediately
preceding your birth were the victims of increasing Ansu hostility. I think the Ansu knew the time when the
champion was to be born was approaching. I had to place your grandfather, your mother, and you in the
care of others to fool their agents.

"Your grandfather grew up with a merchant family in Kazat. He knew the sea as you know the forest.
His name was Kergar and he was brave and honorable. When he reached manhood, we decided that he
needed to disappear and start a life somewhere else. He wanted to do this since he knew the Ansu would
seek him and leave his foster parents alone. I connected him with a merchant in Wesperos. He eventually
married the merchant's daughter, Anthela. She was rather plain but she had a joyful personality and a quick
mind.
"They gave your mother to me shortly after Andha was born. I placed her in the care of a noble family in
Ostar. They were childless and welcomed a baby into their home. Shortly after I placed her with them, the
Baron's brother was killed, leaving an orphan son to take care of. He retrieved his nephew and the boy was
raised with Andha. It was very natural that the two fell in love as they grew into adulthood.
"Your father was a brave and gallant gentleman. His name was Bherek, which means to shine. He was
handsome and intelligent and he loved your mother more than life. Before they married, I told them both of
her true heritage. Andha was old enough to know of her responsibilities. Bherek needed to know, since he
would be in danger if he married her. There was no hesitation in his voice when he declared that no threat
could turn his heart away from Andha.
"Bherek was the heir to his uncle's estates. It was not possible for him to disappear and begin a new life
elsewhere. He and Andha could only hope that the assassins in league with the Ansu would not find them.
They married and were boundlessly happy for several years. Then the attacks started. The assassins had
discovered Andha and they tried repeatedly to destroy her and your father.
"Responsibility and pride kept Andha and Bherek from leaving their lands. They learned to live with the
constant threat of death. They survived several attacks while Andha was pregnant with you. As soon as
you were born, I removed you and placed you with Dakra and Eghero. Our Enemy did not know where you
had disappeared to, but they decided to murder your parents anyway. I'm not certain why. Perhaps they
wanted to ensure that there would be no more children born to the line of King Meldh. The agents of the
Ansu bribed a servant to poison your parents. It was a slow acting poison, which can be administered in
small, repetitive doses. They died within hours of each other."
Flindra sobbed and buried her face in her hands. Kewero reached over and pulled her into a motherly
embrace. "I'm sorry, Flindra, I truly am."
"What happened to their lands? If honor had not held them to the land, they might still be alive. Was it
really worth dying over?"
"Duke Bhrag was reagent at the time, so he installed one of his retainers to take over the Barony. He is
a puppet for the Duke and a rather uninspiring man."
"So my parents died for nothing."
"Honor is not a nothing, Flindra. Your father did what he thought was best for his people. The barons in
Ostar have always been a little independent of the Crown and have acted as a balance of power. Young as
he was, your father held a position of influence among the Barons.
"Bherek knew he was destined to be the father of the Heir of King Meldh and he lived his life with honor
and courage. He wanted you to be proud of him. If he had run away from all his responsibilities, would you
respect him?"
"That's a hard question," Flindra finally answered.
"It is and it isn't quite fair of me to ask it. I do want you to know that Bherek and Andha loved you. They
did what they had to, to both keep you safe and to live honorably."
Flindra nodded.
"Andha knew you would be coming to me when you reached adulthood. She helped me acquire the
clothing and furniture you have here. She wanted you to have a taste of royalty before you had to seek it. It
was a small gift for the child she would never know."

"That was kind of her." Flindra dropped her head and Kewero could see the glistening of tears in her
downcast eyes.
"I think we have spoken enough for today. You have heard enough."
Flindra shook her head in mute disagreement. "There is so much to learn, I really ought to continue with
my lessons."
"No dear, you need a time of rest to understand what I've told you today. There will be enough time.
The Spirit will give that to you. Now let's rest."

Chapter VIII
Kewero was up early one morning and slipped into the kitchen to start cooking before Flindra awoke.
The princess was an early riser so it was a rare day that she made it to the kitchen before Flindra. Flindra
had taken over the job of doing most of the cooking so this morning would give Kewero a chance to concoct
something tasty as a special treat.
Her kitchen was a large cave off the main chamber of the cavern. There was a large rock hearth in the
center of the cave. Smoke would rise from the fire and disappear into the great spaces above, so it never
was smoky in the kitchen cave. She hastened to get a fire burning and planned her meal and her day while
she coaxed the flames to life.
Kewero traded for all of her food so what she had was simple and consisted of such things as coarsely
ground grain which she could make into porridge, flour to be made into bread, jerked meat, and dried fruit
she purchased after the harvest in the orchards to the south. Occasionally, the Ainaz would offer her fish,
which was pickled in brine and stored well. It wasn't as tasty as fresh fish but it added needed protein to her
menu.
Their standard breakfast usually consisted of a bowl of porridge and perhaps a slice or two of toasted
bread. To add a splash of variety to the meal, Kewero planned to mix some dried fruit and spices into the
porridge. For an even more special treat, Kewero pulled out her secret stash of honeycomb. What better
way to enjoy toasted bread than to slather it with honey?
Kewero hummed happily as she gathered her supplies and returned to the hearth to begin her
preparations.
"Good morning," Flindra said with a smile as she entered the kitchen cave.
"And a good morning to you, Flindra."
"May I lend a hand?"
"Perhaps you could put on a kettle so we could share a cup of tea while we wait for the porridge to
cook?"
"Gladly."
"Thank you."
Flindra sniffed the porridge pot when she placed the kettle on the andiron. "That smells yummy."
"It should be good," Kewero noted with satisfaction, "but our dinner has the potential for being tastier
yet."
Flindra turned to Kewero with a question in her eyes. "What are you planning?"
Kewero smiled secretively. "I have a special task for you today. I think you'll like it."
She looked puzzled. "What do you have in mind?"
"During the months you've been here, I've noticed you've become a little grim. You're to be commended
for your disciplined approach, but I don't want you to lose your innate joy and exuberance."
Flindra looked embarrassed. "I'm sorry." She frowned as she shifted her gaze to the fire. "Sometimes
I'm overwhelmed by my responsibilities. I suppose I have gotten a bit somber about things."

"Which is very understandable, Flindra, and you have nothing to be sorry about, my dear. I've been
pushing you hard, perhaps too much so."
"I don't think so. In fact, I think I should be working harder. There's so much to learn." She turned a
troubled face to her mentor.
Kewero smiled kindly as she stirred the porridge. "The Spirit gave us a heart with which to feel joy. He
has given you great responsibilities but He will bless you as well. Always keep your eye on the best in life
and don't be overwhelmed by the worst."
"Momma always told me to count my blessings and give thanks to our Beloved Spirit for them," Flindra
said as she smiled in joyful remembrance.
Kewero nodded her head. "Sound advice," she agreed. "So I think it would be best if you start the day
with some joyful activities. I also think some fun will help with your studies as well."
"How so?"
Kewero pinched some dried mint from a bag and dropped it into her teapot. "During my long years of life
I've learned that sometimes the best way to understand a difficult subject is to divert the mind away from it.
Rest is just as important to learning as action. A quiet mind sometimes understands things better. So I want
you to focus intently on another task this morning."
"What would you like me to do?"
The water in the kettle was boiling so Kewero poured it into the pot. "After we eat, I would like you to
leave the caverns for a while and exercise that horse of yours. Deru needs the workout and you need to
quiet your mind." Kewero's face split into a smile. "While you're out, you might want to keep your eye open
for any game. It would be nice to have some fresh meat for a change."
"That it would be," she agreed enthusiastically as she accepted a cup of tea.
"Now you understand my plans for dinner," Kewero confessed. "I hope you don't mind."
Flindra laughed. "Not in the least."
***
"I'll do the dishes," Kewero offered when they were finished with their meal. "Go put on your riding
clothes and saddle Deru. Meet me in the central chamber of the cave. Then I'll lead you though to the
outside."
"Are you sure you don't need help in the kitchen?"
"Quite sure, so go change."
With a smile, Flindra turned and left the kitchen. She was pleased she could be of service to Kewero by
practicing the skills she had learned from her Papa and Leudh. It was a very satisfying feeling to be able to
provide food for those one loved, and Flindra had grown to love Kewero during the time she'd been in the
caves.
It was also going to be a pleasure to be outside. She looked forward to riding under a blue sky and
sunlight. The smell of fresh air was something Flindra always enjoyed and something she had missed while
in the cavern.
A wave of comfort and security washed over her when she put on the familiar trousers and tunic. She
was again Flindra and not Princess Flindra. The fact of her royalty was a reality she accepted, but it was
something she wasn't used to yet and it was easy to slip into the comfort of the familiar.
Kewero was waiting for her in the central chamber after she'd saddled Deru. She looked closely at
Flindra and was reassured to see she was already more relaxed. She smiled and received an answering
grin from her Princess.

"You already look better - your eyes are brighter and there is less tension in your shoulders. Mount up
and then I will take you through."
Kewero waited for Flindra to secure her bow and quiver to the saddle and then mount. Taking hold of
the reins, she pulled the horse forward.
The shimmering zone appeared before them. Kewero walked toward it and then guided them through.
Flindra tried to concentrate on the transfer from the cavern complex through the gleaming region to the
world beyond. Her training had heightened her awareness in matters of being and mind so she wanted to
study the experience.
It was perhaps due to her elevated consciousness that the passage back to the world seemed entirely
different than her first encounter. The sensation was analogous to what she experienced with the crystal
orb. A kaleidoscope of pure color surrounded her, which shifted rapidly from red, to white, to violet and back
to white. Then the colors changed from white to gold, to blue and finally green. Before the green could shift
to another color, they were back in the yurt that marked the entrance to the world.
Kewero laughed at the shocked expression on Flindra's face. "I think you look more surprised than you
did the first time through."
"The first time I felt a connection with life - with everything living. I didn't experience that now. Instead,
my mind was filled with shifting colors. Why was it different?"
"What makes you think that it was different?"
Flindra only looked confused.
"You actually experienced different aspects of the same phenomenon," Kewero explained. "Life is
energy; light is energy. They are the same. How you perceive this energy is controlled by what you are
attuned to at the instant of contact. Effectively, your thoughts form the nature of the experience."
"I don't think I really understand."
"That's quite all right, Flindra. We can discuss this again in more detail. For the moment, you are to
reacquaint yourself with the joys of life. Let Rigga cloak you now. Keep alert, for there may be enemies still
searching for you. Come back to this yurt when you are through with your ride and I will return to guide you
back to the caverns. Enjoy your ride, my Princess."
Kewero had unfastened the flap of the doorway while she had been giving her instructions. She inclined
her head slightly by way of parting and disappeared back into the shimmering light.
Flindra invoked the power of Rigga and left the yurt. She checked the area for signs of danger and then
galloped out into the valley. The sky was cloudless and the sun was low on the horizon. It was cold, but the
cold added to Flindra's exhilaration. She felt as free as the wind.
She let Deru decide the direction to take. He was enjoying himself and quickly accelerated from a gallop
to a run. Soon, Flindra ceased to be concerned with her responsibilities. She was cognizant only of the
horse beneath her legs and his motion in space.
She found herself becoming aware of Deru's consciousness as the power shield overlapped him. The
awareness progressed to the point where there was no dividing line between the woman and the horse.
Mentally, Flindra had merged with Deru. In a state of total empathy, it was now her feet in contact with the
ground, her lungs pulling in air, her heart beating with the exertion of the run.
The sensation didn't end until Deru slowed to a gallop and then to a trot. Flindra fondly stroked his neck
as she reined him to a walk. She was giddy from the ride, which had been one of the most exciting
moments of her life. For a moment, she had experienced what it was like to be a horse and to have its
speed.
She was also amazed that she could establish such a close mental contact with another creature. She
knew this was Rigga's doing. It might be wise to practice with this new aspect of the power ring for it might
come in handy later.

To test the effectiveness of the mind link with Deru, Flindra intensified the purple aura surrounding them
both. She then imagined moving toward the left at a slow gallop. Deru immediately complied with her
mental instructions. She then moved him through a series of circles at various gaits. All the while, the reins
hung slack across the horse's neck and she restrained from giving any signals through her body position or
movements. Control was transmitted entirely through the mental link.
She finally stopped him and stroked his neck with pleasure and affection. "I'll have to ask Kewero about
this, Deru. I think this aspect of Rigga could be useful. I wonder if I can do this with people or if it is limited
to animals. For the moment, old friend, we need to find some likely game to bring back to her. It won't do to
return empty handed."
She nudged him forward with a conventional cue and began to scan the countryside for any sign of
game. There probably weren't many animals around this time of year. She suspected that most would
migrate to a more benign climate to pass the winter, but there would be a few remaining in this hostile spot.
There was no need to retrace her steps on her return to Kewero. She knew where she was and decided
to take a different way back. That would increase her odds of finding game. She rode Deru out of the small
valley and felt the full blast of the north wind when she made the rim.
Deru was not pleased to be walking into the wind and protested by turning his head around and nibbling
at her boot toe.
"I know," she said with a laugh. "I don't like it either." She gave him a bit more leg to force him on.
After riding for half a mile, they intersected another valley, which headed in the general direction she
needed to take to return to Kewero. Both were relieved to descend into the valley and to escape the fiercest
bite of the wind.
This valley was deeper than it initially looked from the rim. A small brook flowed along the valley floor.
At least it flowed in the summer. Now, it was only a ribbon of ice. The banks of the brook were choked with
a heavy growth of willow scrub, which would provide good cover for any wildlife taking shelter there.
Drawing from her experience hunting at the higher elevations of the Greyfell Mountains, Flindra knew
that the presence of the willow scrub meant that this was good habitat for ptarmigan. She pulled an arrow
from her quiver and nocked it so she would be ready to fire off a quick shot. If there were any ptarmigans
here they would have been alerted to her presence and were now in hiding. The birds would have their
winter plumage and would be difficult to see against the background of the snow.
She turned upstream for this was the way to Kewero. Her chances of finding game would be just as
good this way and there was little point in riding away. That would only make for a longer trip home, which
was not a comforting prospect in this cold.
Deru was the first to discover the presence of potential game. He had a good nose and was used to
hunting with his mistress. He stopped with his ears facing toward a dense clump of willow growth some
twenty feet ahead.
Without a noise, Flindra raised her bow and scanned the area for any sign of life. The wind was toying
with the naked branches and scattered leaves on the ground. There were several white feathers caught
along a branch close to the ground. The wind moved these feathers like a flag announcing the presence of
the ptarmigan. It was as if the wind was purposefully betraying the position of the hidden bird.
Even with the wind pointing the direction, it still took her a moment to spot the ptarmigan. Its camouflage
was excellent and the bird knew that by keeping still it melted into the background.
Knowing that the bird wouldn't move and reveal its hiding place, Flindra dismounted and walked around
the spot so she could get a better shot. It was a waste to kill an animal with a careless shot, which could
destroy the meat. Killing to eat was one of the few reasons she felt could justify the death of one of Spirit's
creatures.

When she had the best shot possible, she froze in position. She wanted the bird to become less wary for
it had been following her movements as she circled. If the ptarmigan relaxed it might raise its head, which
would give her a clear shot at the neck. A neck shot would provide a quick death and wouldn't waste any
valuable meat. With the patience she had learned from her father and brother, she waited, still as stone,
hoping the ptarmigan would forget her presence.
After a wait of about ten minutes, the bird finally relaxed and stood to return to its foraging. The instant it
stood, she loosed her arrow and caught it just below its head. It was a good, clean shot and she smiled
proudly. Roasted ptarmigan would provide a fine meal for Kewero and herself. She walked over to it and
field dressed it on the spot. It was better to share the kill with other animals rather than waste any food. At
home, she had always given the entrails to her dogs so there was little wasted from a kill.
Finishing her task, she picked the bird up and retrieved her arrow. It hadn't been damaged and would
serve her another day. Then she returned to Deru, tied the ptarmigan to her saddle, slipped the arrow back
into her quiver, and mounted. It was time to return to her mentor.
***
Kewero wasn't in the yurt when Flindra entered the circular tent. She tied the flap closed while she
waited for the old woman to sense her presence and travel through the barrier. When Kewero walked from
the shimmering zone into the yurt, Flindra held up the ptarmigan proudly and smiled.
Kewero clapped her hands together in joy. "Excellent," she remarked happily. "There are few things
better than roasted ptarmigan. It used to be one of King Meldh's favorite dishes. Before the trouble with the
Nameless Ones began, he and his gentlemen would travel to the Northern Reaches just to hunt ptarmigan."
"It was one of Papa's favorites, too. Every year we would go to the tundra at the higher elevations of the
Greyfell Mountains and hunt them."
Kewero nodded with a smile. "Are you ready to go back?"
"Yes."
The return trip through the transition zone was identical to Flindra's first encounter. She was
overwhelmed by a jolt of awareness - an awareness of the pulse of life. She wondered if the effect of the
zone was symmetrical. Going into the cavern, experiencing life - going out, light. It was a question for
Kewero when they got around to discussing the transition zone.
"Go ahead and take care of Deru," Kewero said as she took the ptarmigan from Flindra. "I'll get this
cooking."
"All right."
"Feel free to warm up in the bathing pool before you change clothes. I will be in the kitchen."
Flindra quickly cared for Deru and then herself. By the time she walked into the kitchen, Kewero had
finished plucking the ptarmigan's feathers and was now working on preparing the stuffing. She was using
some leftover bread for the base of the stuffing and was adding dried herbs to the mixture.
"That smells good," Flindra commented as she sniffed the bowl of stuffing.
"Would you mind fetching the roasting pot from the pantry?"
"Not at all."
What Kewero called her pantry was nothing more than a small cave adjacent to the one, which served as
the kitchen. It was stocked with all the necessary cooking pans and utensils as well as with the stored food.
Flindra looked around for the cast iron oven that Kewero baked her bread in and saw it neatly put away
on a rock ledge that formed a convenient shelf. The pot was a large round vessel, which stood on three
feet. This kept it from being in direct contact with the coals of the cooking fire and allowed for baking or slow
roasting.

"Could you bring some of the turnips, too?" Kewero yelled from the kitchen.
"Yes," she hollered back.
She lifted the heavy lid from the iron pot and fetched a number of the stored turnips. These she placed
directly in the pan for it was heavy enough to require two hands to carry. This allowed for one trip instead of
two.
"Would you mind peeling the turnips while I stuff the bird?" Kewero asked when she returned.
Flindra's answer was to pull out her dagger and start peeling the turnips. She couldn't help but smile as
she worked for she had always enjoyed helping in the kitchen. Peeling the vegetables reminded her of
home and that was a very comforting feeling.
"Kewero, I made an interesting discovery about Rigga while I was out riding," she began in a
conversational tone.
"What was that, child?"
"I invoked the power of Rigga as you told me to do. While I was galloping Deru, Rigga's power aura
surrounded both of us and I became aware of his consciousness. Then the contact went deeper; I seemed
to merge with him. It felt as if I had become him - that I was the one running across the ground. When we
stopped running, the excitement lessened, and the link ended. Then to see if the whole thing had been real,
I tested the mind link. I started to control Deru with my thoughts rather than with the reins or my body. I had
no problem directing him with just my mind. Were you aware of this aspect of Rigga?"
"Yes I was aware of it, but I hadn't gotten around to telling you about it."
"Will it have the same effect on people? Can I direct them mentally?"
"Yes and no. Humans are creatures of free will. In general, they are not as easily controlled. If you are
trying to do something that is in conflict with the will of that person, you'll have no power over them at all.
Some people will be impervious to your mind control; others will be much easier to manipulate. You
probably will be limited to simple things such as making a person forget something, or to not notice things. It
really is a matter of interrupting their concentration for a moment so they forget what they are doing. You
also might be able to trigger minor physical sensations such as an itch or drowsiness."
"I see."
"There is one aspect of Rigga which might be helpful. King Meldh once told me that he could use the
ring to hide his presence by making people not notice him."
"Not notice him?"
Kewero nodded. "He simply encouraged people to ignore him to the point they really didn't see him. He
used this aspect of the ring to have the freedom to travel among his subjects without their awareness of him.
He didn't really want to spy on people, but he liked to see what was truly happening. Sometimes, it's hard
for a King to get an accurate picture of what his subjects think."
"He sounded like a good king."
"He was one of the best this world has ever been blessed with."
Kewero was finished stuffing the bird so she began to help Flindra peel the turnips.
"You will find that you'll have much greater control over animals. The limit to the power is that the animal
must be in contact with the power shield. The greater the distance you extend the shield the weaker it gets.
Rigga's power is inversely proportional to the distance away from your body. For any real control, you'll
have to be near the creature. Attempting control over a wild animal could be dangerous so don't try unless
you have to."
Flindra nodded in understanding.
"Does that answer all your questions, little one?"

"I have one more. If I can influence others by overlapping them with the power shield then there must be
some sort of interaction within the aura. If so, would the person be aware of my shield? Can others become
conscious of the aura with just casual contact?"
Kewero was quiet for a moment. "I'm aware of the power shield," she finally said. "But I have
heightened perceptions. I don't know for sure but I think you'll have to be careful when you project the aura
about yourself. I'll think on this problem further."
"All right," Flindra replied.
The two soon had the turnips peeled and sliced into the bottom of the pan. Kewero then placed the
ptarmigan breast side up on its bed of sliced vegetables. She added just enough water to cover the turnips
but not the bird. Then she covered the pan and set it into the coals of the cooking fire.
"That should be perfect," she said with a smile. "Thank you, Flindra, for the feast we will share tonight."
Flindra blushed. "I'm only too happy just to be able to help."
Kewero smiled at her. "I think we should share a cup of tea before we start your lessons for the day."
"I would enjoy that."
"I know. I think you enjoy tea almost as much as I do."
Kewero poured hot water into a teapot. "Up to now, I've been giving you a general background of things
and have been avoiding specifics," she began as she waited for the tea to steep. "I think you're ready to
start mastering the skills you'll need in your struggle with the Ansu."
They sat on a wooden bench placed close to the cooking fire.
"Rigga will provide protection for you against the agents of the Ansu. Its power is inadequate to give you
safety against the Kwetwer. They're your chief concern in the upcoming battle and will be the greatest threat
to your life. They not only pose a threat to you; they also must be neutralized before your army can defeat
the Ansu.
"The tool you need to defeat the Kwetwer is already in your possession - the crystal orb. It is a piece of
the crystal cave and it holds some of the power of the Spirit. You will become familiar with the crystal as you
use it. Only the holder of the orb can fathom its full nature. I know it is the key to our survival, but not even I
am aware of the limits of its power."
"I see."
Kewero looked into the pot and decided the herbs had infused enough color and flavor to the tea. She
poured Flindra a cup and then another for herself. She took a sip and then resumed her lesson.
"Your orb is one of four crystals. There are four crystals to combat the four Kwetwer. Each one is
identified by a color. Yours is the White - it is all colors of the spectrum combined and the most powerful
crystal. The others are identified by the primary colors: red, blue, and yellow. Each of the crystals has
unique powers. Part of your task is to locate those individuals who are connected to the crystals. I know
one; the rest are unknown to me. The one I know will be the man who will be your king and husband. He
will be the recipient of the Blue."
"Do you know him?" Flindra queried. "I thought you told me that question is still unanswered."
"The identity of the individual man who will come to wear the Crown of King Meldh is unknown, but
whoever he will be, he will become the holder of the Blue."
Flindra frowned in puzzlement. "So much of my destiny has been foretold, how is it that such an
important question hasn't been decided?"
Kewero took a sip of her tea and thought for a moment before she answered. "You'll become the
catalyst for that decision to be resolved, Flindra. As history tells you, our world was divided into two
kingdoms after the fall of King Meldh. For us to be strong enough to combat the Ansu, Ostar and Wesperos
must be reunited. Your husband will be the one to unite the kingdoms and take his place among the

champions to face the Kwetwer. The choice of the king is critical. One will have the necessary power to
oppose the Kwetwer. The other will lack such strength.
"The Spirit has created a test to challenge these two men. The man worthy of taking his place at your
side will have the wisdom to recognize your true identity. Your future king must behold you for what you are
without any help from you. He will show his strength and wisdom by passing this challenge."
"That doesn't seem to be much of a test," she remarked with a somewhat amused grin. "The legends
and prophecies tell of me in some detail. What can be so hard about discovering me?"
"Many things can blind a man from seeing the truth. First off, your king must have faith in the ancient
legends and not dismiss them as a collection of old tales. There are many who have forgotten the
Nameless Ones and there are few who take the time to study the old legends. The sad truth, Flindra, is that
most people in our world are ignorant of the threat facing us."
Flindra frowned. "I confess I didn't have any knowledge of the Nameless Ones until I looked into the
crystal and started my journey to you. I guess I was just as ignorant as anyone."
"Growing up as a woodsman's daughter taught you many valuable things, my dear, but it wasn't the
education you would have received in a royal household. You need to understand that a king's son must
learn history as part of his training. The great question is whether he applies that wisdom to his own life
when he wears the crown."
"I suppose so."
"Since you will be shielding your true identity, your future king must be open to seeing you in an
unexpected position or guise. Prejudice, indifference, and arrogance can all get in the way of discovering
you."
Flindra sipped her tea and nodded in understanding.
"To insure that he makes the discovery on his own and thus proves himself, you must not allow your
identity to be known. To do so might possibly throw the direction of destiny down the path of failure."
"It should be easy to keep my identity hidden. I feel more like a woodsman's daughter than a princess."
There was amusement in Flindra's eyes, all of which was directed at herself.
"It may not be as easy as you think, little one. Before you leave here, you will have attained your true
heritage. You will be Princess Flindra."
"Perhaps."
Kewero laughed. "You will see. However, we have digressed from the true topic of today's lesson. I
want you to explore the nature of your crystal and I think the easiest way is to let the orb become your
teacher. You can do this by immersing your mind in the power of the sphere while you are in the crystal
cave. I did a very similar thing when I first was directed to these caverns. I went into the crystal cave,
quieted my mind, and absorbed knowledge from the lingering power of the Spirit in the pulsating crystals.
You must do the same."
"How do I do that?"
"You need to look into the sphere and just relax your mind. Try not to fight the sensations that will
envelop you. If you start to tense up, remember the breathing exercises I taught you. When you have taken
all you can for today, seek me here. You can then tell me of your experiences while we share the wonderful
aroma of roasting ptarmigan."
Flindra laughed in a pleased way. She was flattered that the bird had made such an impression on
Kewero. She finished her tea and set the cup down. "I suppose I might as well get started."
"It shouldn't take you too long, my dear. You probably will have to take the information in pieces. I know
I did."
"Quite possibly." Flindra stood and took her leave with a nod of her head. She walked down to the
crystal cave so she could begin her lesson.

Chapter IX
Flindra walked to the crystal cavern and out of habit bowed her head in reverence as she entered. She
knew this was a sacred spot and always entered with a profound sense of veneration. The Presence was
easily discerned in this holy place.
Kewero had moved some cushions into the cave to sit upon when they had first started their lessons
together. The translucent, crystalline floor was beautiful but it was anything but comfortable to sit upon.
Generally, their discussions lasted for hours so it had been a necessity to arrange for seating that was more
comfortable.
Flindra kneeled on one of the cushions and bowed her head in reverence. "Beloved Spirit, please hear
the request of your humble servant. Be with me today and guide me to the knowledge I need to serve Your
Will. Grant me clarity of thought and heart so I may divine Your Truth." She breathed deeply for a moment.
"Let it be so," she ended with the ritual parting.
Flindra took her seat in her accustomed place and held out the crystal orb before her. The crystal always
felt so alive here. It was now vibrating in the same rhythm as the pulsation of light in the glowing crystals of
the cave walls. With a deep breath, she gazed into the depths of the orb and allowed herself to be drawn
within its powers.
Her path into the realm of the sphere brought her beyond the familiar color vortex and then through the
blinding flash of white light. She was now adrift in a zone of concentric circles, which glowed with a pure
and intense gold, in effect, a tunnel of light. As she went deeper and deeper into the tunnel, she developed
the sensation of motion without movement. She was suspended in the center of the circles of light, which
were rushing by her at an ever-increasing pace. She felt her mind was rushing through the moving circles to
places unknown, sensations never before felt, and thoughts never before imagined.
As she looked at the lights around her, Flindra began to notice that the gold was changing. She could
make out new and shifting colors. Shapes began to coalesce within the colored aureole. The shapes took
the form of people and places and were constantly changing.
Flindra soon realized she was watching her own history. It began with her recent past and moved slowly
to her beginning. It was if she was reading the book of her life from the back pages to the front. Everything
was faithfully recorded on this strange canvas of shifting lights. She saw her months in the caverns studying
with Kewero, her dangerous trek to the Northern Reaches, her coming of age under the gentle guidance of
Eghero and Dakra. The images of Flindra's entire life passed before her.
She was filled with a deep awareness of love and comfort. She loved her family and was loved in return
and these memories reinforced that knowledge. Her happy childhood was a glorious blessing of the Spirit.
The ever-changing patterns then progressed to a time before her conscious memories. Flindra now lived
through the emotional agony of her parents' tragic end and going further, she witnessed her own birth as
seen through their memories. She was more than a spectator watching the unfolding story of their lives, for
she experienced the intensity of their thoughts and emotions. Flindra knew them and felt the love they held
for her and the passion they felt for each other. They were no longer strangers to her. She loved them.
Her entire family history unfolded on the stage around her. Generation after generation played out their
lives. She noticed that there was a tremendous variety in her ancestor's lifestyles. The memories of their
lives would provide much knowledge to draw upon if she needed it and she felt a deep and abiding kinship
with them. Her roots were deep and strong and would give her great strength.
The saga continued to unfold until Flindra realized she was witnessing the lives of King Meldh and
Queen Kwenth. She saw their valiant but futile struggle against the Ansu. Their heroic courage was a

source of inspiration and great pride. Flindra drew the memory close to her heart for she knew it would give
her strength against some future time when her own courage might fail her.
Back in time she went and her sense of kinship grew to include those far beyond the history she had
known. She shared life with them and felt a growing relationship with all humankind.
She saw the lives of the ones called the Ancients and she looked upon the history of their empire.
Flindra glimpsed their wisdom, which had disappeared from the world when the empire collapsed. There
was much good here, but there was a streak of black, of evil, discoloring their wisdom. This was the clue
she needed to understand the demise of their civilization.
The Ancients' thirst for knowledge had caused them to seek sources of power that brought them closer
and closer to the Ansu and away from the benevolence of the Spirit. They had not understood the gravity of
their actions for the Darkness lied to them and seduced them into thinking they had discovered the source of
life. Their quest for everlasting life brought them to the realm of the Void. The Darkness had consumed
them and had brought about their destruction.
Nomads ruled the world before the time of the Ancients. Extended family groups competed against each
other for power and territory. The chaos gave Flindra a better understanding of why a strong central
government was a vast improvement over the tribal system, which wasted valuable life to the feud.
The review of history brought her ever closer to the beginning of her world and the glorious moment
when the Spirit had breathed Order into the Chaos. It was here that she finally brushed against the
Presence of the Spirit. The sensation was so overwhelming it was almost painful and she withdrew.
Flindra realized the pain wasn't hurtful in the sense of a wound. It was a pain brought on from the
magnitude, the overwhelming, awesome, closeness to the Spirit. It was similar to looking at sunshine
reflected on a snowy landscape, without protecting her eyes a person could end up snow-blind. There was
just too much sensation to cope with.
She also knew in her heart of hearts that she must probe this contact further, that here was the source of
knowledge she needed to fulfill her destiny. She needed to push through the pain, which was, in a sense, a
barrier to the knowledge.
Gathering her courage, she pressed her mind against the barrier. For the briefest moment, there was
nothing; then her mind was totally overwhelmed and pain erupted like countless exploding suns. She drew
back and hesitated. She didn't doubt the Absolute Benevolence of the Spirit, but she grew afraid of the
incomprehensible magnitude of the Presence and doubted her worthiness to continue.
She hesitated but knew she had been called. She must proceed.
Flindra forced her mind back into the searing pain and was carried away by the torrent of overwhelming
sensation. She again had to retreat.
How was she to succeed at this trial?
"Dear Spirit," she prayed. "You have brought me here and I feel a deep understanding that I need to
push forward. How can I do this? Please guide me."
She quieted her mind in hopes of receiving some answer.
In the stillness, the memory of King Meldh's voice seemed to speak to her. "Do not fight the pain. The
more you resist the hurt, the greater it becomes. Breathe in the pain. Become one with it and you will reach
your goal."
"But it is so overwhelming," she protested.
Her protest disturbed the flow of the memory and her thoughts were empty again. Flindra knew what she
had done and with practiced discipline, she forced herself to relax.
Finally, the memory continued.

"You have the tools you need to pass through this barrier. You have the memories of all who were
before you. You are one with those memories and therefore one with the strength of all. Use it. Draw upon
its power. Remember and become one."
King Meldh's words had come to her touched with a sense of love and tenderness - a father's caress for
a beloved child.
Flindra's heart was filled with love for all the dear people in her life, now and before. She knew in her
heart that the greatest of all gifts the Spirit had bestowed on humanity was love. Love could never fail and
could endure all things. Love was the best of all possible binding agents for life. Love was the key to
welding her memories together and becoming one with all.
She celebrated the love she felt for her family and the feeling expanded to include all she had seen in her
vision today. Warmth filled her heart and power fused with her mind. She lost herself in the sense of
profound oneness. She was no longer just Flindra; she was now a vessel containing all those whose lives
had led to hers.
Now she was ready to face the barrier for she was filled with love, a deep sense of peace, and a
certainty of her oneness with life. Again, the searing agony pressed against her mind, but this time the
sensation contributed to the awareness of joining. The agony was only an awe-striking knowledge of the
Spirit, which exceeded the limitations of sensation. She pulled the pain closer to her awareness.
For a moment, she felt she was staring directly into the blinding depths of the sun and her consciousness
wavered for an instant at the painful exposure and she almost fainted. Then the light joined with the love
embedded in her heart and Flindra became aware of an infinite, unimaginable sensation, which penetrated
to the core of her soul.
A universe exploded around her and power and wisdom pulsated into and through her mind. Her mind
became an empty vessel, which was filled with the wisdom. She could only drink of the knowledge - letting
the power flow to her, through her.
Time ceased as Flindra was absorbed into the essential fabric of life and Spirit. She learned, but at the
cost of being so overwhelmed, she could hold her place no longer and she lost consciousness.
***
Flindra slowly returned to consciousness and realized she was still in the crystal cavern. Her orb burned
painfully in her hand for her incredible experience had channeled unimaginable energy through the crystal.
Even so, she clutched it in a death grip for the crystal seemed to be an anchor rooting her to reality.
She had fallen from the cushion into a twisted heap on the floor. Pain radiated from every part of her
body. Flindra pushed her legs from beneath her body. Movement intensified her agony, but move she
must. Gripping the sides of the cave, she forced herself to stand and clung to the wall for a moment before
her knees gave way and she collapsed. Overcome by a wave of nauseating vertigo, she retched until there
was nothing left to vomit. When she finally gained control of her stomach, she stood and managed to keep
her feet. She paused until she was steady enough to move and then she stumbled out of the cave like a
wounded animal.
Flindra was only aware she had to find Kewero. This was the thought, which kept her moving up the
passage from the crystal cave. Her body moved out of habit for her mind and will weren't yet focused
enough for action. Finally, she reached the upper caverns.
"Kewero," she called, but her voice sounded strange and distant - not quite her own. She stumbled
toward her bedchamber, not knowing where else to go.
Flindra saw Kewero moving to her. She seemed to be walking oddly, jerking back and forth. Flindra
didn't realize she was the one who was staggering like a drunk. She couldn't understand why Kewero was

speaking in some strange tongue. She could hear words but she couldn't make sense of anything. The
world was moving out of focus - everything was swimming before her eyes. She saw the floor moving
closer; she felt the cool stone on her face; she knew no more.

Chapter X
In the days following Flindra's departure, Dakra had felt a profound emptiness in her heart and in her
home. The cottage felt empty without Eghero and her daughter. She finally decided she wanted Leudh and
his family to take over the big house and she would move into Leudh's smaller cottage. Her things would fill
the smaller home and she wouldn't feel so lonely. At first, Leudh and Brehwan had argued against such a
trade, but Dakra had insisted. With the twins growing, Leudh and Brehwan really needed more space and
Dakra wanted to feel a close coziness she couldn't have alone in the big house. Leudh finally agreed and
much of the autumn had been spent moving belongings from house to house.
The beginning of winter saw the trade completed and all grew comfortable and pleased with the move.
Dakra finally grew content again. The pain of her loss was fading and frequent dreams of Flindra touched
her heart with joy. It was almost as if Flindra was sending loving thoughts to her through her dreams. The
situation grew into a comfortable routine.
With one dream, the comfort vanished. Dakra had a nightmare and had spent the remainder of the night
huddled in front of her hearth worrying about Flindra. She knew in her heart, Flindra was in trouble or
danger. Her feelings of unease only intensified when Leudh admitted the next day that he'd had a similar
nightmare.
Dakra was still worrying about Flindra as she readied for bed. She added wood to the fire so it would
warm the cottage for much of the night. Her bedroom was a small space off the main room and Dakra was
careful to leave the door open to share the warmth coming from the fire. Before slipping beneath her
blankets, she kneeled on a braided rag rug at her bedside.
"Dear Spirit," Dakra prayed. "I don't know if there is really danger threatening Flindra or if my dream was
just a silly nightmare, but please be with her wherever she is and guide her in whatever she is doing. Be
with my little one and keep her safe. Thank you," she finished.
She then snuggled into bed and pulled the blankets to her chin. Flindra's cat Icy had adopted Dakra and
always curled up behind her knees once she was beneath the cozy blankets. Dakra was comforted by the
small spot of warmth and finally drifted to sleep.
Several hours before dawn, Dakra jerked awake and felt the dribble of clammy sweat tickle down her
back as she sat up. She knew she wouldn't be able to sleep again after such a terrible nightmare so she got
up. With a meow of protest, Icy jumped from the bed to follow her. Dakra paused to put on a warm
chamber robe and slippers.
The room was still a little unfamiliar and she was glad there were enough glowing embers in the fireplace
to lend some light to the room. She walked through the main room to the fireplace. Kneeling in front of the
fire, she added some small twigs to the coals and soon had a cozy fire burning.
"Dear Spirit, please be with her," she whispered as she added water to a kettle and placed it on the
andiron. "I don't know what is happening to Flindra, but I sense her danger. Please help her."
She continued to whisper a prayerful conversation with the Spirit as she sipped a cup of tea and stared
into the warming flames. Her quiet meditation was interrupted by a knock on the door. She was surprised
to see Leudh push the door open.
"I saw the light from your fire though the window and knew you were up," he explained as he stomped
snow from his boots and leaned his battleaxe against the wall. He carried the weapon for he didn't want to
be caught weaponless while wandering around in the darkness.

"Come sit by the fire," she invited. "It's too cold to be out."
"I couldn't sleep," Leudh confessed as he joined his mother by the fire and took the cup of tea she
handed him. "I'm worried about Flin and figured there was little point in tossing in my bed any longer so I
decided to come out for some fresh air. I saw you up and guessed you might like some company. You're
worried about her too," he guessed.
Dakra nodded as she looked at her son. "I had another nightmare," she confessed.
Leudh frowned. "Do you remember it?"
She turned her gaze to the fire, although the focus of her vision was on her dream. "I was someplace
gray and devoid of any features. It was a place of nothingness and I was lost in that nothingness and could
do nothing. I felt hopelessly alone, forgotten by all, and left to be swallowed by emptiness."
"Was Flindra with you?"
"No. I was alone." She frowned. "I even felt separated from the Spirit. It was as if I was totally cut off
from everything." She took a swallow of her tea. "Then I awoke. There was no hope of going back to sleep
after that nightmare. I somehow feel that Flindra faces such a hopeless situation. She is alone and can't
escape this horrible place of nothingness."
Leudh looked grim for in his heart of hearts he felt that Flindra was indeed facing some terrible and
desperate situation. "I know she's in trouble, too," he agreed. "I haven't slept tonight and I just can't shake
the feeling she's in peril."
"What can we do, Leudh? I love Flindra with all my heart and soul and it's destroying me to feel her
danger like this."
Leudh was quiet for some time. He was thinking hard and he did his best thinking in silence. Dakra let
the silence go uninterrupted and quietly patted Icy while sipping her tea.
"I've often thought that Flindra has figured out a way to send thoughts to us though our dreams," he
finally remarked. "The dreams I have of her are different than any I've had in my life and they seem so
concrete in their message. I can't help but feel the Spirit is helping her to stay in contact us."
"Love is a wonderful and magical thing," Dakra agreed. "In some ways love is limitless. It's one of the
greatest gifts the Spirit has bestowed upon us."
"Maybe Flin has opened some pathway through the dream world to us. Maybe that's why we can sense
her danger now. If there is a pathway, some connection, then maybe we can communicate to her and
speak to her through her dreams. Maybe that's why the Spirit has allowed us to know of her danger. What
do you think?"
"I don't know, but it couldn't hurt to try to reach out to her. What sort of message should we try to send
her?"
"You said that you got the impression that she was lost somehow in a gray unknown. Maybe if we think
of something that is near to her heart, something she is intimately familiar with, it might help her to find
herself."
"Flindra loves this place. She loves us and this forest. If this isn't an anchor, nothing else can be."
Leudh smiled. "That's a good idea. Let's hope our bond is strong enough to guide her. The question is,
how do we use her dream path to reach back to her?"
"I think we need to go back to bed and fill our thoughts with as many details of this home as we can. If
we think hard enough and long enough we might carry these thoughts into our dreams when we fall back to
sleep."
"All right."
"I can't think of a better way." Dakra seemed unsure her plan would work and her uncertainty was clearly
visible on her face.

Leudh smiled at her. "I'm sure it'll work," he said to reassure her. "We love Flin and our love will make it
work."
"Let's hope so." Dakra stood. "Let's go back to bed and try."
He stood and kissed her on her brow. "It'll work, Momma. With the Spirit's help our love will rescue
Flindra."
***
Flindra was vaguely aware of a sensation of floating as if she were suspended in a fluid, drifting
randomly through space and time. She must not be breathing for she had no sensation of drowning in the
fluid. For that matter, she had little sensation of anything. Incoherent images passed through her mind with
no thought strong enough to concentrate on. Her consciousness was aimlessly adrift with no memory of
what brought her here. It was as if she were slowly becoming nothing in a stagnant and unyielding fluid.
She couldn't even focus her thoughts enough to pray for help from the Spirit. She was incapable of
doing anything to change her situation.
Time passed and Flindra drifted deeper into the realm of nothingness. Her consciousness was slowly
yielding and the random thoughts were ceasing. Soon there would only be the void.
Through the formless fluid came the vibrations of a disturbance. A vague awareness penetrated her
mind and an image slowly took shape and took root in her mind. The picture cleared and became focused.
It was her forest in winter; she recognized it instantly. Flindra rejoiced in the beauty of the familiar scene
and forced her awareness on the vision. Her thoughts were becoming increasingly directed for she wanted
to see more.
Flindra could see that there was snow on the branches and that a playful breeze was blowing it from the
trees. The blowing snow made the forest look as if it was on fire - the snow being the smoke. She could
feel the icy stabs of the blowing snow against her face. She breathed deeply. The pungent smell of pine
assailed her nostrils. The smell brought an immediate feeling of longing - longing for her home and the
simple life of a woodsman's daughter.
In the dream image of her home forest, Flindra started to walk towards the clearing in the forest and the
cozy cottage, which was her home. She laughed at the surprise she knew would be on her Momma's face
when she threw open the door and walked inside. She could almost smell the fine aroma of freshly baked
bread and her mother's wonderful, meaty stew. Laughing felt good. The hopeless, helpless feeling was
becoming a vague memory of the past. She would soon be home again.
***
Flindra slowly awoke. She was in bed in an unfamiliar room. This was not her cottage. Reality intruded
further into her consciousness and then she remembered. The memories of her past ordeal shot through
her mind like a catapult volley. Her consciousness wavered and she started to sink back into the abyss that
had held her for the last two days. She was slowly fading into unconsciousness.
"No! Stay fast!" shouted Kewero as she took hold of Flindra's face and forced her to see her. "Stay with
me."
Flindra tried to respond but found it difficult. It was easier just to sink back to sleep and return to the
nothingness.
Kewero shook her shoulders in an effort to stop her from becoming submerged in unconsciousness.
"Fight Flindra. Anchor your mind to my voice. Don't let go."

Kewero's efforts were enough to carry Flindra safely back into the realm of sane consciousness. She
looked around and recognized her sleeping chamber. As her eyes became accustomed to the light she
turned and looked at Kewero.
The old woman was crying as she held tightly to Flindra's shoulders. She looked deeply into her eyes
and rejoiced at the consciousness looking back into her own.
"Thank you, Spirit. Thank you," Kewero said. She released her grip and touched Flindra's brow lightly.
"How do you feel?"
Flindra found her throat and mouth were dry. Her voice was somewhat raspy when she answered. "I
feel tired and a little numb. What happened to me? Have I been sick?"
"Yes, dear one, you've been sick, but everything's going to be all right now."
"Why are you crying?"
Kewero, embarrassed, brushed away the tears. "It's nothing. I was just frightened."
"Frightened?"
"I was afraid I was going to lose you, Flindra. You took ill so suddenly and I didn't know what was wrong.
I felt so helpless."
Flindra reached for the older woman's hand to give comfort. She was surprised to see that her own hand
was bandaged. "What happened to my hand?" she asked with a very puzzled expression.
"Your palm was burned."
"How?"
"I'll tell you everything later, Flindra. I don't want to remind you of your hurts quite yet. I don't think you
are ready to remember."
She nodded her head against the pillow. "May I have some water?"
Kewero quickly filled a glass, gently supported her head, and helped her to drink. "Is that enough?" she
queried after Flindra had sipped several times.
"Yes."
Kewero eased her head back to the pillow. "Do you think you could eat anything? I have some broth
warming over the fire."
"I would like that."
"Let me fetch some pillows and then I'll help you sit up."
"I don't need help," she protested as she tried to sit up on her own. A wave of dizziness overwhelmed
her and she would have collapsed back to the mattress if Kewero hadn't reached over to support her.
"Easy, little one," Kewero warned. "Let's not push things too fast." She stacked a number of pillows
behind her patient so she could lean comfortably against the headboard. Then she eased her back against
the fluffy mountain. Again, she touched Flindra lightly on the brow.
"Comfortable?"
She nodded.
"It'll take me just a minute to fetch the broth. Would you care for some bread to go with it?"
"That sounds good."
"Try to stay awake, little one. You need the nourishment."
Flindra smiled. "I will."
Kewero left the room and was soon back with a bowl of broth and several slices of bread.
"Let me feed you. I don't want to wear you out unnecessarily."
"Whatever you think is best."
Kewero placed the tray on a stool beside the bed and then tucked a napkin into the neckline of Flindra's
sleeping gown.

Flindra smiled at the motherly attention and allowed herself to be so pampered. It was easier on her and
she thought that Kewero was enjoying it.
"This is wonderful broth," Flindra remarked after Kewero had spooned some into her mouth.
"I made it from what was left of the ptarmigan. I'm sorry Flindra but I had to eat it before it spoiled."
"Good," she said with a smile. "I'm glad you didn't let it go to waste. Did you enjoy it?"
"Yes, but it would have been much better if you'd been there to share it with me."
"I'm sharing it now."
"So you are."
Kewero took a piece of the bread, dipped it into the broth, and then held it for Flindra to take a bite. She
alternated between the broth and the bread until she was finished with both.
"Do you need anything else?"
"No, Kewero," Flindra answered sleepily.
"In that case I think you need to get more sleep. You're starting to look a little pale."
She helped her sit, moved the pillows away and then eased her back to the bed.
"Your only concern now is to get some rest. Rest now, my little one. Just close your eyes and sleep."
Flindra answered by closing her eyes and allowing sleep to take her. Kewero stayed by her side until
she was deeply asleep. She was pleased by what she saw. She could tell that this was a normal, healthy
and healing rest. Flindra had made it back.
Flindra dreamt of her home and her family. Without knowing she did it, she reached out across space
and time and thanked the two who had helped her find her way back.

Chapter XI
For several more days Flindra rested. Kewero wanted her to sleep until she couldn't anymore. Only
then, would the mentor be satisfied that she was truly recovered from her ordeal. She hovered around
Flindra in both her waking and sleeping hours. Kewero loved her Princess and still was afraid she might
suffer a repeat of her strange collapse.
When Flindra was starting to grow restless from her confinement, Kewero decided it would be safe for
her to spend some time in the kitchen, relaxing over a cup or two of tea. Before they went for tea, Kewero
changed the dressing on Flindra's burned palm. It was the first time Flindra had seen it.
"I've never seen such a strange burn," she remarked as she tentatively touched the scar. There was a
white patch on her palm. The skin felt tight and it was tender to the touch.
"Does it hurt much?" Kewero queried in a gentle tone.
"I can bear it. I've had worse hurts in my life."
"That really didn't answer my question, Flindra."
"It hurts, Kewero, but it's a pain I can endure."
"I have an ointment that might ease your pain a little. Let me go to my bed chamber and fetch it."
"Of course."
Kewero's room wasn't far from Flindra's so it took her little time to fetch the healing ointment. "This might
feel a little cold at first," she warned as she began to apply it.
"It's making my hand numb. What's in it?"
"I don't know really. I buy it from a trader who passes through every spring. It's his wife's secret formula
for easing the pain of arthritis. Sometimes my knees bother me so I've become one of his steady
customers. The cream does seem to ease the aches of old age."
"It's working on my hand, too. Momma would be very interested in this. She's always experimenting with
things to find new and better ways to ease pain."

"Dakra is in a good position to do that. She has access to most of the medicinal plants that grow in our
world. Her healing talents have been helped by being a woodsman's wife."
Kewero wound a gauzy bandage around Flindra's hand to keep the burn clean. "That should do, little
one. Are you ready for some tea?"
"I'd love a cup."
"I baked a spiced tea cake for us," Kewero reported as she helped Flindra from the bed and held out her
chamber robe.
"That sounds wonderful," Flindra answered as she slipped her arms into the warm robe. She then put on
a pair of slippers.
"Well let's go try some."
***
Flindra became more active during the next few days but Kewero didn't want to return to their studies just
yet. She had cautioned Flindra to avoid thinking deeply of her experiences in the crystal cave. The old
woman was concerned that she was not entirely in control of her memory and she didn't want to drive her
into another collapse by forcing her to remember things before she was ready to face them. Kewero was
perhaps overly cautious in this matter, but she suspected that Flindra had received knowledge that
somehow was beyond her capability of coping with. It was this mental overload, which had deprived her of
consciousness.
Kewero watched Flindra closely to gauge her recovery and noticed certain changes in her. There was
now subtle strength about her and she sported an aura of confidence and power never before exhibited.
The simple, rustic, woodsman's daughter had been replaced by a royal champion, exuding raw power. She
knew that Flindra had finally passed into her heritage. She was the true Heir of King Meldh.
***
The time finally came when the two women decided to delve into the mystery of Flindra's ordeal. As
usual, they were going to have the discussion in the crystal cavern. As soon as they entered the cave,
Flindra's orb began to pulsate with a soft white glow. The crystals in the cave immediately assumed the
rhythm. A look of tremendous calm spread over Flindra's face as she looked into her orb.
A visual melody developed in the pulsating lights of the cave. The rhythm was simple and direct, but
strangely compelling. The simplicity disguised the inherent strength of the theme.
Kewero recognized that the rhythm was an identification pattern, a signature, of Flindra's new power.
Her presence was influencing the life force inhabiting the crystals. It was responding, reflecting, her own
unique life song.
Kewero walked to the cave wall and placed her hands against the crystals. A second theme became
distinguishable in the rhythmic pattern and was a counterpoint to the melody played in the lights. This was
Kewero's power signature. It was a much more complex and intricate theme, exhibiting several elemental
levels. It combined neatly with Flindra's theme while retaining its individuality.
Compelled by a thought that was not her own, Flindra walked over to the old woman and looked directly
into her eyes. Her stare was returned; eyes were locked. There was a sharing of knowledge between the
women - mind to mind, heart to heart. Thought bypassed the conscious and took up residence in the deep
recesses of the subconscious. When the transfer was complete, the link was broken. Simultaneously, the
crystal melody ended.

Kewero smiled at Flindra. "I don't know exactly what we have just done, child, but for the first time in
years I feel real hope."
Flindra was looking at some distant horizon in her imagination. She answered in a reflective tone. "Our
knowledge compliments each other's. Each of us could only see a piece of the whole. Together it is
complete." After she said it, she shook her head quickly, like a dreamer started from her rest. "What did I
just say?"
Kewero repeated the words and then commented, "I believe the Spirit just spoke through you, child. I
think it is time to discuss your experience. It appears you have gained more than I thought possible. What
happened, my Princess?"
Thus prompted, Flindra began her tale. Kewero interrupted when she mentioned the barrier where she
had encountered so much pain.
"You pushed through the barrier, didn't you?"
"Somehow I felt that I needed to go beyond the pain to reach the knowledge I need to fight the Ansu. I
knew it was absolutely necessary for me to pass through." She paused for a moment and bit her lip in
concentration. "I think even learning how to pass through the barrier was part of what I need to know."
"I'm most curious. How exactly did you manage this feat?"
Flindra told the mentor how she had seen the lives of all who had passed before her and had grown to
love them in the intimate contact of the experience. The love was the power she needed to become one
with her memories and to become one with the awareness of life.
"I felt the pain again," she related, "but this time my feelings of oneness with the all allowed me to
become one with the pain. I was singed by the intense contact but I made it through."
Kewero shook her head in disbelief. "I have probed this barrier with my mind and have felt the
unbelievable agony. I never did penetrate it, since my initial encounter left me with the understanding that I
was not to proceed. It's obvious now that you were the only one meant to pass through. What was on the
other side?"
"I don't remember much. I was overwhelmed by the intensity and my mind still feels numb. Even so, I'm
comfortable with the situation for I know that when I need specific knowledge it will come to me." She shook
her head with a mystified expression touching the features of her face. "The Spirit is beyond understanding
and I know I came close to the Presence. By remembering only small pieces I can cope with the enormity of
my experience."
"Small wonder you collapsed the way you did. Mortal minds aren't really equipped to deal with the
Infinite. I think your foggy memory may be for the best, my child. It's just possible that your mind might have
the tendency to become unhinged if everything you learned was packed into your conscious mind," Kewero
returned with mirth.
"Just like a trunk that is overfilled. Leudh and I once broke the hinges on a trunk when we tried to put too
much in it. Momma wasn't very pleased with us at the time," Flindra recalled with a grin on her lips. Then in
a more sober tone she continued, "I think it's also possible that I need to gain some understanding to utilize
the knowledge locked within my mind. This understanding can only be born through experience."
Kewero laughed outright. "My dear, my dear. It seems that we have traded places. You are now my
teacher!"
A blush rushed to Flindra's cheeks at this praise from her mentor. "You exaggerate, dear mother, I still
have much to learn from you!"
"You've never called me that before! Why dear mother?"
"Because you are a mother to me - one of the dear women who have shown me so much. My birth
mother, who gave me the gift of life; my foster mother, whose love still fills my heart with comfort; my dear

teacher, who has shown me the path to wisdom. I owe you much, dear Kewero; you have devoted your life
to me and mine. My debt is great."
Kewero touched the younger woman on the shoulders. "I'm honored, more than you can possibly know.
These words mean much to me, Flindra. I've learned to think of you as a daughter but I didn't feel I had the
right to say anything for you are a princess of the line of King Meldh."
"Of course you had the right to say it!" Flindra pulled her into a hug. "You, of all people in the world, have
earned that right. I love you, Kewero, and I'm glad I finally spoke my heart."
"Thank you, Flindra, and know that I love you, too." She smiled happily. "Are you ready to start today's
lesson?"
"I am."
"Good."
The rest of the day was spent practicing some of the skills Flindra would need in the outside world. She
needed this knowledge before she would be ready to begin her destiny.
They started with Rigga. The ring was very important for Flindra's safety would depend on its power.
Kewero had her practice invoking the power shield. She soon improved the talent until she could create the
purple aura with just a thought. She no longer had to imagine the details - it just was. It also took little effort
to maintain the shield.
Kewero's goal was for Flindra to be able to maintain the protective shield even when she was
concentrating on other things or was sleeping. Assassins tended to wait until their victim was occupied with
other things before they attacked. Flindra needed to practice with Rigga until the power shield was a reflex.
She told her to keep the purple aura at skin level. This would provide good protection against an attack
and would prevent anyone from inadvertently sensing the power shield. It could be difficult to conceal her
identity if someone felt Rigga's power.
Flindra's protection was Kewero's primary concern and the control aspects of the ring were of secondary
importance. Actual practice with this aspect of the ring would have to wait until Flindra returned to the world.
The power shield did not influence Kewero and there was little challenge in manipulating Deru. Kewero told
her to practice with benign control first - just to learn how to do it. That way, she would be comfortable with
the power when she needed it. What she could expect to accomplish with Rigga would be limited only by
her imagination.
"Now little one, I want you to try something."
"Certainly."
"You have gone to great lengths to learn how to keep Rigga's power shield from becoming noticeable.
We need to do something about the ring itself. It won't do any good if you try to be a simple rustic with a
royal ring on your finger. I want you to imagine the ring becoming invisible on your finger. Create the
picture in your mind and see if reality responds."
"How can I do that?"
"Just try. I think Rigga has possibilities we haven't even discovered."
Flindra closed her eyes and imagined the ring on her finger. Even with her eyes closed, she could still
see the details of the ring. She imagined the ring enveloped in an intense purple light. Once this image was
affixed in her mind, she started to darken the color, shifting it from purple to black. Black could be thought of
as the absence of light. Where there is no light there is no sight. She held the image until a shield of flat
black covered the ring.
"Hold the thought you have created and open your eyes," Kewero commanded. "Rigga is no longer
visible."
Flindra laughed with joy when she witnessed the truth of Kewero's words. She'd succeeded in hiding
Rigga. "I still feel the power shield about me. Making Rigga invisible hasn't changed its effectiveness."

"You need to practice this aspect of your control for it would be best if you keep knowledge of Rigga a
secret. Try repeating this exercise daily until you have total control over this."
"I will."
"I think for the moment we are finished with Rigga. Now we need to work on disguising your newfound
confidence and power. Right now, your true identity would be easy to discover. You exude a level of power,
which marks you as being something more than a woodsman's daughter. Remember that the agents of the
Ansu have not forgotten you. Their efforts to stop you will only intensify as events move toward the time
when our world must face the Kwetwer," Kewero cautioned.
"Have I really changed that much?"
"You have been changing and growing everyday since you arrived - most dramatically since your journey
beyond the barrier."
"How can I disguise who I am?"
"In your mind you must become the person you are supposed to be. If you are playing the part of a
woodsman's daughter then you must think in your mind, know in your heart, that you are a simple rustic.
You also might be able to use Rigga to enhance that impression."
The two women continued to discuss various possibilities of Rigga's power shield in covering Flindra's
identity. Then the topic of discussion migrated to the nature of the crystal orb and how it could be used.
"I believe the ultimate power of the orb will only be revealed when it is needed," Kewero commented.
"Until that time, you will find it useful for more mundane tasks. Your first encounter with the crystal sphere
enabled you to contact me. You will always be able to communicate with me. You need only to look into the
orb and think of me. I will feel your thoughts and will come to this chamber."
"What about contact through our dreams, like I'm doing with Momma and Leudh?"
"It is surer and more effective to communicate directly with the crystals. This is the most precise transfer
of thought. We can also be in contact with each other through our dreams. However, this works best to
transfer emotional thoughts. You love your family dearly and it is that love which has made your
communications possible."
"Is that how Momma and Leudh were able to reach me when I was in trouble? They don't have a crystal
but their thoughts reached me."
Kewero's face registered surprise. "When were they in contact with you?"
Flindra took a deep breath before she began. "My memory of the time after I broke through to the place
beyond the barrier is confused, but some things stand out clearly. I was numbed by the enormity of the
knowledge of the Spirit, so numbed that I became hopelessly adrift in a place of nothingness. I sank into
that nothingness and found myself unable to escape, in truth, to do anything. I was losing myself to the
emptiness, when an image took root in my mind.
"The image became a clear awareness of the my home. I could see, feel, and smell the familiar things of
my childhood. This vision provided an anchor, something concrete for me to grasp. Fused throughout the
image was the presence of Momma and Leudh. I don't know how they knew I was in trouble or how they
reached into my mind, but I do know that they saved me. It was their efforts that brought me back from
oblivion."
Kewero sighed as she pondered Flindra's story. "Are you sure that Dakra and Leudh were the source of
these thoughts?"
"I'm positive. The thoughts were alive with their essence. I could almost feel them."
"This is curious, my child. The love you share with your foster family must be great indeed."
"It is."
"I can only guess that the Spirit must have used your family and your mutual love to rescue you from
your peril. Have you contacted them through the crystal since your experience?"

"No I haven't. I was respecting your advice to leave the orb alone until we determined what had
happened to me."
"Perhaps you should contact them. The orb cannot harm you - your power level has increased so much
since your ordeal. You might be able to get more information on this mind link with your family from them."
"I would like to thank them for their help, but how can I ask them questions? I just visit their dreams leave them messages."
"I used to think that was the limit of the connection. Your experience with your foster family suggests that
I was wrong and I suspect you can do much more. The connection between you and your family is strong
enough for them to know of your danger. Just as importantly, they were able to contact you with just their
love to guide them. Don't limit your mind by accepting untested boundaries."
"All right."
"If you don't mind I would like to stay here to observe what happens, if you don't find it to be a violation of
your privacy."
Flindra laughed and reached over to touch her mentor's hand. "It doesn't matter to me if you watch. I
would tell you everything anyway, so it will just save us both time."
Kewero nodded in acceptance of Flindra's trust. "Thank you. Try to contact them and see if you can get
any information."
Flindra looked into her crystal sphere and willed the contact with her mother. She paused for a moment
and looked at the orb like it was a new and unfamiliar object. The feel had changed. Then she realized that
the burn on her palm was reacting to the orb even through the bandage. It was an intense physical contact
and she could distinguish her own essence permeating the crystal. Somehow, she had become joined to
the power within the crystal and the burn was only a manifestation of that weld.
As she filled her mind with Dakra's essence and concentrated on the crystal, Flindra expected the
familiar color vortex. There was none, nor any blinding white light. Her consciousness simply transported
directly to her Momma's bedside.
Dakra was asleep and looked at peace. There was a slight smile on her lips and Icy was curled up
behind her knees. She must be having a pleasant dream.
Flindra said nothing but took the time to look around the tidy little room. Now she noticed that Dakra was
living in Leudh's home. Her mother's things were all in place, but the house was different. Everything
appeared so real as she looked about her and she knew this could be no memory. This was new and so
intensely real. The sights and the sounds swept over her; she was pulled into this alternate reality. As far
as her eyes were concerned, she was home.
Flindra concentrated on her mother, planting the message that she was all right. As she was thinking,
Dakra's eyes opened. She looked at the foot of the bed with shocked surprise. "Flindra! What are you
doing home?"
It unnerved Flindra to be hearing her mother's words outside the dream realm. "I'm not really here,
Momma," she answered hesitantly. "I'm still with Kewero in the Northern Reaches. I'm just projecting my
mind through the crystal sphere. I'm not sure you will be able to hear me now that you are awake."
"I can hear you quite well, dear Flindra," Dakra said with a happy smile. "I don't know how you are doing
this, but you're here. You're here, Flindra."
"I'm awed, Momma. I don't know how I'm doing this. I don't quite understand how."
"Don't question things, Flindra," Dakra said with the wisdom of a mother. "Now, tell me why you are
here."
"I wanted to tell you that you and Leudh saved me. I wanted to thank you. It was your love, which
helped me focus my thoughts so I could escape the void. Without your help, I couldn't have made it. I also
want to know how you knew I was in such trouble."

"Dearest Flindra, there is no need for thanks. The knowledge that we, in some small way, helped you is
thanks enough. We knew you were in trouble when both Leudh and I had a nightmare about you and our
hearts were filled with worry. The next night I dreamt of you again. In this dream, I experienced a horrible,
endless and hopeless void. I could wake up from such a nightmare but I knew you weren't able to. I talked
it over with Leudh and we decided that we had to try to reach you. We thought of our home as we went
back to sleep. We know you love this place and hoped that love could aid you."
"How did you guess to do this?"
"It was Leudh's suggestion. Perhaps his love for you gave him the answer."
"Will you thank him for me?"
"You've already done that."
"I have?"
"After we sent the vision of this home, we both knew that we had succeeded. You reached out to thank
us. Don't you remember?"
"No, Momma. I don't remember, but I'm glad I did so you wouldn't worry about me. I must thank you
again."
"I'm happy that we were able to help you in your time of need. There is no need for any more thanks."
Dakra looked intently at her daughter. "What did you do to your hand, Flindra?"
"I burned myself," she said as she looked down at her bandaged hand. She had forgotten that her
mother could see her as if she were present.
"Does it hurt much?"
"No. Kewero has been taking good care of me so don't worry, Momma."
Dakra smiled. "I will always worry, Flindra. Don't you know that's the nature of mothers?"
Flindra laughed joyfully. "I guess it is."
"How is everything else? Are you happy? Are you safe?"
Tears touched Flindra's eyes as she noted the tone of concern in her mother's voice. "I'm safe here with
Kewero. I have a terrible enemy who I must face at some point in the future, but that trial is hopefully a long
time in coming. Now is the time for learning. I'm learning the things I will need in my conflict with the Evil
Ones."
Dakra's eyes clouded with worry. "I see."
"To answer your other question, I must say that I haven't had much time to indulge in emotions. I
suppose I'm content. I miss my family and my home too much to be truly happy."
"Give yourself time, Flindra. The happiness you have known with us will not be the only joy in your life.
The duties of your life are great, but the rewards will be of like kind. Look forward to your life. Know this,
where there is life there is hope. Let optimism grow in your heart." Dakra ended her advice with a smile not
on her mouth but in her eyes.
"I love you, Momma."
"I love you, too."
"I'll project myself here again, now that I know its possible." She looked around the room. "Why did you
move?"
"I didn't need the big house any more and Leudh's family did. The move made sense."
"I suppose so." She laughed. "I'm glad I filled my thoughts with you and not of the house. I would have
ended up in the wrong place."
Dakra smiled happily. "You'll have to be careful when you visit for I don't think the twins could
understand. Oh Flindra, it's so good to be able to actually speak with you. This is a great blessing of the
Spirit."
"It is. I'll visit often so you don't worry about me. Give my love to Leudh and his family."

"I will."
"Good-bye Momma."
With these words, Flindra allowed herself to be pulled abruptly back to the crystal cave. She closed her
eyes and relaxed in the grip of the vertigo and disorientation, which always accompanied the termination of
her messages to her family. This time the feeling was more intense and she guessed it was because she
had actually projected her essence back to her home.
She felt Kewero's hand gripping her arm in a hold of support. When the vertigo had finally passed, she
looked at her mentor. There was surprise on both their faces.
"Astounding. Absolutely astounding," Kewero murmured as she gave voice to her surprise.
"Do you know what happened? Did you hear what Momma said?"
"The conversation reverberated throughout the cave. I had expected to only hear your side of the
conversation. Hearing Dakra's responses was truly amazing. You have just accomplished what I never
imagined possible. Your connection with the orb is tighter, stronger than before.
"I once told you that I was not familiar with the limitations of the orb - that only the holder of the crystal
can know them. I think this is a dramatic example of that. It is up to you to test the orb, feel out the
limitations. I'm afraid my guidance in this matter is of little value."
"How can I test the orb if I don't know exactly what it can do?"
"You'll have to use your imagination, Flindra. You may find that you can only discover the true
dimensions of the orb's power by facing the threats of the Ansu. They will test you, test you to the limits of
your knowledge, skills and character. Use the struggle as a situation to grow."
"I'll try my best." Flindra looked grim. Speaking of her enemy always made her look that way.
"Cheer up, my child. You won't be facing the Ansu quite yet. You still have time to grow comfortable
with your strength before you face them."
"I hope so," she muttered to herself.

Chapter XII
Kewero awoke one morning with the distinct feeling that it was time for Flindra to leave the caverns and
begin her quest. She recognized the touch of the Spirit in the feeling and she knew she couldn't choose to
ignore it. It was time for Flindra to go.
"Oh Spirit," she whispered. "Is it time so soon, so very soon?"
She was overwhelmed with sadness and she wept into her pillow. She loved Flindra and knew she
would miss her. It would be like losing a beloved child. Kewero hadn't realized just how lonely she had
been until Flindra came into her life. Now the caves were going to feel depressingly empty without the
sound of her cheerful voice and the sight of her bright smile.
She indulged her sorrow for a few moments longer and then the sadness was replaced by fear. She
knew, better than anyone alive, that the Ansu were a horrible and menacing enemy. An untested innocent
was going forth to challenge this monstrous evil.
Thinking about the situation - and being brutally honest with herself - Kewero had to admit that she had
been delaying Flindra's departure with minor tasks and lessons. It was her fear for the safety of her beloved
Princess that had made her use delay to keep her here in the safety of the caves. The truth of the situation
was that Flindra knew what she needed to begin her fight. Experience would have to become her teacher.
Kewero could share little with her now. She needed to let go and allow Flindra to continue on her journey.
It was impossible to go back to sleep, so Kewero reluctantly left her bed and began to dress. As much
as she didn't want to, she needed to organize the things that Flindra would need to take with her. It was still

early enough that she would be sleeping in her room. Kewero would let her wake up on her own and have
breakfast before breaking the news that it was time for her to begin the next chapter in her life.
Kewero had infrequent contact with a trader who occasionally traveled across the Northern Reaches to
do business with the Ainaz. He was not her main source of supplies, but he had some items none of his
competitors carried and he was a gossip. He always knew the latest news in the kingdom and was anxious
to share the information. The man was honest when dealing with his customers but was a veritable
scoundrel when dealing with the authorities and their tax collectors. He was a consummate smuggler.
Several years before Kewero had asked him to make a saddle for her, a smuggler's saddle with hidden
compartments in the wooden saddletree. In this saddle, Flindra could hide the treasures she needed to take
with her. It was her responsibility to take the other crystals: the Blue, the Red, and the Yellow. She also
needed to take with her the hereditary symbols of King Meldh. These treasures would prove Flindra's
identity and would serve as a regal dowry.
Kewero didn't feel like eating so she went instead to a storage room deep in the heart of the caverns. It
was in this hidden room that she kept her dearest possessions. Among her treasures was the leather
satchel King Meldh gave her when she left his court. She sat down beside the common looking bag and
knew the greatest treasures of the world were hidden within its stiff leather sides. A wave of memories
flooded over her when she opened the latch and peered inside.
Somehow, it seemed only yesterday when she had been summoned into the King and Queen's
presence. It had been the last time she had seen them and the sorrow she felt now was as keen as it had
been then. Tears streaked down her wrinkled cheeks and she made no attempt to stay them.
The first treasure she withdrew from the bag was King Meldh's crown. It looked like a solid circle of gold
encrusted with precious jewels, including a huge diamond at the front of the crown. Kewero knew by
experience that the wholeness was deceiving. The crown actually consisted of a dozen segments
connected by concealed hinges. It could be taken apart, folded, and packed into a small space.
This design made perfect sense when one remembered that King Meldh's clan had originated as
nomads - fierce and untamed - before they came to power. After that, the line had produced strong and able
kings who had ruled justly and wisely. This crown had rested on the brow of many a good king. Kewero
finally put down the crown and picked up the next treasure.
The scepter was a beautiful piece of workmanship. Along the shaft, the King's crest was engraved
repeatedly so the heraldic symbol merged and formed a pleasing design and texture. There was a large
ruby spinel set at the top of the scepter. This gem had been in the family's hands for so long that no one
could remember the full history surrounding the jewel. The scepter had been made so it was no longer than
the length of a saddle. It, too, was designed to be portable. There would be no problem stashing the
scepter in the smuggler's saddle.
Kewero withdrew the final treasure from the satchel. It was a heavy neck chain that the King wore with
his robes of state. In many ways, it was a simple piece, nothing more than interlocking links of yellow and
white gold, but it had been a wedding gift from his Queen and had numbered among his most cherished
possessions.
Kewero fingered the chain and enjoyed the touch of the cold metal against her skin. The look and the
feel of the chain brought back the memory of the last time she had seen King Meldh wear it. The links of the
chain blurred for there were tears in her eyes.
The King had worn it at the Spring Festival, the festival celebrating the continuation of life. It had been a
glorious time, the beautiful weather alone was worth celebrating. The King and Queen wore smiles that
were as warm and generous as the rays of the sun raining down from the sky. Troubles were forgotten and
all the people rejoiced.

However, the forgotten troubles hadn't left and it was not long afterwards that the Ansu attacked and
robbed the world of joy.
Kewero spoke to the memories in her heart. "Dear King, let the time be now for our revenge!" She could
feel his answering rage coming to her from across the ages.
She put everything back in the satchel and stood up. Spying the saddle, she picked it up along with the
satchel and left the storage area. Kewero took them both to the crystal cave and set them on the floor.
She then sought out a secret niche in the cave wall. Here she found the three remaining crystals. The
first crystal she picked up was the Blue. It was an ellipsoid. It was as broad as her palm and in length it
extended from the heel of her hand to her fingertips. It radiated a soft blue light, which was somehow
soothing and calming. There was strength and wisdom in this crystal.
Kewero held the yellow crystal. It was incorrect to call this crystal an orb for it was a perfect tetrahedron.
The sharp edges of the four faces matched the restless energy emanating from the gem. Here was
purposeful and decisive action.
The final gem she removed from the niche was the red orb. It was a smooth sphere and was rather
opaque and lusterless. No light shone from its dull, blood red surface. Even so, the depth of its emotion
was overpowering. This was memory. This was revenge.
Kewero placed the three crystals next to the saddle and satchel. Flindra would have to match the gems
to the proper people. The Blue would go to her husband, the King. She didn't know who would get the other
two but she had faith that Flindra would select well.
It was not long before Flindra joined her in the cave. "I missed you at breakfast. Have you been awake
long?"
"Not that long. I needed to fetch some things before we started today's discussion."
"What things?"
"Some tools you will need for your quest. It is time when you need to start preparing yourself to leave."
Flindra looked a little surprised at these words, surprised and sad. "So soon?"
"I'm afraid so, child." Kewero reached over and took Flindra's hand.
"I suppose it had to happen sometime," Flindra remarked sadly. "I've learned to feel at home with you,
Kewero. It's going to be hard leaving you."
"Thank you for saying so, Flindra. I will miss you, too, but it's time for you to follow your destiny. It was
hard for me to leave my beloved King and Queen to search out these caves, but I did what I had to."
Flindra nodded her head slowly. "I know what must be done, Kewero, and will do what is required. I will
miss you, dear mother."
Kewero smiled. "We have a few more days together, my child, so let's not get too sentimental quite yet.
There are a few more things I need to show you."
"What?"
"Look. I'll show you." Kewero pointed to the old leather satchel. "These are the tokens of your heritage.
They will serve as the proof of your birth and as a dowry." She removed the relics of King Meldh from the
bag and spread them out for Flindra's inspection. "I've kept these safe from harm since the time His Majesty
entrusted them to my care. They are yours."
Flindra picked up the crown and looked at it carefully. "It's beautiful," she murmured. "What shall I do
with it?"
"You need to give these treasures to the king who has properly discovered your identity, but only after
the choice is made. Your King must determine your nature on his own - without this proof. Never forget, my
Princess, that you are the Heir of King Meldh! Don't cheapen yourself by helping the wrong man win your
hand. Keep your identity a secret."

"The memories of my forebears are with me, Kewero. I will respect my heritage and I will remember your
words," stated Flindra in the tone of an oath.
Kewero then displayed the crystals. Flindra picked them up and probed each with her mind. She felt
their individual essences and their combined power. Then she placed her own orb next to them and felt the
synergistic response. There was far more power here than expected. She withdrew her white orb and the
energy level dropped to the combined power of the three crystals. She advanced her sphere. The power
surge was again greater than the added powers of the four gems. True synergism. Moreover, the white
crystal was the catalyst.
"Did you feel that?" she asked.
"Yes, I did child. The crystals are responding to your power. You are the key to our fight and the White
is reflecting that."
"Oh." Flindra then placed all but the blue crystal on the floor. She picked up the scepter and held it next
to the blue gem. "This doesn't feel right," she murmured as she looked at the two.
She gazed at the ruby spinel at the top of the shaft. It was a large stone - dark red with faint traces of
black in the interior of the gem. In her heart, she knew that as beautiful as the gem was it didn't fit the
purpose of the scepter. Flindra grasped the spinel and with a quick twist of her hand popped the gem from
its socket on the scepter.
Kewero gasped in shock at her audacity. "Flindra what are you doing?"
"Bear with me, Kewero. You will soon see what must be."
Flindra then took the blue crystal and held it to the shaft of the scepter. An intense light erupted from the
crystal as she withdrew her hand. Both women had to look away from the blinding intensity of the light.
After several moments the light faded and they could look at the scepter.
The blue gem had fused itself to the shaft. The gold had melted around the crystal forming a perfect
setting for the gem. The crystal radiated in a newfound power. This was the place for the blue ellipsoid. It
fit.
"Well I'll be...How did you know, Flindra?"
She shrugged her shoulders. "I don't know really, I just felt that this was the way it was supposed to be.
This is the crystal meant for my King. It is appropriate to have it in the scepter. It combines the functions King and champion."
"What will you do with the spinel? After all, it was part of King Meldh's gift to you."
"I will give it to my King along with the other treasures. It will be part of my dowry."
"You understand, of course, that all must be kept safe until the right time?"
Flindra smiled briefly before she answered. "I understand. Everything will be safe with me." She
wrinkled her brow as she concentrated on her coming journey. "I'll have to come up with some way to hide
them."
"Already taken care of. See this saddle?"
"Yes."
"It was made by a smuggler. We'll be able to hide everything in the wooden saddletree and no one will
be the wiser."
"You think of everything!" Flindra noted in amazement and then she grinned mischievously. "How is it
that you're familiar with a smuggler, Kewero?"
The old woman laughed. "When one has lived as long as I have, one has the chance to befriend many
different sorts of people. Sometimes friendships grow in the most unexpected places. Keep that in mind
when you search for your comrades in this fight."
"I will."

"Trust Rigga and your own heart when meeting new people. You should be able to see into their
natures."
"I'll do what I can."
Kewero smiled. "All right. Now that I've given you the treasures you need to take with you, it's time to
review what you have learned. Show me my time has not been wasted and that you've been listening to
your lessons."
Flindra laughed. "Very well, my mentor. Let me unpack everything you've crammed into my brain.
Holler if you see anything missing."
Kewero could only hug Flindra as the two of them laughed together.
***
The day came when Flindra was ready to leave the caverns. She had gathered her belongings and had
saddled Deru. The only task that remained was saying good-bye to her mentor. The sorrow in her heart
made her steps slow and heavy as she led Deru to the main cavern. Kewero was waiting for her there.
"Do you have everything?" the old woman asked in a low voice. She was struggling against her tears
and couldn't speak normally.
"Yes, dear mother, I have everything I need to take. I still feel I'm leaving you with scant supplies, you've
given me so much food."
"I'm an old woman, child, and I don't eat very much. You will need to keep up your strength on your
quest. Don't feel guilty about what I'm sending with you. You need it more than I do."
Flindra nodded her head in understanding but said nothing.
Kewero questioned her to see if she recalled what her next task should be. She had drilled her on the
subject before, but it was of critical importance so she asked again. "Before the fateful choice destiny has
placed before you can even be made, there must be two kings. Do you understand you must help Prince
Storos gain his crown?"
"I know what I must do but I'm still unclear how to go about it. I mean I can't just ride up and announce
that I'll save his crown. He'll think I'm nothing but a fool."
"Study the situation and use your imagination. Use your intuition. You also have the knowledge of your
memories. They might help you to assist the Prince's cause."
"I'd feel more comfortable about things if you could be more specific."
"I would be if I knew more. I just know what you need to do not how to do it. That is up to you to
discover. Trust the Spirit, Flindra, you leave this place in service to the Beloved Spirit. You will be guided
when you need it."
Flindra sighed and nodded her head in understanding.
Kewero looked pensive. "I guess the only thing left to tell you, little one, is to be careful."
Flindra sighed again. "Kewero, will I ever see you again? Will you ever leave these caverns? I would
welcome you as my adviser and friend when I am Queen."
"I am honored at the invitation, Flindra. After we have succeeded in defeating our enemy, I'll finally be
free to return to the world. I would enjoy serving you, my Princess. Until then, I think I will serve you best by
staying here, communing with the Spirit, and searching for any additional knowledge, which may help our
fight. Think of me as a resource much like a library. If you need to research something, I'll be able to do it
for you."
Kewero grasped Flindra by the shoulders. "You have the power to contact me with your orb so we won't
be totally separated."
"It's not the same." Flindra was crying now.

"I know, but we all must accomplish our assigned tasks in life. Don't shrink from yours." Although there
were tears in her own eyes, she brushed the wetness from Flindra's cheeks with a gentle touch.
"I love you, Kewero," Flindra said as she pulled the old woman into an embrace.
"I love you too, Princess Flindra. King Meldh and Queen Kwenth would be proud of you. The nobility of
their line has continued to you. Do them honor by facing your fate with courage."
"I will do my best," she promised. She took a deep breath and took a step back. "I guess it's best to
leave now before my resolve weakens."
"I think so, Flindra. Know that I am proud of your courage, my Princess." She kissed Flindra's noble
brow. "I'm always at your service, Your Highness. Never feel afraid to call upon me."
"I promise I'll ask for your help when I need it."
"I think it's time to go out to the yurt. Daylight is still short this time of year. Let's not waste it with
prolonged good-byes."
Flindra nodded in agreement. "There's no need for you to go out with me. I've been practicing with the
doorway."
"I know child. I'm proud of your skill. I just want to be with you for as long as I can. Indulge me."
"I'd be proud to."
"I'm not going to say good-bye for we will be in communication through the crystals. Have a good and
safe journey, Princess Flindra. Trust the words of your heart."
"All right. I look forward to the day when we have defeated the Ansu and you can come to me to be my
advisor. Thank you for sharing your wisdom with me. I love you." Flindra shook her head. "The words
sound so hollow. They don't even come close to matching how I feel."
"I understand. Thanks aren't necessary. I just want to say that I have been honored to be your teacher.
I wish you well, Princess Flindra. Take care of yourself. Never let your guard down and let Rigga protect
you."
The women briefly hugged each other in silence and then Flindra mounted Deru. Kewero took hold of
his reins and led them through the shimmering zone to the yurt. She unlashed the fastenings of the door
and then turned to her surrogate daughter. Kewero held up her hand in parting. "Good journey, little one.
May the Spirit guide your days and guard your nights."
Flindra bit her lip to keep from crying. "Be well, Kewero, and may the Spirit bless you." She bowed her
head in respect and then rode out of the yurt and into the bite of the northwind.

Chapter XIII
The black horse drank greedily in the cool forest stream. Flindra was filling her water bags upstream
from where Deru was standing. She rose and carried the dripping bags to him. She looked at her horse
remorsefully.
"Sorry Deru," she said as she stroked his neck. "I didn't mean for you to do without water for so long, but
I didn't think it wise to ride up to the last spring with all the King's Rangers camped there." She hung a water
bag from either side of her saddle to keep her gear balanced on his back.
Flindra looked around and smiled at the tiny green leaves sprouting on the nearby trees. The infant
leaves were a pale, yellowish green, which would quickly turn to deep green in the coming month. The first
flowers of the season were bravely baring their delicate lavender petals to the fickle weather of early spring.
She had been surprised to find that spring was just beginning to break the hold of winter. She had spent
the better part of a year with Kewero and only a season had passed here in the world. Kewero was right, it
was futile to compare the time systems of the world and the caverns. They seemed to be entirely
independent of each other.

Amidst the gentle beauty of the coming spring was the harsh evidence of an escalating civil war. Flindra
knew that when King Audaz had died, Prince Storos was too young to assume the crown. The King's
brother-in-law, Duke Bhrag, had been made regent of Ostar and the guardian of the young prince. Now
Prince Storos had reached manhood and wanted to come into his inheritance. The problem was that Duke
Bhrag had grown fond of power and was loath to relinquish the crown to his nephew. Even before Flindra
had left to find Kewero, she had heard of the growing violence to the south of the Kingdom.
The violence had spread to the north in the time she'd been in the caverns. She had passed more than
one burned ruin on her journey south. It didn't seem to matter if the dwelling was a cottage or a castle;
everything appeared to be a fair target for the violence. Both the Prince's Rangers and the troops of Duke
Bhrag patrolled the roads in force and it had been challenging to safely avoid the armed parties.
Somehow, Flindra needed to help Prince Storos gain his crown. Not only did he need to become King
before he could prove himself equal to fate, but the fighting needed to end before too many innocents had to
suffer. How she was going to accomplish this task was still a great mystery. She had to trust the Spirit to
guide her into a situation where she could help Prince Storos.
After her difficult journey over the Greyfell Mountains, Flindra had been half-tempted to pay a visit to her
family but had decided against it. She didn't want to bring the wrath of the Ansu down upon them. It was
best to keep her distance from her loved ones.
She had been in contact with them by using the crystal so they understood the next step she must take
in destiny's journey. She had explained her quandary and had sought their advice. Leudh had suggested
that she should seek out the forces of Prince Storos in hopes that a solution would present itself to her. She
now rode toward Deodar, the capitol city of Ostar, and the stronghold of those loyal to Prince Storos. She
would try to have some ideas before she got there.
Before Flindra mounted Deru, she heard the distinct sound of galloping horses. There was no place of
concealment near the stream so Flindra decided to stand fast. Running away could only be interpreted as
guilt. She busied herself checking Deru's girth strap. She also reinforced Rigga's power shield. She kept in
mind Kewero's advice of mentally becoming what she needed to be. Flindra needed to be a woodsman's
daughter. She would concentrate on being just that and nothing more.
A group of twenty men sporting the colors of the King's Rangers rode into view. Flindra breathed a sigh
of relief when she noticed that their shields were emblazoned with the Ostarian crest - at least they were
Storos's men. They quickly surrounded her but their postures weren't menacing. She felt comfortable with
them and relaxed.
All the Rangers were heavily armed. She could see they all carried heavy broadswords beneath their
green cloaks. Most had a bow and a quiver of arrows hanging over the pommels of their saddles as well.
The men were wearing chain mail under their surcoats. Their helmets were conical in shape, with a section
of steel extending down from the cone to cover the ears and the back of the neck.
The leader of the troop was a large man with the insignia of a lieutenant on the breast of his green
surcoat. He had that stern look around the eyes that comes from being a veteran soldier. This man was
used to being obeyed. His helmet hid his hair but Flindra noticed his brown mustache and guessed his hair
would be much the same color. His eyes were brown and the wrinkles around them indicated he squinted
often.
To his left rode a sergeant. He was as tall as the lieutenant but was leaner in build. He was cleanshaven, which gave him a very youthful appearance. His blue eyes looked grim today, but Flindra guessed
they could sparkle with laughter in the right situation.
The lieutenant addressed her gruffly. "You lad, what is your name?"
"My name is Flindra, sir."
There were a few chuckles among the men.

"A maid's name. What's a lad doing with a maid's name? Couldn't your mother tell the difference?"
The chuckles turned into raucous laughter.
Without answering, Flindra drew back her hood exposing her long auburn braids. She shook her head
slightly to make sure that her hair was seen. All the while she had been looking directly into the lieutenant's
eyes.
"Well, I see you are indeed a maid. I guess your mother could tell the difference after all." There was a
hint of amusement in his eyes. "Now tell me, what are you doing here?"
"I'm on my way to Deodar," Flindra answered truthfully.
"And what do you intend to do there?"
"I have family in Deodar, sir. I'm going there to find them."
"Do your parents know you are traveling alone?" The lieutenant had concluded that Flindra was a
runaway. Probably running away from an unwanted arranged marriage.
"My parents were murdered," Flindra said softly with a catch in her voice. "What family I have left is in
Deodar."
The young sergeant swore under his breath. "Who did this crime?" he demanded.
"I don't know who the men were."
"Didn't they show any livery?"
"No, sir. Their clothing was plain."
The sergeant quietly swore again. "It's just like the Duke's men to remove their insignia. This isn't the
first time we've heard of the Duke's minions attacking innocent civilians."
The lieutenant and the sergeant withdrew slightly - just out of earshot. Flindra absently stroked Deru's
neck while the two men discussed her. She hated to lie, but she couldn't tell them the truth. In any case,
there was an element of truth to her story. It was true that her parents had been murdered, although their
deaths had occurred years before.
The officers returned. "You'll ride with us until the next village," the lieutenant commanded. "I'll see to it
that you will have some sort of escort as far as Deodar."
"Thank you, sir. I appreciate your concern."
Flindra mounted Deru and was surrounded by the horsemen as they took up their positions in their
formation. She rode behind the young sergeant with a trooper on either side of her. She was surrounded by
the sounds of creaking leather and rattling chain mail. The men rode in tense silence and it was obvious
that they were searching for someone.
As they rode south, the terrain became increasingly familiar. Flindra relaxed and drew upon her
extended memories. She was pleased she could draw upon the knowledge of her ancestors with such
ease. A distant grandfather had grown up in this region. She committed his knowledge to her own memory.
The lieutenant signaled a halt with a raised hand. "Leitho, do you know of any place those renegades
could hide? They couldn't have made it this far."
The sergeant scratched his chin with the back of his hand. "I'm just not that familiar with this area,
Kalmyk. I've passed through dozens of times but I've never strayed off the road."
The lieutenant turned his question to the men. "Did any of you grow up around here?"
There was no affirmative answer.
Finally, Flindra thought it wise to speak up. "Excuse me, sir. My family spent several years in this area
when I was a child. Could I help you?"
The lieutenant transfixed her with a stare. "Is there a place hereabout where a group of men could
hide?"
"There are many such places. The hills around here are riddled with caves."
"And I suppose you know where they are?"

"Yes sir. My father was a woodsman. I spent much time in the forest with him. My mother would send
me out to bring him his mid-day meal. I learned where the caves were because my father taught me to
avoid them. They were frequently the hiding places for smugglers and thieves."
"I see. Well then, Maid Flindra, I don't suppose you would care to show us these caves?"
"I would be happy to, sir."
"Then do it."
Flindra smiled discreetly while she urged Deru to the head of the column. The Spirit might have solved
her problem for her. She was working with the Prince's men. Perhaps this could be the opportunity she
needed to move into a position to help Prince Storos.
They trotted down the road for half a league before she veered to the left on a barely noticeable path.
The path twisted through the forest, obviously made by men who wished to avoid pursuit or detection. The
trail would have been difficult to follow if one did not know it, but she knew it well thanks to the gift of her
extended memories.
Eventually the path intercepted another. Flindra stopped here, dismounted, and examined the ground.
"What is it?" the lieutenant demanded.
"There are tracks here. Seven, no eight, horses passed this way within the last few hours. One of the
horses has a worn shoe. It looks like he is about to lose it. The horse will turn up lame before his rider
makes it to the caves."
"I see you are a skilled tracker," the lieutenant said respectfully. His own skills where rather rudimentary
but he knew enough to recognize her expertise.
"Thank you. I had a good teacher."
Flindra led the Rangers to the base of the rocky hills to the west where she stopped again. "Sir," she
whispered as she addressed the lieutenant. "The tracks lead to the base of the cliff. Just behind those
rocks is the entrance to a cave."
"Good work, Maid Flindra," he replied with a slight nod of his head. "Now stay back here with the horses.
I don't want you in harms way."
"Yes, sir"
He gave a few sharp but whispered commands, which sent the Rangers sliding from their saddles and
then slipping through the trees like shadows. They were fairly quiet, but Flindra thought to herself they
couldn't compete with Leudh for quick, silent movement through the forest.
Within the span of a few moments, the Rangers had positioned themselves around the cave opening.
From her place with the horses, Flindra could see the lieutenant give a quick gesture with his hand. As soon
as he dropped it, the Rangers stormed the cave. Flindra could hear the sounds of struggle emanating from
the entrance. There were groans from wounded men and shouts of those still fighting. Then it was over.
Six men were led from the cave with their hands tied behind their backs. A few were bleeding but she
could see that no man had suffered a mortal wound from the encounter. She then looked closely at the
Rangers to see if any of them had been wounded. It seemed that they had been lucky for she could see no
blood on any of them.
The prisoners were placed on their horses, which were in turn tied together. One of the prisoners was
mounted on one of the pack mules - his horse was lame. Flindra felt a moment of pride at this last detail.
Her tracking skills were still sharp. She knew that her father would have been proud of her.
The Rangers returned to their horses and the lieutenant gave her a brief nod after he mounted. "Thank
you." He turned his attention to the sergeant. "Leitho, fall in behind the prisoners and see we don't have
any stragglers."
"Yes sir."

The group rode out of the forest with the prisoners closely guarded. Flindra noticed one of the prisoners
staring hatefully at her. She couldn't recall ever seeing the man before. He was slightly built with a sallow
complexion. Long, greasy, brown hair hung loosely about his face and shoulders. He looked like a
scoundrel and she wondered if he was the type of man who had been recruited to fight under Duke Bhrag's
banner. If he was, it didn't speak well for the Duke's judgment.
He continued to scowl in her direction and she could sense almost palpable waves of malice
accompanying his stares. She strengthened the purple aura about herself but kept it safely at skin level to
avoid detection.
The Rangers finally halted for the night, several hours shy of the next village. With practiced efficiency,
the troopers began preparing the encampment for the night.
Flindra dismounted and looked uncertain what to do.
"We're camping here for the night," the lieutenant explained gruffly. "Stay by the fire and keep out from
under foot."
She nodded. "Yes, sir."
He turned and walked off without another word. A trooper took Deru's reins from her and motioned
towards the fire with his head. "We'll take care of your gear so go sit." His tone was firm, but not unkind.
One of the men placed a stump close to the fire for her. She sat on it and watched another man
unsaddle Deru and place her belongings in one of the tents that had been quickly erected.
Flindra was eventually served a bowl of salt pork and beans for supper. Some of the troopers started to
talk as they ate their food, forgetting her presence. They talked of the war, how things didn't look very
hopeful for a quick campaign. All of the men spoke of the Duke's soldiers with a tone of contempt.
Apparently, the renegades they had captured today were typical of his men.
Flindra was more or less ignored as darkness descended. Finally, a trooper approached and told her to
go into the tent where her things were. She would sleep there. Flindra walked to the tent, entered, and tied
the flap closed. She heard the soft jingling a mail shirt just outside the entrance - a guard had been posted.
Flindra didn't quite know if the man was there for her protection or to keep her from leaving or a combination
of both.
Not that it mattered much. Flindra had no intention of leaving. This situation might prove to be an
opportunity to begin her task of helping Prince Storos. She would just have to watch and wait and be ready
to seize any opportunity that was presented to her.
Flindra snuggled deep in her blankets and started to imagine what Prince Storos would be like. Kewero
didn't know much about the personal details of the Prince, such as the quality of his personality. Flindra was
impressed by the caliber of these Rangers and felt it was a good indication of the Prince's nature. Quality
had a tendency to draw quality. She fell asleep trying to imagine what it was going to be like to meet him.
***
She was innocent of the fact that even as she was drifting off to sleep she was the object of discussion in
the lieutenant's quarters. In the privacy of his tent, the lieutenant talked to Sergeant Leitho. They were
friends and it was obvious the lieutenant respected the opinions of his sergeant.
"So Leitho, what to you think of this girl, Flindra?" he asked.
He swallowed a sip of his wine before he answered. "She's pretty quiet. I think it's obvious she has seen
some hardship during her years. She showed a certain amount of weariness in the way she held her
shoulders. Why do you ask, Kalmyk?"

"I was impressed with her abilities today. Did you notice her skill in the forest? I've seen expert trackers
enough to recognize the fact that she is good, really good. We could have wandered around for days and
never stumbled onto that cave. And she was right on the mark about that lame horse."
"I noticed that, too. But didn't she say that she's a woodsman's daughter?"
"Yes, I believe she did."
"Well, that explains her ability. The people of the forest, at least in these parts, excel in woodcraft tracking and hunting. I'd wager she is pretty good with the bow that was hanging from her saddle."
Kalmyk shook his head. "Is it normal practice for these skills to be taught to girls? I would guess that
household chores would be their proper domain."
"I don't know. It might be that Flindra's an only child. If that's the case, I could understand her growing
up rather like a boy."
Kalmyk refilled their goblets with wine before he continued. "I don't know. There is something about her
that puzzles me. There's a quiet strength about her and she's very confident for a rustic. She didn't hesitate
at all to look me in the eyes."
"You might be confusing her sorrow for strength, Kalmyk. Did you see the pain flash through her eyes
when she talked about her parents?"
"I did. You could be right, Leitho, but I don't know. I've a gut feeling that there's more to her than meets
the eye. Too bad she's not a lad. I could use someone of her skills. We still need to replace our last scout."
"What's the problem with her being a girl? She could be our scout and not be in much danger."
"I don't know. I just feel it isn't right to have a young and pretty maid riding with a bunch of hardened
soldiers."
"I don't think you have much to worry about there. They're already treating her like some long lost sister.
Did you notice that Gwher is guarding her tent like some old wolfhound? I would hate to be the man to try to
cross him. She'll be safe enough with us, safer than with her family. They didn't stand a chance against
Bhrag's renegades."
"Speaking of which, did you notice the way Bassus stared at her. If looks could kill I'm afraid Flindra
would only be a memory," Kalmyk noted.
"He thought his hole-in-the-wall was safe from discovery. She punctured his delusion without much
problem."
"She did at that." Kalmyk smiled and rubbed his chin. "Do you think she would consider staying and
becoming our scout?"
"It couldn't hurt to ask. She might consider it better than begging food and lodging from some distant
relative in Deodar. She's proud and I don't think the prospect of begging suits her. I wouldn't care much for
it, myself, if I were in her position."
"Possibly." Kalmyk leaned back in his chair and took a sip of wine. "I guess I'll ask her in the morning.
In the worst case she'll say no."
"I think she will probably say yes. At least I hope so. I'm getting tired of spending days crisscrossing the
forest looking for signs of the renegades. A skilled tracker is a must with this kind of duty and the High
Command hasn't seen fit to replace our last scout."
Lieutenant Kalmyk smiled. "Well, if the High Command won't give us another scout we will just have to
find our own."
"I can't argue with that."
***

The next morning Lieutenant Kalmyk called Flindra to him. "I was impressed by your tracking abilities
yesterday," he began slowly. He wanted to gauge her reaction to his offer. He trusted his eyes to read her
true feelings by watching her countenance.
"Thank you, sir."
"I was wondering if you would consider staying with us to be my scout. I have need of someone with
your talents."
A look of surprise passed over Flindra's features. She couldn't believe her incredible good fortune! As a
scout, she would be in a position to help Prince Storos.
Kalmyk misread the look on her face. He took it for shock at the potential impropriety of his suggestion.
He quickly tried to clarify the situation. "I know it's a bit unusual for a woman to ride with soldiers, but I give
you my word that you will be treated with honor and respect."
Flindra smiled at this avowal. "Sir, I would consider it to be a great honor to serve you and the cause of
Prince Storos. I'm not concerned about your men, they have already treated me with honor and respect."
Kalmyk smiled in relief. His pleasure was echoed on Leitho's face from where he stood just behind his
lieutenant. "Now that you have accepted, what other skills do you have which could be of use? You any
good with your bow?"
"I know how to use it."
"I see that you are too modest to tell me just how good you are, so you will have to show me. Sergeant,
fetch her bow. I want to see a demonstration of her skill."
Sergeant Leitho quickly returned with Flindra's bow and quiver of arrows. As he handed them to her, he
gave her a toothy smile and a wink of encouragement.
"See that tree over there, the big one with the crooked branch," Kalmyk said as he pointed. "See that the
lower limb has a knothole which looks like a face. Try to hit that branch. Even better, try to hit the knothole."
It was a difficult shot, although Flindra had succeeded in striking harder targets. She strung her bow and
selected a straight arrow. She was aware that the Rangers had grouped behind her. This made her slightly
nervous. She took a deep breath to calm her nerves.
She nocked the arrow and drew back the bowstring until it brushed against her nose. She focused on
the center of the knothole and held her breath. With a twang, the arrow leaped forward and sped directly
toward the branch. The arrowhead hit the branch and was embedded deeply in the center of the knothole.
Only after she saw that the arrow had hit its target did Flindra finally breathe.
There was a moment of silence as the measure of her skill was fully appreciated. Then the air was split
with the cries, "Well done! Good shot!"
Sergeant Leitho had been standing slightly behind her as she shot. Now he slapped her enthusiastically
across the shoulders. "Good job, Flindra! I knew you could do it."
Flindra turned to look at Lieutenant Kalmyk, silently seeking his approval.
He understood her unspoken entreaty and nodded his head slightly. "You were right to stay quiet about
your skill, Flindra. I would have dismissed your claims as bragging. I think you will make a fine scout."
She smiled at his praise and silently thanked the Spirit for this opportunity.

Chapter XIV
Flindra's days with the Rangers turned into weeks and then months. She had developed an easy rapport
with the men during her first few days with them. Her quiet confidence and unusual abilities had quickly won
her the respect and friendship of her comrades. Her skills made their tasks easier and safer to accomplish
and thus made their lives better. It was relatively easy to be accepted by a group when one added
something to the collected talents of the whole.

She was content with the situation for she truly felt that she was making a worthy contribution to the
cause of Prince Storos. She was fulfilling her destiny and this added meaning to her life. She had taken
another step on the journey to the final confrontation with the Nameless Ones. She was content to allow the
Spirit to control her actions.
The discipline and regimentation of a soldier's life agreed with her as well. Her duties kept her busy so
she never had the time to feel overwhelmed by her destiny or to be touched by the sorrow in her life. The
friendship she had been granted by her comrades helped to fill the aching void in her heart. They could
never replace her family, but they kept her from missing them too much.
At night, in the privacy of her tent, she routinely contacted her mother and Leudh as well as Kewero.
They worried about her, certainly, but they also were pleased that she had found a situation where she could
begin her destiny. Leudh was a source of information she frequently called upon when her own skills of
woodcraft seemed lacking. More than anything, he just bolstered her confidence in her own knowledge.
She knew what she needed to perform her duties she just had to believe in herself.
Once her skills were fully appreciated by the Rangers and the beginning of friendships had started, the
men began to ask questions of her, hungry to learn the wisdom of the forest. They were in a perfect
situation to learn and to use this wealth of knowledge to successfully carry out their orders. They began to
apply their newfound wisdom and their success was greatly enhanced.
During the next few months, the success of Kalmyk's troop of Rangers caught the attention of the High
Command. They needed to rely on skilled and competent commanders so he and his troop were given
increasingly important and critical assignments. Flindra was a part of his success but she never tried to
steal the credit from her officers and comrades. She was a silent member of the team and needed no praise
to continue with her job.
In all of his communications with the High Command, Kalmyk had never mentioned Flindra by name. He
had given a short report that he had recruited a new scout but he was careful to avoid any reference to her
gender. He had done this to both protect her reputation and to avoid potential problems with the High
Command. It had been an unorthodox decision on his part to make her his scout. He appreciated her
talents too much to take the risk of losing her because of some bureaucratic decision in Deodar.
Flindra's knowledge of the land was invaluable and Kalmyk drew upon her experience frequently. She
knew the surrounding areas intimately. She also had an unnerving sense of knowing where the enemy was
moving. In addition to helping complete their assigned missions, she had managed to save the troop from
several potentially fatal ambushes.
Kalmyk once questioned her on her ability to perceive what was around them. She explained that it was
a simple case of observing what nature had to tell. The movements of birds and animals could yield much
information if one knew what to look for. A creature seen out of its normal habitat was a good sign that it
had been disturbed. The absence of the bird songs could mean an enemy was about. It was the nature of
the forest to record the movements of all those in its midst. A broken twig, a torn leaf spoke volumes of
information.
What Flindra didn't tell him was that she also used the tools, which were available only to the Heir of King
Meldh. She used the heightened awareness of Rigga's power shield to feel and probe around herself. She
found that in her heightened awareness, she was even capable of sensing the presence of those who had
recently passed through the area. It was almost like seeing their trails, the imprints of their footprints, left on
the fabric of life.
Flindra had learned that she could see the land ahead by projecting her mind through the crystal. In her
mind, she familiarized herself to the surroundings. She could discover things without risking her safety or
that of her comrades.

The ability of the crystal sphere was greatly augmented by her extended memories. The memories gave
her valuable clues to the land and to the nature of the enemies they sought. The wisdom of those who had
passed before her added greatly to her innate skills.
These tools and abilities Flindra kept secret for she remembered Kewero's warning that she should not
reveal her true identity. Only in the deepest recesses of her heart did she admit to their existence. Flindra
trained her thoughts to react to situations as if she was only a simple maid who just happened to be one with
the forest. She created the image of a skilled woodsman's daughter - nothing more.
Lieutenant Kalmyk and his Rangers had been ordered to penetrate deep into Bhrag's territory to gather
information on the movement and strength of the Duke's troops. There had been increasingly frequent
rumors hinting that the Duke was massing his troops and the High Command wanted details. None of the
scouting parties sent out to confirm this information had returned.
The High Command had decided that Kalmyk's collection of Rangers stood the best chance of getting
the required information and surviving to pass it on. They were depending on the skill and wisdom Kalmyk
had demonstrated so well during the spring and early summer. It was a dangerous assignment.
Kalmyk was under orders to capture and detain any of Bhrag's people they encountered during this
action. The captives would be questioned and holding them would prevent the flow of information back to
the Duke.
***
Dawn found Flindra creeping stealthily through the dense grass of the swamp south of Ladh. The grass
was taller than she was so Flindra had a hard time seeing what was ahead. This swamp grass was like
nothing she had ever encountered. It was as sharp as a knife along the edges, which made for difficult
travel. The ground beneath the grass was soggy with stagnant water and the area reeked of rotting
vegetation.
Flindra had examined the area with her crystal orb before she had left her cot this morning. She knew
that before them, a mile into the swamp, was a higher area that was free of the swampy waters. Along this
ridge, the swamp grass gave way to a dense growth of briar bushes and small trees. The higher area might
provide a place to quarter troops. What she couldn't understand was why anyone would want to hide troops
in this awful place.
Sergeant Leitho was following a few paces behind her. She could hear the sucking sound that came
whenever he pulled a foot out of the muck. Lieutenant Kalmyk generally assigned him to accompany her
whenever she was sent ahead to scout. She suspected it was his way of providing an element of protection
for her.
Flindra saw several birds take to flight and instinctively dropped to the ground. She heard Leitho doing
the same. As she lay in the mud, he slowly crawled up to her.
"See anything?" he whispered.
"Birds," Flindra replied in a whisper and pointed to the area where the birds had left.
They lay still for several more minutes and heard nothing more. Flindra was about to get up when she
felt a warning pulse from the crystal orb, which was tucked beneath her tunic. This was a new occurrence
for her. The only time she had experienced anything remotely similar was the time she had triggered the
Ansu trap when she was seeking Kewero.
The crystal orb was obviously sensing some danger. If Leitho hadn't been there, she would have pulled
the sphere from her tunic to see if she could project her mind to the danger. Since she didn't have that
option, she instead concentrated on directing Rigga's power shield in front of her, being careful not to
overlap her sergeant in the aura. She needed to find out who or what was out there.

Rigga's aura didn't encounter anything but a few small animals hiding in the grass. Flindra still couldn't
explain the warning. There must be something out there she simply wasn't picking up with the power shield.
Flindra started to move, inching forward on her stomach. The short hair on her back stood up with a
wave of nervous fear that passed through her. She breathed deeply to calm herself and she was using
every ounce of awareness she could muster.
The early morning sun was just high enough in the sky to start shining in the grass. Flindra saw a
momentary reflection off something shiny. She froze again and forced her eyes to see - to see something,
anything. A ray of sun broke through the grass and the object reflected again.
Before her, were strands of nearly invisible threads tied to the grass. Fishhooks were suspended from
the lines at an interval of every few inches. The sunlight was reflecting off a drop of liquid on the tip of every
hook. She guessed the hooks had been poisoned. This human spider web was everywhere - at different
heights in the grass. Some lines were tied at knee level, others at eye level, and still others hung diagonally
across the grass.
A slight breeze picked up. Then she smelled it, the sickening smell of rotting flesh. She looked around
trying to locate the source of the smell. Obscured in the grass far to her right, lay a man dressed in the garb
of the King's Rangers. There were struggle marks around his body and she guessed that the poison
brought a painful death. Dead bodies of a few carrion eaters, mostly ravens, lay around the man. The
poison had been so deadly that it was even killing the birds. Flindra forced down the vomit which had
rushed to her throat.
Leitho had again slipped up next to her. One look at her face told him that there was something horribly
wrong. She pointed out the trap in front of them. Then she pointed in the direction of the dead Ranger.
Anger reflected in his eyes as he looked at the delicate webbing, which had been the death of the scout. He
abruptly motioned Flindra to retreat.
They crawled out of the area on their bellies, being careful to retrace their steps. Leitho finally judged it
safe to stand and reached a helping hand down to his scout. She stood up and shook her head to clear the
sight of the dead man from her thoughts.
He moved close and held her by the shoulders, looking at the horror in her eyes. "I'm sorry, Flindra. I'm
sorry you had to see that."
"You've nothing to be sorry about," she answered in a voice thick with emotion. "I knew what I was
getting myself into when I became your scout. It's just that...just that...no one deserves to die like that." She
quickly looked down at the ground to hide her tears.
Leitho gently cupped her chin in his hand and forced her to look at him. "Don't be ashamed to cry,
Flindra. It shows that you still are alive enough to feel empathy with another's pain. Only be ashamed if you
reach the point where you get too hard to feel. That is your, our, greatest risk."
"I know," she replied in a tiny voice. "Thanks for not ridiculing my sorrow."
Leitho smiled briefly. "No need for thanks, Flindra. It took all of us time to be able to look at senseless
death without reacting. Remember that we're all in this together. Comrades."
"Thank you."
"Now, let's get going. We have to report to the lieutenant." They then walked back to the area where the
rest of the Rangers were hiding.
When Kalmyk saw them approach he laughed and jokingly asked, "Did you two decide to take a bath in
the mud?" Then he saw the look in Leitho's eyes and the humor fled his own. "What's out there?" he
demanded.
"Those low-life-scum-eaters have crossed the entire area with thin threads dangling poisoned fish
hooks!" Leitho blurted in anger. "A man could die in there before he even knew he was in trouble." He
paused and took a deep breath. "We found one of the scouts, lying out there in the sun being buzzard bait!

Whatever the poison is, it's strong enough to be killing the carrion feeders. I'd wager good money that the
rest of our missing scouts are lying out there in that wicked web. If it hadn't of been for Flindra's sharp eyes
we'd have joined 'em."
Kalmyk had given Flindra a concerned glance when his sergeant had mentioned the dead Ranger. He
now spared her the pain of recalling the story. "How did it happen?" he asked as he looked back at Leitho.
"We were working our way through that abominable grass when some birds flew up somewhere in front
of us. We both dropped to the ground. We didn't see or hear anything else. Just as I was about to kid
Flindra for falling asleep, I could sense that something had really spooked her. I couldn't see anything but
I've worked with her long enough to trust her instincts."
Leitho gave Flindra a quick glance of approval before he continued.
"She slowly started forward at a crawl. She'd pause to listen or see something, I don't know, and then
she'd continue. Finally, she just stopped dead in her tracks. When I worked my way up to her she pointed
out the traps and the dead body."
Lieutenant Kalmyk looked at Flindra and noticed the tight rein she was using to keep control of her
emotions. "How did you know?"
Flindra shook her head slightly. "I don't know. Things just didn't feel right. It's hard to explain."
"I see. Just a gut feeling?"
"More like a premonition."
"Any good soldier gets those feelings from time to time. It helps keep us alive."
Kalmyk could sense that there was more to the story. Flindra wasn't lying, she just wasn't telling
everything. He didn't want to accuse her of anything in front of the men. He would save it for a later time.
Besides, he had more important things to worry about.
"At least we know that Bhrag is up to something in this swamp and I intend to find out what it is. I can't
imagine that this place has any strategic value," Kalmyk said as he pulled on his mustache. "Leitho, let's
take another look at those charts."
The maps were quickly produced. Kalmyk and Leitho bent over to study them.
While they looked at the maps, Flindra had time to reflect on what had just happened. Even without
Rigga's help, she had sensed Kalmyk's disbelief in her story. He had perceived that she was concealing
information about the orb and she guessed that he had merely postponed his interrogation until later.
Flindra was deeply concerned since she knew she couldn't tell him the truth without revealing her identity.
What was she to do?
Her thoughts were interrupted by one of the Rangers who handed her a cup of wine. "Drink this, it will
make you feel better," he whispered.
She looked at him and smiled. "Thanks Ilgen," she whispered back.
He winked at her and walked away. Ilgen was reassuring her. Flindra remembered Leitho's words about
how they were all in this together. She just hoped she could stay with the Rangers and that Kalmyk wouldn't
send her away.
To avoid working herself up to a state of panic, Flindra started to look at the chart. She wasn't looking at
anything in particular, just the overall appearance. The colors were pretty, especially the blue of the sea.
She hadn't realized that they were this close to it. By looking at the chart, she understood why the swamp
was here - the river flowing from Ladh had slowed down enough that it didn't make it to the sea. It was just
slowly strangled in the swamp.
It made her sad to think of the river dying in the strangle hold of the swamp. She hated to see anything
trapped. Maybe, the map was wrong. Maybe, the river could fight back and there were channels through
the swamp, channels that made it to the sea. It gave her an element of pleasure to think about the river
making it to the sea in spite of the choking vegetation and mud of the swamp.

"I wonder if you could sail a boat on them," she thought to herself. "Boats like the ones I used to see on
Lake Eghero." Her idle speculation struck an uneasy chord in the back of her mind. Instinct, or perhaps the
Spirit, was cueing her to delve deeper into this thought.
"Boats, where could you go on boats?" She looked at the nearness to the sea and felt another warning
pulse of intuition. "Not boats but ships," she thought to herself, "ships to sail the sea - to sail to Kazat."
As soon as she had voiced that thought in her mind, she realized she had stumbled onto the truth. That
was it. The Duke's attack wouldn't come overland where his troops could be discovered long before he
reached Deodar. If he moved his troops by ship he could land his men close enough to Storos's stronghold
to win a surprise attack.
Kalmyk was still puzzling over the map. "Why would the Duke put troops here?" he muttered to himself.
"To hide their movements," answered Flindra.
Kalmyk looked up with a slightly irritated expression. "They can't move them anywhere from here without
the world knowing, so why bother?"
"They can't move them on land without the world knowing. But, what if, there is access to the sea and a
hidden place to load men and horses. What if they plan on moving troops on ships. No one would know
would they? No one would know until they landed."
Flindra had wanted his attention and she had it. "Go on," he commanded.
"The map shows that the river ends at the swamp. Suppose that isn't the way it really is. Suppose that
at least one channel makes it through the swamp to the sea. Couldn't they hide their troops here in the
swamp until everything was ready and then make sail? Sail to Kazat?"
"Sail to Kazat and bite us on the rear before we even knew they were there. Of course! It's so obvious!
It also explains their traps in the swamp. The Duke can't have us snooping around in there. His strategy will
only work if it's a complete surprise. But, I have to have proof. How?"
"If they are planning to move by sea then they've got to have ships," Leitho replied to the open question.
"I'd wager that they can't get sea faring vessels too far into the swamp. The ships, or at least their masts,
would probably be visible from the coastline south of the swamp." He traced his finger on the map as he
talked. "If we skirted the swamp here and then moved back along the coast we might be able to gather
some proof."
"It might just work," Kalmyk said excitedly as he slapped Leitho on the shoulder.
"We should probably wait until dark to move out. We can't chance being seen until we have the proof we
need to take before the High Command," the sergeant advised.
Kalmyk nodded his head in agreement. "We'll be ready to leave at dusk." He smiled wolfishly. "We'll
trip up the Duke's men yet."
Kalmyk turned toward Flindra. "Astute reasoning on your part, Flindra. You have my gratitude." A
slightly irritated frown briefly crossed his features, which caused her stomach to sink. "Go get cleaned up.
When you are through, come see me. I have a few more questions for you."
"Yes, sir."
"Kalmyk," Leitho interrupted.
The lieutenant shifted his glance back to him. "Yes."
"I'd like to lead a burial detail back to that dead scout. I think I can retrieve his body without too much
risk. I hate seeing one of our own feeding scavengers."
"Make it so. Just be careful."
"Will do."
Leitho gave Flindra a quick smile before he left to organize the burial detail.
She was comforted by the friendship the glance evidenced, but she wasn't looking forward to seeing
Kalmyk.
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